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SOME POTENTIALITIES FOR USING AEROSPACE

INFORMATION
IN THE F'IELD OF'NATIONAL SECURITY AND
DEFENCE
Petar Getsov. Pavel Penev
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
The modern tendencies in using remote sensing techniques and systems
for studying the Earth from space are formulated. The potentialities to use dualdestination space monitoring commercial satellites on the territoryt of the Republic
of Bulgaria are outlined. General formulation of the tasks in the field of defence
and security resolved through the space segment is givent. A structure for a
sovereign National Space Information Centre is suggested.

Introduction
This paper marks the start of a series of papers to be published in the
journal Aerospace Research in Bulgaria dedicated to observing the Earth's
surface by aircraf\s and satellites for the purpose of resolving a wide scope
of tasks in the field of crises management, national security and defence,
agriculture, ecology and more. Many of the materials have been reported at
various fora with the aim to urge the responsible bodies and institutions to
take adequate decisions for undertaking and implementing a national
monitoring system.
Based on the analysis of the current status quo of the country in the
field, as well as on our long-lasting efforts to establish a National Aerospace
Information Centre, we start a series of papers and suggestions related with
national security, which is a modem and effective trend in the leading
countfies' defence and securiry in the end of the XX-th and the beginning of
the XXI-st century.

The ready access to and moderate cost of a number of space
technologies provide for their successful use nowadays by countries of the
size of the Republic of Bulgaria (such as the Netherlands, Israel' Greece,
Belgium etc.).
The analysis of world experience reveals that using space-based
technologies provides to overcome a gteat part of the shortcomings and
restrictions of traditional ground-based technologies related primarily with
observation, communication, and navigatton.

One basic type

of

space information systems, occupylng

a

significant part of the field, are Remote Sensing Satellite Systems (RSSS),
through which information about the Earth is acquired and interpreted.
The current great impoftance and wide application of RSSS
providing the so-called space monitoring is determined by the following
crrcumstances:
- global spatial scope ofthe observed territory (aquatoria);
- possibility to observe specific areas or objects in various spectral ranges
at given intervals, day or night, or in complex meteorological conditions

-

possibility to obtain images featuring high resolution and providing

abundant information, and quite often - the required operativenesss;
- well developed intemational market of space video- and photoimages.
The most active and dynamic component of the RSSS is the earth satellite
fuinished with appropriate dedicated equipment. It translates information about the
monitored area to ground-based receiving centres either directly or through
retranslating satellites.

currently, the RSSS provide mainly three types of images: photoimages,
electronic-optic images, and radiolocation tmages.
On the brink between the XX-th and the XXI-st century, a number of
modern tendencies are observed related with the use of remote sensing techniques
and systems for study of the Earth from space, such as:
- transfer of technologies;
- commercialization of high-resolution space images;
- integration of various-destination systems;
- introduction of GIS;
- facilitated online customer access to supplied data;
- mutual penetration and integration of military and civil space systems
ata

The tendencies outlined above suggest intensive penetration of space
monitoring in both defence and security structures, as well as in
communication, geodesy and cartography, transport, ecology' power
engineering, agriculture, meteorology etc.

The experience from the so-called "space epoch wars", starting with
Desert Storm (1991) and ending with the military campaign in Iraq (2003)
reveals that the MoD of the USA, irrespective of the military space system
orbital formations it has maintained for dozens of years already, is among
the greatest users of information supplied by civil RSSS (such as the
Landsat, Spot, Ikonos etc.). The latter has been used successfully to plan the
troops' military activities and to spot aviation targets.
A tendency in space technologies on a world scale to reduce the gap
in the information potentialities of RS earth satellites for civil and military
purpose (Fig. 1) has been observed. Thus, for instance, the civil satellites
Ikonos, Quick Bird, Orb View, Resurs-DK etc. feature image resolution of
l-4 m in the monochromatic and multispectral regime. The available
ground-based receiving stations or terminals will provide to obtain on-line
information about the observed objects. This will make it possible, at
nowadays' stage of space technologies development, using information
from some civil RS Earth satellites, to also resolve military problems,
including tactic ones, with a number of RSSSs featuring dual destination.

Among the companies constructing and launching in space
commercial RS Earth satellites with parlicularly important military

application are the American companies Space Imaging which constructed
the satellite lkonos and Digital Globe which constructed the satellite Quick
Bird. The information from the mentioned "high-resolution" satellites
triggered the establishment of a coordinate data base for each theatre of
war, ensuring the successful hitting by controlled aircraft (rockets, aviation
bombs etc.) of some specific targets using GPS-cor:rected orientation.
Moreover, the information from these satellites provides to construct 3D
models of the locality, which makes it possible to model the troops' military
actions. Conditions are also provided to form the so-called geo-spatial
information, representing a set of various maps, aviation and space images,
and intelligence data.
The classification of RS Earth satellites is shown in Fig. 1.
Accounting for the great information potentialities of the satellites
Quick Bird-2 and lkonos-2 featuring maximum resolution of 0,6 m and 0,8
m accordingly, in 2003, the National Ocean and Atmosphere Administration
(NOAA), USA, provided a license to the companies Space Imaging and
Digital Globe for the construction of satellites featuring resolution of up to
0,25 m. Buying and use of such fine-detail images by any state is of crucial
importance for defence, security, economy, ecology, as well as for the
successful conducting of a number of humanttaian and rescue operations.
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Classification of RS Earth satellites

Experts believe that, by 2006, about 70oh of the space image market
will account for products featuring resolution of I m or better. Thus, in the
beginning of the XXI-st century, the division of the major space states'
programmes in the field of RSSS and in other fields into civil and military is
only provisional, whereby the gap between the two types is decreasing
continuously.
Accounting for the above-mentioned tendencies and for space,s

leading role in the struggle for information superiority, a number of
countries having no potential of their own to launch and maintain Earth
8

satellites are establishing and using to the benefit of their national security
the so-called "space segment". It is based on the information obtained from
various RSSSs, global satellite navigation systems, and satellite
communication systems which, upon being received at the ground-based
stations, subject to dedicated processing and analysis, is submitted to the
appropriate customers,
The material basis for space monitoring may be a mobile satellite

image receiving station receiving information from satellites with
electronic-optic and radiolocation sensors. An example of such station is the

Dutch mobile receiving station RAPIDS, which was demonstrated in
September,2000, in Sofia and which features satisfactory characteristics
and relatively Iow price.
Thus, with such a station available. the information from various RS
Earth satellites will be fed to the appropriate users nearly on-line, in various
climatic conditions, and various times of the day, which requires the use of
dedicated software and modern GIS technologies during its processing at

the ground-based component.
The establishment of the space segment will make it possible to
obtain global, precise, and operative information for the region which is
possible only through space monitoring.
The practical implementation of this approach will make it possible
to resolve important defence-related problems of the country. The State and
army early warning system will be elevated to a new, modern level,
providing for monitoring of possible critical situations within and outside
the country. Such information will assist greatly adequate decision-taking
on the part of the State and military government. If the space information for
the region is of sufficient size, trustworthy, and fed nearly on-line, this will
speed up the "information-decision-action" cognitive cycle. The latter will
be accomplished sooner than the traditional circumstance-relatedinformation acquisition cycle, which will make it possible to outrun the
opponent in applying active force and technique.
Digital cartography and GIS construction will be elevated to a new,
modern level, too. Digital modelling and various types of simulation will be
applied successfully in solving a wide range of defence tasks.
The nearly on-line use of fine-detail images will also enhance the
solving of a number of tasks related with state security. Among them, the
most topical ones currently are prevention of terrorist acts using transport
technique, monitoring and identification of various objects, early detection
of fires and floods, identification of earthquakes.

secunty,
The considered topic's increased importance to defence'

Information Centre to receive inform
users
navigation, communication, and meteoprovision. The major nowadays
of th-e space monitoring system's in brmation are the Ministry of Defence
(MoD), the Ministry oi Interior (MoI), the State Civil Protection Agency
Forests (MoAF), the Ministry of
iSCpA), the Ministry of Agriculture and
iru.trport and Communicati'ons (MoTC), the Ministry of Environment and
Watei (MoEW), the Ministry of Power Engineering and Energy Resources
and Town Planning
1VorWnnl, the Ministry or Regional Development
Red
ivonore;, the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (BAS), the Bulgarian
Cross (BRC) etc.
The structure and the human resource of the proposed sovereign
the dedicated
National Space Information centre will depend on the class of
hardware
equipment to be bought and its configuration, ott th: pertaining
and software, as *"ll u, on the commitment of the institutions and
Accounting
organizations intending to use the received space information'
foitt" progress ofspace technologies, especially during the recent 10 years,
processing
the CentreLight comprise a ground- lased station receiving and
information from nS Earth satellites, image formation station,
for the
communication-information unit with communication terminals
operative
and
satellite communication and meteorological systems, analysis
staff may
coordination department, and service section. The centre's
amount to 25-30 PeoPle.
The accompii.h-".rt of this approach will provide information
of
superiority to the 3tate and military gorr"**"ttt under the conditions
,ruiiont crises or potential military conflicts'

peace times, the global space monit-oring of the area
economic
circumstances will update the information provision of important
or ecoiogical spheres. The efficiency of a number of humanitarian and
rescue operations performed by land or sea will be improved'
Modern information medium is built on space monitoring
information. The space sector supplementing traditional information
precision,
structure increases substantially the information field, velocity,

ln

and quality of information processes'
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The global space monitoring of the circumstances in the region

and
fosters the roie enhancement of the preventive factor in national security
the successful management of crises of various nature'

Basedontheperformedanalysis,aSwellaSontheobvious

1997
tendencies for implementing space technologies in this field, since
political
until nowadays, we have continuously proposed to the military and
government of the Buigarian Army to review the idea for a National
Aerospace Information Centre.
Hereunder, the reader will find enclosed the last proposal to the

MoD, slightly abridged:

offer for Establishment of a Space Coordination centre
attheCouncilofMinistersoftheRepublicofBulgaria
Accounting for the increasing role of space in armed struggle,
information struggle including, as well as of space information
commercialization-pro""r, which started since the middle of the 90-ies of
the XX-th century, in 1gg7, some leading scientists from the Space
Research Institute, BAS, and the G. S. Rakovski Military Academy

elaborated and forwarded to the Head of the General Staff of the Bulgarian
Army a proposal for establishment of a Military-Space coordination centre
was to establish and
WfSbCl at the BA. The basic idea of the proposal
opefate a space segment of the BA, where the required space information
for the ."gi,o., and the country will be received from satellites of various
destination to be then processed, analyzed, and coordinated with the
affairs
appropriate users for the purposes of a wide range of tasks in military
rescue
and
humanitarian
for
i" other spheres, incluiive of providing
the BA
""0
operations. Moieover, accounting for the experience of the MoD and
in using navigation, communication, and meteorological satellites, as well
that the
as in the freld of satellite geodesy and cartography, it was suggested
of the
space segment be coordinated with the appropriate users,and images
The
(RSES)'
sateilites
country and the region from remote sensing Earth
the
of
experience of a number of European and other countries from the end
Xi-tn century shows that the information supplied by these satellites for
certain consideration is characteized by its ready access, global nature,
image resolution of the order of a couple of meters, and.where a receiving
satellite station is available, operativeness. Images with the mentioned

characteristics may provide

the State and military government with

informatior, .,rp"iioiity in the conditions of various crises or possible
military conflicts.
11

As a result of a series of organized events of various nature, in April
1998, a Memorandum was elaborated suggesting to establish an MSCC at
the BA as a relatively sovereign subsystem of the National Space
Information Centre. It was pointed out that the establishment of the MSCC
at the BA should comply with the stages of the National Space Programme.
During 1998-2004, some individual activities were carried out on
this topic, both at scientific fora, as well as political ones. Thus, for instance,
in September 2000, in Sofia, demonstrations of a Dutch mobile station for
receiving of satellite images (RAPIDS) were organized as well as a
Bulgarian-Dutch seminar on the use and prospects for development of
remote-sensing-of-the-Earth technologies. The conclusion was made that the
RAPIDS system may serve as a material basis of the National Space
Information Centre.
In 2001, in Sofia, on the invitation of the Standing Committee for
Population Protection against Disasters, Accidents, and Catastrophes, and
the State Civil Protection Agency, the potentialities of the Centre for
Receiving and Analysis of Space Information at the Ministry of Emergency
Situations of Russia were discussed, which is intended primarily for early
detection of fires and floods, and for earthquake identification.
During the considered period (1998-2004), space infonnation
centres were established in Israel, Turkey, and Greece, the first two of them
belonging to the system of military institutions. This confirmed the actuality
and advisability of the offer from 7997 for establishment of a MSCC at the
BA.
During the period from 1998 to 2003, the Interinstitutional
Committee on Space Research at the Council of Ministers of the Republic
of Bulgaria failed to establish a National Space Information Centre.
Meanwhile, the need of establishing such a centre increased greatly
after the large-scale fires which flared up during the recent years in some
mountainous and field regions of the Republic of Bulgaria. On behalf of the
State Civil Protection Agency, in November 2003, the intention was
expressed to establish a Space Monitoring Centre to receive satellite
images at times of fires, floods, or earthquakes. It was suggested that this
Space Monitoring Centre be subordinate to the Council of Ministers, so that
the information might be used by all institutions.
The juxtaposing of the tasks assigned to the Space Monitoring
Centre with those of the MSCC at the BA proposedin 1997 reveals that the
tasks related with remote sensing of disasters and accidents constitute only
one component and function of the MSCC at the BA, namely the one related
with assessment of regional ecosystems. Moreover, at this stage, the

l2

struggle to mitigate disasters, accidents, and catastrophes is one of the BA's
missions, whereas experts in satellite image processing may be found in
BAS and the Military-Topographic Office of the BA" The experts from the
latter were educated at the Remote Sensing Development Centre of the
French Space Agency.
Judging from the distance of time, i.e. more than six years after the
submission of the proposal for establishment of a MSCC at the BA, the
conclusion may me made that this proposal is still in line with the world
tendency from the end of the XX-th century for establishment of unified
satellite information systems for remote sensing, navigation,
communication, and meteoprovision.
The implementation of space-based technologies in the BA will
make it possible to overcome a great part of the shortcomings and
restrictions of traditional ground-based technologies related mostly with
observation, communication, and navigation.
Space-based technologies will provide for organization of a modern
early warning system in the country, which will be in line with the new
missions and tasks of the BA, including those outside the territory of the
Republic of Bulgaria.
Accounting for the foregoing, as well as for the possibilities to sell
space information to some countries of the region, it may be expected that
the funds invested to buy a ground-based station for receiving of satellite
images and other dedicated equipment (estimated price of about one million
US dollars) will be restored to the State.
Accounting for the increased importance of the considered problems
to defence, security, infrastructure, ecology, agriculture, and other fields, as
well as for the factthat, at this stage, no institution or organizatron has in its
disposition the required funds to buy the appropriate satellite equipment and
to pay for adequate expert training necessitates to establish a Space
Coordination Centre (SCC) for the information obtained from satellites
for remote sensing, navigation, communication, and meteoprovision for the
needs of users from various institution and organtzations (l\4oD, MoI, SCPA,
MoAF, MoTC, MoEW, BRC etc.).
It is expedient to establish and operate a SCC as a sovereign unit at
the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria.
The formation of a SCC may provide for monitoring of possible
critical situations in the country and the region and assist taking
appropriate decisions.
The structure and staff of the SCC will depend on the level of the
bought dedicated equipment and its configuration, the respective hardware
13

and software, as well as the participation rate of the institutions and
organizations as users of the received space information. Accounting for the
progress in space technologies during the elapsed period, the SCC may
comprise a ground-based station for receiving and processing of the
information acquired by RS Earth satellites, an image-formation station, a
communication-information unit with terminals for connection with the
satellite communication and meteorological systems, an analysis and
operative coordination department, and a service sector. The expedient
establishment of an SCC, compatible with those of the neighbouring
countries and allies, will turn into a preventive factor for national security;
will elevate to a modern level the early warning system of the State and the
army and will update the information provision of important spheres in
economy, ecology, and the humanitarian field.
Based on the foregoing,

WE SUGGEST:

1. To initiate the establishment of a

Space Coordination Centre as a
sovereign unit at the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria.
2. During the formation of the Space Coordination Centre, to avail of the
experience, potential and infrastructure of the MoD, the BA, and the BAS,
while inscribing the Centre onto the list of the country's management
systems at times of crises.
3. To provide funding for the Space Coordination Centre in the budget for
200_, to be allocated specifically for this purpose by a Resolution of the
Council of Ministers, with proportional participation of the leading
institutions and organizations in the use of space information.
4. To supply the key elements of the organizational structure of the Space
Coordination Centre in 200_, in advance of staff education, buying of
dedicated systems, hardware and software, providing for receiving,
processing, analysis, and coordination of space information among users.
References:
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THIN VISCOUS ELLIPTICAL ACCRETION DISCS WITTI
ORBITS SHARING A COMMON LONGITUDE OF
PERIASTRON.
DYNAMICAL EQUATION FOR INTEGER VALUES
OF THE POWERS IN THE VISCOSITY LAW
Dimitar Dimitrov
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
We consider a model of thin stationary viscous accretion disc around a
stellar mass compact object developed by L)tubarskij et al' [3J' The orbits o'f the
gaseous particles are ellipses which eccentricities may vary from inner to the outer
parts
of the disc and which ap,se lines are in line with each other. The accepted
-viscosity
coefficient 4 obeys the relation q : P E' with E - surface density of the
accretion disc, B and n - constants. Our considerations are dealing with the cases
when the exponent n takes integervalues, nantellt n: - 1,0, 1, 2 and 3, which lie in
the physically suitable rqnge. We derive in an explicit form the auxiliary functions
:
introduced b, Lyubarskij et al. For two value,s of n : - I and n + 2 we also write
the explicit form of the dynamical equation governing the radial structure of the
disc. For the other cases we limit trs with graphical representations of the ratios of
the cofficients of thi,g equation.

Keywords
L.

z

accretion discs.

Introduction

There are both observational and theoretical grounds to believe that
the circular orbits of fluid particles in accretion discs are not the only possible
cases which may be considered in treatment of accretion phenomena. The
most widespread applications of using eccentric orbits for description and
explanation of the observed astrophysical events are the superhumps in the
light-curves of dwarf-nova cataclysmic variables like SU UMa stars. This
type of binary stars consists of a white dwarf, with a gaseous accretion disc

t6

around it, and a main sequence star which supplies matter to the disc through
the inner Lagtangianpoint L1. The internal instability of the disc, caused 6y
viscosity stresses, as well as the tidal influence of the companion star, are the
reasons determining the elongated (elliptical) shape of the disc. Its
dimensions also vary during different stages of the outburst events depending
on the total accumulated mass and the thermal conditions. The mass transfei
stream from the companion star strikes the outer parts of the accretion disc at
the so-called "hot-spot" region. But nevertheless, it is not expected the
dynamics of the accretion disc to be significantly affected by that
perturbation. For example, time-resolved spectroscopy is applied
to study the
nova-like variable uu Aqu. Using eclipse mupping techniques, ,puiiully
resolved spectra of its accretion disc as a function of the distance from the
disc centre were obtained. consideration of the data suggests that the
asymmetric structure in the outer disc (previously identified is a bright spot)
may be considered as a signature of an elliptical disc, similar to those in SU
uMa stars during superoutbursts [1]. However, it is worth noting that this
interpretation is not the only possible one. The non-axisymmetric features
observed in the discs of dwarf-novae during the outburst events are often
considered to be spiral shocks, but this explanation strikes with some
problems: the natural site of the wave excitation lies outside the Roche lobe,
the accretion disc must be "hot", the treatments of wave propagation does not
take into account the vertical disc structure
[2]. Consequently, the elliptical
shape of the discs in these cases remains a plausible expianation or tn"
observed features of dwarf-nova outbursts.
During the recent years, increasing interest has been devoted to the
problem of formation of planetary systems around solar-like young stellar
systems. Here, the accretion discs, from which the planets generate, may
consist not only of gaseous component, but be predominantly composeo or
solid dust particles and rocks, and have a complex radial structure. An
accreting protoplanet that is embedded into the disc may clear an annulus
about its orbital path. Numerous observational efforts have lead to the
discovery of many extrasolar planet systems (the number of planets
approaches one hundred at present time) and, in the majority of cases, the
eccentricities of the planet orbits were evaluated with sufficient accuracy.
These estimates definitely lead to the conclusion that, as a rule, the extrasolar
planets have orbits with considerable eccentricities - evidence that the
progenitor accretion discs were also with elliptical shape.
The large variety of possibilities for the parimeters of the systems
"accretion disc f binary star" suggests, in turn, a large number of
theoretical
models for these astrophysical systems. It is not aiways possible to solve

I7

analytically problems arising in this way and numerical approaches are
find the solutions of the equations describing the discs dynamics.
In this paper, we focus on a model of elliptical accretion disc developed by
Lyubarskij et al. [3]. Our aim is to obtain in explicit form the dynamical
equation describing the properties of the accretion disc around a stellar mass
compact object for some particular values of the viscosity law parameters. An
important specific feature of this model is that the apse lines of all particle
orbits are in line with each other. This condition, imposed "by hand", may be
removed, as it has been done in more recent studies of fluid dynamics of
eccentric discs by ogilvie, by using complex values of disc eccentricity [4].
But this complication makes it much more difficult to find an analT|.;ical
solution to the dynamical equation of the disc. our main purpose is to use an
analytical approach to the considered problem. We restrict ourselves to the
more simple task based on the model of Lyubarskij et al. [3], although the
accuracy of this description (in opposite to the model of Ogilvie [4]) is not
enough suitable to make precise tests of the theory by observations.
Nevertheless, we hope that the fully analyticaT treatment of the accretion
flows in such simplified cases may be useful in the attempts to solve
analytically (or to determine the limits of the analytical approach) the more
complicated and realistic models of accretion discs, which are appropriate for
evaluating the model parameters from direct comparison with observations.
needed to

2. Accretion Disc Model

In what follows, we shal1 use the notations and approach according to
the paper of Lyubarskij et al. [3]. The eccentric disc model, considered in this
paper, includes also the non-stationary regime, but we shall limit ourselves

only to the stationary picture. The theory represents, to some extent, a
generalization of the standard thin o-disc theory to the case of elliptical
streamlines of gaseous particles. The accepted viscosity law describes a

proportionality between the viscosity coefficient r7 and the n -th power of disc
surface density Z: ry: pE",where p andn are constants. Our intention is to
write explicitly and to investigate the possibility for exact analytical solution
of the dynamical equation, governing the radial structure of the accretion
disc, for integer values of the power n, namely fot n: -1, 0, 1,2, and3.
These selections are of astrophysical interest and the implications for noninteger values of n may possibly be obtained through an interpolation
between the data for these integer numbers. In the considered model, the
eccentricity e of the particle orbits may vary under the transition from the
inner to the outer parts of the disc. For every elliptical orbit, the dependence
of its eccentricity e on the focal parameter p (p : b'/a; a and b are the major
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and the minor semiaxes), giving the "sjze" of the ellipse, is determined by the

following dynamical equation [3]:

(1)

lY@Zta\-Z@Y/a\le +^ly(OZ/ae Z - (U 2)(r -"r; Y1 = 6

Y [ (3/2)W-

z(OytOe)

- y, ele

+

.

This is a second order ordinary differential equation, where the dot (.)
denotes differentiation with respect to the variable u ln p and it is taken into
=
account that e: e (p,n). The analytical expressions for auxiliary functions y,
z and w (averaged over the azimuthal angle q) andthe integrils 16-, Io* and
11 (k: 0, I,...,4) are given in a previous paper
[5], devoted to the
investigation of equation (1). All these quantities are functi,ons of e, e= 6elOu
and n.In the present study, we have computed in explicit form the integrals
Io-, Io* and Ip (k: 0, I,...,4), and cor:respondingly y,Z and,W for the above
mentioned integer values of the exponent n. This is done by the use of some
arready tabulated integrals ([6], formulae g5g.525 and g5g.535) and
consequential application of the derived results for the next steps of the
evaluations. we remind here that, according to Lyubarskij et al.
;3], the
negative values of the eccentricity e simply imply that the periastron of the
ellipse lies on the negative part of the abscissa axis as opposite to the case of
positive values of e, when its abscissa is positive. We stress again that the
considered model of particle orbits includes only apse lines in line with each
other, i.e., all ordinates of the periastron points are equal to zero. We obtain
the following results:

Case

n:

-I

(2a) I6(e, d, n: - l) : n (1 - e2)- s/2 (2 + e2) ,
(2b) 11(e, e, n: - I) : - 3n e 7I - e2;'s/2
(2c) I2(e, e, n: -l): rT.(I - e2)-s/2 (L + 2e2) ,
(2d) It (e, ,2, n : -l) : n (l - e21- srz
(2e) I4(e, e, n : -l): 3n (1 - e2)' s/2"
(2g) Io, (e, i, n - -1) : n (1- e2)-srz ll
? [t - (: - 4' f'''
2e e -L2
^*
(e-e)3 +e72+e2)e2U-@(2h) Io-(e, d, h: -1) : n (I 12 + 3e21
,

"')-7/2

.
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Case

n:0

Case

n: I

(3a)

(3b)
(3c)

(3d)

(3e)

(3e)

(3h)

I

(4a) I6(e^,e,n-! I):?n("-

''' lI -("- ")'l-r/2 e't {(- "'+ "o -3e3 e
")
0 4t/2 + e2 7r - (e-- 4rft,, ),
(4b) \(e,g,./!^:+ 1) :2n(t - ?2)-t/2 I - @ - q2l'3t2 e-' {1"- (" - )
")t
(l - (" - e)' l''' \,
"')t''
"lI
trz
(4c) I2(e,^e, n : + t):,?" (t lt _,!, - ")2 f-3/2 e-' { (- I * e2 - 3e d
"')+ 2e2) ? (l *lr - (e - qt lt,, \,
(4d) I3(e,e,n:! "')t',
l):2n(l - e2)-1/211- @- q2)-3t2 e'' ("- q-'
? {.- (" U e^lt': t, - "o - i" i * 5"t " -"''7"i "2 + 3e dj
^+ e' lI - (" - e)" l''" I (I - e'1"' ,
(4e) Ia(e, d, n: * I):2n (I - qt
- @ - q'^l''' "')(I!
^*
^?
(l-"')t/2 +(3ee2+e3)0
+

e2

+3e2 e2 - e e3 )
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4'

Il'r'

lo*(e, d, k: +1) : n (1 - e2)2e7 - loe4 e * loe6 e 4- 5e3 e2

- 10e3 eo+et+ze2 es ) ?(1 -"')t'' +2e3 1l -("-e),1t,,\,
(4h) Io-(",8,n.:+ l):2n(I-e2)-r/2U -k-4tl-3t2 e-, {(z"t -2es 3e2
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e+8ea

e

-

r2e3

?

[l

e2

+e3 +ge2

- (e -

e)'lt'' ]

e3

-2eea)(r - u,)3/2 +G2"t +2es +3e2 e-2ea e1

.

Case

n: * 2

(5a) ls(e,e,n:+ 2):7r [1 - (e - e)
(5b) l7 (e, d, n: * 2): - 3n (" - |
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(5e)
(5e)
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")2l-7t2 (ag)
Io-(e, d, fl: + 2):Io*(e, d, h: + 1) , ( see formuh
)

Case

.

n: * 3

(6a) l6(e,^,!,"=13):T [l -@- 42]-712 (2- - -2"e+3e3 d
", "o
+3e2-3e2e2+ee3l,
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e-4e2 46e2e2-eo),
(6c) l2(e,^e,n=\3):7r.[l -(e-

")-t

e)2f-7/2

+4e2-6e2e2+2ee1),

(l+

e2

-2ea -

5ee+

6e3 e

(6d) It(e,g,n:-t3):nfl -(e- e)2f7/2 @-e)-o { -2"+7e3 -lIes +6e7
- l4e2 e + 47ea e -34e6 e*7e

(6e)
(6g)
(6h)

e2 -7ge3 e, +Zges e2 + 62e2 e3 -90e4 e3
-23eea +50e3 e4 +3es -6e2 es -6gdu+2e7 +2ell -(e-e)rfr,r\,
la(e, e, n : t^3) : zu 11 - (e - e)' l-tlz (e- d)-t { Oi - Zi"3 +'2ies -'12e7
+2e 1-35e2 e- 100e4 e-r 64e6 i-7e e2 + 130e3 e2 _ l32es e2 _7e3 _
60e2 e3 +l2oea
-see4 -20e3 e4 +ges -4ge2 es +36ee6 -ge7 +("3
6e 2) II - (" - e)']''' \ ,
ro*(e,d,^k: + 3)- (n.?)lt _ (e- e)21-et2 @- e)-t( 8r-t 4ej - r2es 8e-32e2 e -r45ea e+ 52e e2 -60e3 e2--24e3 +30e2 e3 -3 es\.
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The above formulae must be considered under the restrictions lel < r,
<
1
and
ldl
le - el < r, which from a physical point of view guarantee that the
trajectories of the gas particles are bounded (i.e., are ellipses) and do not
intersect with each other. From a mathematical point of view these conditions
also mean that the singularities in the expressions for metric, radius vector,
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Keplerian velocity and shear tensor (see [3], Appendix A), as well as in the
integrals Ie , Io, , Ir (k : 0, 1, ... , 4) are avoided. It should be pointed out that
in some cases values e : 0, d:0 or (" - e): 0 may occur in the denominators
of the expressions (2) - (6) Neverlheless, the integrals can also be
analytically computed (even more easily ! ) by direct substitution of the so
mentioned zero values into the original definitions of the integrals. These
results may be compared with the limits derived from relations (2) - (6) when
e, d or (" approach zero. The later calculations are based on the
")
application of the L'Hospital's rule for solving of uncertainties of the type
0/0. In the both cases the final results are the same and consequently, we do
not need to trouble about the nullification of the denominators - the
transitions of the expressions (2) - (6) to the singular values of their
arguments are continuous.
3.

Auxiliary Functions and Dynamical Equation

According to paper [5], where the expressions for Y(e, d, n), Z(e, e, n)
and w(e, e, n) are given in explicit form as linear combinations of the
integrals Ip(e, e, n), (k:0, 1, ... ,4) (see formulae (2) - (a) from [5] ).
Having already the results (2) - (6) for integer n, we are in a position to
compute Y(e,,!, n), Z(e, e, n) andW(e, e, n) in a straightforward manner.
There is not indispensable need to use the available linear relations between
integrals Io-, Io,, and Ir, (k: 0, 1, . ..,4), in order to reduce the complexity of
the initial formulae and, correspondingly, the intermediate calculations. Such
simplifications are very desirable when the more general considerations of
non-integer n are examined, when manifest evaluations of Ir.
(k:0, l, ... ,4) like (2) - (6) are not available. We shall directly write here
the analytical form of the auxiliary functions Y(e, d, n),2(e, e, n) andW(e, 'e,
n) for fl: - 1,0, ... , 3 .

Case

n:

-I

Case n: 0
(sa) 3Y(e,d,n:0):(1 -?)-t''17 -@-42lt/2^e t {(-3er3e3 -€-5e2
et2e e2)? ('1 -)zrtrz +(3;-3e3 +4ei2e2 e)l -@- e)'l''' \
,
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e
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+
+
/2
.T
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n: * 2
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Case n: r 3
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- 662es e3 + 472e7 e3 - l22ee et + l8e4 - 542e2 a4 + l340ea eo --914"u
ea + 102"8 ea + 302e es - r642"t et + l474es es + l8e7 e5 - 45e6 +
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u-@-e)'l'''
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Let us remind some of the notations used above: p is the focal
parameter of the ellipse (for circular orbits p is simply the radius of the
particle trajectory at the considered moment), u = In p, e = 0e/0u, G is the
Newton's gravitational constant and M is the mass of the compact object
around which the accretion disc rotates. The knowledge of the factor (plGM
nt2

lfor all astrophysically significant values of the exponent n) is not needed,
because after the substitution of the auxiliary functions Y,Z and W into the
dynamical equation (1), this factor cancels out. The partiaT derivatives of
these auxiliary functions with respect to e and ri are computable without any
technical problems and we shall not give here their analytical evaluations.
We shall note again that the singularity problem which may arise in relation
to null values of e, d and (e - e) in the denominators can be overcome by
means of the L'Hospital's theorem (indeterminations of the 0/0 type). The
same observation will hold later for the coefficients of dynamical equation
(1). Here, another property of the free term of this equation should be
mentioned. Upon computing in explicit form the expression (3Y) l. 9W 2(32)-t (e' - 1) (3Y) l, substituting it into equation (1), and reducing it to a
common denominator with the second term on the left-hand side of (1), it
turns out that the result factorizes with respectto e. The free term is absorbed
into the term containing the first derivatives of d and the dynamical equation
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(l) becomes a second order homogeneous differential equation. It may be
shown that this feature is inherent to (1) not only for the considered inieger
values of n : - 1, 0, . . ., + 3, but also for an arbitrary physically acceptablJ n.
In view of this, we rewrite equation (1) in the following form:

(12)

A(e, e, n) d

+

B(e, e, n) e

:

0

.

We can write the solution of the above equation as
(

13)

e(u, n)

:

esl exp {- J I g(r, e, n)l A@, e, n) I du}

*

e6

,

where, according to the general theory of second order ordinary differential
equations, the solution (for a given value of the exponent rz) depends on
two
integration constants e6 = e(u6 , n) and, es e(ut)
,-n) ; uo = ln po is a fixed
=
initial value. For example, po may be the focal parameter
of the
innermo s t/outermo st ellip s e bounding the di s c.
The above formally written solution is not useful because A(e, e, n)
and B(e, e, n) are known in an explicit form as functions on e, e and n, but
not as functions on z (so fat e : e(u, n) is not solved yet l). A method for
solving the equation (11) by means of expanding the eccentricity e by powers
in z will be considered in a forthcoming paper. Now we shall restrict
ourselves only to give the explicit form of dynamical equation (11) for two
values of z, namely, : - I and n : * 2. For the othei considered integer
values of n (n: 0, f 1 and + 3), the analytical expressions are too long tole
given. For this reason, we depict graphically the dependencies of the ratios of
the coefficients of equation (11) A and B on e and. i for fixed n.
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-
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4. Conclusions
The complexity of the accretion flows phenomena requires using both
analytical and numerical approaches for their description. The analytical
methods are preferable because of the compact representation of the results,
suitable for their interpretations and further applications. They also allow to
control more clearly the process of derivation of the solutions and the
influence of the accepted approximations on the output data.It often happens
that the analytical treatment of the considered problem is not possible to be
performed up to the final stage of the computational process and further use
of numerical methods is needed. Nevertheless, even this partial application of
the analytical description reveals which of the approximations are more
important and suggests more effectively how to overcome them and how to
improve the model without complicating it too much. Of course, the
comparisons with astronomical observations, in our case, observational data
of close binary systems containing accretion discs, serve as a test for the
task's successful solution. As mentioned above, already existing theoretical
models of eccentric discs around the compact stars in binaries explain
successfully many of the observed properties of these astronomical objects.
For example, Murray [7] has compared the theoretical predictions for the
precession rates of eccentric discs with the observed superhump periods. It
was found that the inclusion of a retrograde pressure contribution improves
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the fit to the data and the consistency with the suggestion that the eccentricity
is generated at the 3:1 Lindblad resonance.
It may be supposed that the detailed anal5rtical treatment of the more
simple model developed by Lyubarskij et al. [3] would be suggestive for
finding analytical solutions to more complicated models like that worked out
by Ogilvie [4]. The difficulties and limitations inherent to attempts to resolve
the more simplified (and probably easier to solve!) problem would also be
indicators of how perspective are the efforts to attain analogous progress in
the investigation of the complicated situation. The true arrr*i, of this puzzle
is expected to be achieved through a series of improved step-by-step
analytical and numerical evaluations of the particular accietion disc moiels. ^
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bHKI4 BI{ CKO3HI4 E JItrITITI4TIHLI
AKPEIII4OHHII AI,ICKOBE C
oPBr4Trr r4MArUVt OBrUA
AbJrlnuHA HA ITEPI4ACTPOHA.
AI4HAMI4qHO yPABHEHIIE 3A IIEIOTIUCIEHI,I
CTOI;IHOCTI4 HA CTETIEHI4TE B 3AKOHA 3A
BrICKO3I4TETA
T

luuumup fiuuumpon
PesmNre

Hze

pa3rnexAaMe Mo.{en Ha rbH6K craurzoHapeH Br,rcKo3eH
aKpequroHeH AI,TCK OKOJTO KOMTTaKTeH o6err cbc 3Be3AHaMACa, paspa6oren or
Jlro6apcru u Ap. [3]. op6rarr,rre Ha ra3oBr,{re qacrr,rqu ca ervrrrcvr qrrrzro
eKclleHTpr,rqr,rrerr,r Morar Aa BapHpar or BsTpeuHara KBM BbHrrrHara qacr Ha
AvcKa r,r rrr4r,rro atTcvI.HLr rrvlJ^vrv Jrexar BBpxy eAHa npaBa. flpuerzxr
roe$zqzenr 3a Br,rcKo3r4Tera ry y,4oBnerBoprBa 3aBrlcr,rMocrra ry : B 2", crc Z
- iloBbpxHocrHara rrJr6THocr Ha aKperluoHHr,rr Ar4cK, f u n - KoHcraHTr,r.
Haurure pa3rnexAaHvIq rperprpar clrwaure Koraro eKcrroHeHTara n rrpueMa
qenoqr4crenra crofinocrvr, a r,rMeHHo fl: - 1,0, 1,2 u 3, Kouro Jrexar 868
Susuuecr<z o6ocHosaHa o6lacr. Hue lonyqaBaMe B qBeH BaA
crroMafareJrHr,{Te $ynrquu BBBeAeHr4 Or Jko6apcKt4 pr Ap. 3a Aee crofiHocru
Ha n : - 7 u n : I 2 :Hue cbilIo cMe Hanr4calvr B rBeH Br.rA ArzHaMr4qHoro
ypaBHeHr,re o6yclaerqo paApraJrHara crpyKrypa Ha ,qvcKa. 3a 4pyrrare
cny.{av Hr,re ce ofpaHr,rqaBaMe c rpa$uunu [peAcraBrHDfl HA OTHO[reHr4qra
Ha rcoe$uqlleHTr,rre Ha roBa ypaBHeHlre.
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REPRESENTATION OF' THE CONVEX RADIAL
PROFILES OF' GALACTIC DISKS
BY MEANS OF'SERSIC F'ORMULA:
GALAXTES M 31, M 33, LMC, SMC AND M g3
Tsvetan Georgiev

Institute of Astronomy, Bulgarian Academy of the Sciences

Abstract
Iterative one-dimensional decomposition technique fctr radial galactic proftles
in the spirit of Korruendy (1977) is presented and applied on the profiles of nearby
galaxies. Both the bulge and disk components are modelled by the Sersic (Ig6s)
formula. The free paranxeters of the model - centrql brightness, scale length and
optimal exponential nuntber N:l/n are derived by internal iterative pricedure.
The total magnitudes of the bulge and the disk components are derived by
numerical integration. The method is applied for decomposition of 22 published
profiles of nearby galaxies and.for estimation of the errors of their parimeters. A
hint of correlation ts found between the disk exponential number or the disk central
brightness, on the one hand, and the total luminosity of the disk, on the other handThe disks o.f the big galaxies Mittry way and M 3l show convex shape with some
depressed central brightness, while the disks of the dwarf galaxies SMC and LMC
show almost exponential shapes with peak of the central brightness. The galaxy M
33 is an intermediate case.
1.

Introduction

usually, the structures of the galaxies ate investigated by
decomposition of their radial profiles into bulge and disk components. It is
deemed that there is no strong physical basis for such a procedure, but this
approach is an universal way for describing and comparison of galaxies by
means of a small number of well defined parameters. Generally, the

objective here is to represent quantitatively the Hubble sequence (de
vaucouleurs 1959a, Freeman 1970, Kormendy 1977, Bagget et a1.199g,
Simard et al. 2002, Balcells et al. 2003).
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On the base of =30 profiles of nearby galaxies, Freeman (1970)
introduced in use the exponential shape of radial disk profiles as a first
approximation, known till now as "Freeman Law".It is considered that the
exponential shape of the bright part of the disks may be understood from
theoretical point of view (Freeman 1970, Mo et al, 1998, Reshetnikov
2000). However, it is known that the disk scale lengths of exponential disks,
derived by different authors, show discrepancies by factor of two (Knapen
and van der Kruit l99l), and that the disk scale length does not correlate
with the Hubble type (van der Kruit, 2002). Moreover, the deep profiles of
galactic disks have convex shapes and Freeman Law is in fact a very rough
approximation. Generally, the truncation of the surface brightness of the
outer part of the disks may be explained by decreasing the star formingrate,
due to insufficient matter concentration orland lack of reasons for disk
instabilities (Bottema 1993, Geressen et al. 1997,Bizyaev andzasov 2a0D.
The models of truncated shapes of disk profiles were introduced by
van der Kruit and Searle (1981ab) and were applied widely by Bartetrdrees
and Dettmar (1994) by means of a special parameter - cut-off radius.
However, when the deepness of the observation increases, the cut-off radius
increases, too. For this reason, Pohlen et al. (2000) introduced a presentation
of the disk shape with two exponents - inner, corresponding to the Freeman
disk, and outer, more steep. The deep observations of 3 face-on galaxies, up
to -29 maglarcsec2 in R band of Pohlen et al. (2002) supported this "double
exponent model".
Another possibility to describe disk shapes is to use a smooth model
of the convex shape of the disk. Fig.la shows the deep profile of the edgeon galaxy ESO 189-Gl2 and the respective edge-on view of its face-on
exponential model, reproduced from the paper of Barteldrees and Dettmar
(1994). The inconsistency between the exponential model in the periphery
of the profile is very large - > 2.5 mag or > 10 times in intensity. A
parabolic fit of the general shape of the profile is also shown in Fig.la and it
shows that the outer part of the profile is close to parabola. Fig.lb shows the
major axis profiles of the galaxies M 31 and M 33 from the papers of de
Vaucouleurs (1958, 1959a). The outer parts of these profiles are well fitted
by parabolas, too.
After visual analysis of - 150 deep major axis profiles of edge-on
galaxies, given in the papers of van der Kruit and Searle (198lab),
Karachentsev et al (1992), Barteldrees and Dettmar (1994), Pohlen et al.
(2000), we found that 80Vo of the profiles have parabola-like shapes
(Stanchev et aI.2003). In the other 20o/o of the cases, the profiles seem to be
approximately exponential, i.e. they are particular cases ofparabola.
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the bright part of the disk-(dotted line) (Barteldress & Dettmar lgg|)and
the
general shape of the profile, modelled by parabola (dashed
line); b) - deep

major-axis profiles of galaxies M 31 atrd vt r: (de vaucouleurs 195gi;
1959b) (solid lines), and their general shapes, modelled by parabolas

(dashed lines).
Let us assumethat in the magnitude scale, the edge-on disk profile is
parabola. Therefore, in the intensity scale, the profile-must be
Gaussian.
However, notice, if the edge-one major-axis disk profile is just Gaussian,
than the respective face-one radial disl profile
-,lri b. againlust Gaussian,
and the radial disk profiles in magnitudes must be the ,Jrp""tirr. parabola'.

obviously, the Gaussian model of the radial face-on profi1e, which allows
simple presentation of the integral of the total luminority, is very attractive.
However, the nafure of galactic disks seems more complicafed and we
introduced flexible modelling of the convex disk profiles, based on the
formula of Sersic (1968) (see part 2). The possible pr"r"r"" of galactic
bar
is not accounted for in this paper.
The goals of the presented work are: (i) to introduce a onedimensional decomposition fitting method in the spirit of Kormendy (1977),
but including derivation of optimal Sersic exponential degrees both for the
bulge and the disk, (ii) to apply this method on r.r-"rous
iublished profiles
of nearby galaxies, including deriving the fundamental shape and magnitude
parameters and (iii) to give an empiric estimations for
the standard errors of
the derived amplifude parameters.

2.

The models and the method of decomposition
It is well known that the apparent profiles of att elliptical galaxy or
the bulge of a spiral galaxy may be described by the formula of sersic
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(1968). The formulamay be presented in two ways - in linear scale, i.e. in
intensities Ip, and in magnitude scale, i.e. in surface brightness, pp:
(1)
In: Io exp(-(R/H)t) or Fn: fh+ C RN
The free parameters in (1) are the central intensity Io (ollhe central
brightness p4: -2.5 log 16), the scale length H : (1.0857/c)t^{) and the
exponential number N, which describes the curvature of the profile. These
parameters may be derived from the observations by the MLS, applying
decomposition techniques. Notice that usually, the exponential number N is
noted as 1/n, but following Lauberts and ValentUn (1989) we prefer
notation, which are simpler in interpretation of the dependences and
correlations with the participation of log N.
The Sersic formula (1) is able to present various shapes of profiles.
The case N:1/4, which is known as "7l4 Law" of de Vaucouleurs (1948),
describes the profiles of giant ellipticals. N=1/2 corresponds to the profiles
of big ellipticals or bulges of early type spirals. N=l corresponds to some
ellipticals and bulges of late type galaxies. N=2 corresponds to some dwarf
ellipticals and to some bulges of the very late type galaxies. Generally, the
shape of the bulge changes smoothly with Hubble type of the galaxy
(Andredakis et al. 1995, Graham 2001). Notice also that N:l represents
just Freeman's (1970) exponential law and N:2 represents just the Gaussian
function.
The model (1) may be completed by higher order terms and named
"second order Sersic formula" (2) and "third order Sersic formula" (3):
(2)

: Io exp(-(R/H1;N-1R/H212N;
:
lrn Fo * CIRN *C2R2N

In

or

and

(3)

In
pR

:

:

Io

exp(-(R/Hl)"-(R/Hr)tt-(R/H3)3N) or
+ CrRN f C2R2N * C3R3N .

po

Generalizations (2) and (3) of the Sersic formula include two or
three scale length parameters The connections between the parameters Ct
and Hp have the same form as in case (1).

a^
JZ

Different shapes of radial profiles of galaxies are presented in Fig.2.
The solid curves that represent differentradiar shapes oibulg.r and diks
are modelled by formula (1). The dashed curyes that represent disks with
central depression are modelled by formula (2).
Face-on luminoeity

I'ace-on brightness

/\/\

Radius

x'ig. 2 Examples of models of burge or disk radial profiles. The solid
lines represent 5 shapes of radial profiles of .,normal"^ bulges or disks,
modelledbythe Sersic formula (l) forN: ? ,? .,1,2 and+,withlo: H 1' The dashed lines represent 3 shapes of convex disk profiles witkrL central
depression, modelled by the second order Sersic formula (2), with different
parameters. The profiles are presented in arbitrary intensity (a) and

magnitude (b) scales.
The third order sersic formula (3) is very useful, too. our experience
shows that it describes very well the general radial profile of galaxy with
bulge and disk components. The value of N is usually between 0.5 and 1.
Moreover, the inflex point between the bulge and disk, where the shape of
the profile changes from concave to convex type, is usually the nitural
dividing point between the bulge and disk parts oithe profile, necessary for
the decomposition. we note that the same point, derived by means oi th"
usual 3-rd order polynomial, corresponding to (3) with N:1, lies usually
rather far from the bulge. Formula (3) may describe also various shapes of

ringJike disks. For example, if Cr:g complies with the formula of
Kormendy (1977) for disk with exponential outer part and sharp inner
truncation.

Having the estimation of the free parameters in (l), the total
intensity 11 of the object (bulge or the disk) may be derived by integration
along the polar angle and the radius:
@
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(4) Ir

b/aIo2nHI exp((It/H))dn

Here b/a is the apparent axial rutio of the object. The total intensity
may be written using the gamma function f (van der Kruit and Searle
1981ab; Barteldrees and Dettmar 1994):

(5)

I7: b/a 16 2n HA.{ f(lAD :

b/aIs 2n H f(1A{+1).

In practice, in the general case, we apply direct numerical integration
of (a).

More details and connections between the system of parameters of
de vaucouleurs and these in the formula of sersic (l) are given f.e. in the
papers of ciotti and Bertin (1999), Graham (2001) and the references
therein.

For analysis of lD profiles, we created an iterative decomposition
procedure like that described by Kormendy (1977), which fits both the
bulge and disk profiles from formula (1). Applying formulae (2) or (3) in
some special cases is also possible. The number of main iterations of the
disk and bulge fitting is usually < 10. In each case of fitting, the optimal
exponential numbers are derived by iterative gradient method. The number
of these "inner" iterations is usually < 50. As a special case of the
procedure, the exponential numbers of the bulge and/or disk models may be
fixed in advance by the user. In the applications presented here, we discuss
only the models with optimal exponential numbers. The total computing
time for one profile with 10G-200 points, for computer of the class of
Pentium I is up to 2 seconds.
In the case of smooth profile without prominent bar the results of the
decomposition do not depend strongly on the choice of the dividing point. In
these cases, the inflex point of the 3-rd order model (3) may be used
automatically. In more complicated or "noised" cases, we execute the
procedure sometimes, searching for the dividing point that gives the
minimum RMS of the restored profile. Where needed, the decomposition
procedure may remove automatically a few "noised" points close to the
dividing point.
The results of the process in the presented work are the parameters
[ro, H and N, according to formula (1), both for the bulge and the disk, as
well as the total magnitudes of the bulge, disk and galaxy by formula (4).
The estimation of other parameters is derived, too (see Part 4). we note that
the values of N and H do not depend on the Milky Way extinction. The
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other parameters are estimated in two cases - with and without extinction
correction of the profile.
3. The profiles and their decompositions
The nearby galaxies M 31, M 33, LMC and sMC play fundamental
role in the knowledge about the Universe and the presented decomposition
technique is applied first on their profiles. Additionally, a profile of the
galaxy M 83 and a model of the Milky way are included ior
comparison.
The basic parameters of the galaxies, collected from NED and
LEDA, are given on Table 1, as follows: the galaxy name, the Hubble type,
the distance modulus DM, the Milky way foreground extinction in B-band
As, the total apparent B-magnitude 81, the total colour index (B-v)r. the
apparcnt blue diameter at surface brighfiress level25 maglarcsec, drr, th"
apparent axial ratio a/b, the total B-magnitude, corrected for foreground and
internal extinction. Bo,c, the respective colour index (g-v)o,G and the
respective corrected apparent diameter d6,s.

Table 1. Basic data about the galaxies adopted from data bases NED
and LEDA
Galaxv rvp"
As 81 (B-v)r d. a/b Bo,c (B-g0,"
_?Y 0.46
-O.ll' '- do,c
M31 Sb 24.43
4.36 0.92 786.2' 3.02 3.2A
tsi.n,
M33 Sc 2s.06 0.18 6.29 0.56 66.0' 1.66 5.73 0.47 67.6,
LMC SBm 19.66 0.26 0.90 0.51 647.7, 1I7 0.51 0.43 6i6.1,
SMC SBm 18.41 0.20 2.75 0.45 37t.5, 2.21 2,21 0.36 380.2,
M83 SBc 29.57 0.29 9.53 0,66 14.1, t.t0 8.17 0.58 14.8,
Because of the large apparent sizes of the galaxies M3l and M 33,
accurate ccD observations have not been made yet. For this reason, we
have used available data: (i) the equivalent (ellipiically averaged) profiles
and the photometry sections along the axes and the direction Ease-west in B
band, published by de vaucouleurs (195g, r959b), (ii) the equivalent
profiles of M 31 in the U, B, v and R6 bands of walterbos and Kennicutt
(1988), and (iii) the photometry sections along the major of M 3l and M33
axis in Gunn r-band of Kent (19s7). The data for the central part of M 33 of
de vaucouleurs (1959b) are completed by the data of rent
ltlsz) in the
Gunn g-band. we have used the rough relation B g + 0.6, derived from the
=
data about the center of M3r of de vaucouleurs
!ess; and Kent (19s7).
The profiles of M 83 and the model of the Milky way are used from the
qaper of Freeman (1970). We account for the foreground extinction through

the relations Au:1.26 As, Ay:0.77As, ,tn:O.OZRs and Al:0.45As
(Schlegel et al., I 998).

3s

The graphs of the decompositions of the profiles of M 31 and M 33
into bulge and disk components are shown in Fig.3-6. The convex shapes of
the disks and their good representation by the Sersic formula (1) can be seen
well. The convex shape is not well enough prominent only in the case of M
33, in Fig.5b, because the used profile of Kent (1987) is obviously not deep
enough.
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Fig.3 Decomposition of the equivalentprofiles of the galaxies M 31
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The profiles of the LMC and SMC ut" prm"rt"d in Fig.7. The disk
parts of these galaxies are almost exponential,
LMC shows concave
"rr"tt
disk profile. we note that the LMC ii the galaxy
with the largest apparent
size on the sky, which is the most difficuli ror surface photometry at low
brightness levels. In the cases of LMC and sMC, two -processings
of the
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data are made - with decomposition into bulge and disk, and without, only
by fitting the whole profile by the Sersic formula (1). The results are very
close (see Parts 4 and 5).
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Fig. 7 Decompositions of equivalent profiles of the galaxies LMC
(a) and SMC (b) by data of de Vaucouleurs (1960). The dotted lines show
the fit of data by the Sersic formula (1) without decomposition.
Profiles of the SB galaxy M 83, as well as a model of the mass
density of the Milky Way, published by Freeman (1970) are presented in
Fig.8. The convex shape of the disk parts of the profiles is well represented.
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Way model (b), from the graphs published by Freeman (1970).
The decompositions shown in Figs.3-8 are used to derive the shape,
si e and magnitude parameters of the galaxies discussed in Parts 4 and 5.
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4. Results about the shape and

size parameters
The results from the decompositions are presented on Table 2, as
follows. RMS is the standard error of the restored profile, N6 and Na are the
exponential numbers of the bulge and disk, respectively, Fo,r and
;ra,6 are Ihe
apparent central brightness of the bulge and disk, Ha is the scale si e of the
disk, log HolHu is the logarithm of the ratio of the scale si es of the disk and
the bulge, d25 is the estimated diameter of the disk profile ar25 magarcsec2,
obtained from the intrinsic profile, dzs,o is the diameter at the same level,
but obtained after preliminary subffaction of the galactic extinction from the
profile data and source in the referenced paper.

Table 2. Shape and si e parameters of the bulge and the disk
RMS N6 N6 lh,u 1h,a H6 log tfu/H6 D25 D25,q Source
M3l B 0.11 0.32 1.75 14.72 21.65 52.8' 3.26 185.1 201.4 I
M3t U 0.07 0.90 1.66 19.31 22.57 59.0' 2.01 194.8 220.5 2
M31 B 0.05 0.64 1.57 17.95 22.07 54.2' 1.45 203.5 228.2 2
M31 V 0.05 0.68 1.48 17.15 20.96 48.5' 1.32 235.9 245.9 2
M31 R 0.04 0.44 1.58 14.98 20.46 52.3' 2.07 258.2 268.9 2
M3l r 0.05 0.41 t.B2 15.12 21.16 53.7' 2.60 214.6 223.6 3
Galaxy Band

M33 B 0.06 0.99 1.36 20.55 21.74 12.8' l.t4 57.5 59.8 4
33 r 0.02 0.93 1.01 15.80 20.48 8.8' 1.08 7l.g 73.7 3
M31 B 0.12 0.52 1.75 17.13 22.17 53.8' 1.97 185.8 202.5 ta
M 3l B 0.16 0.24 1.30 9.29 21.87 11.5' 4.87 51.9 57.7 lb
M3l B 0.26 0.40 1.96 14.81 22.21 19.9' 2.51 64.2 69.4 lc
M 33 B 0.23 0.73 1.22 20.26 21.55 10.9' 1.32 56.4 58.8 4a
M33 B 0.17 0.85 1.35 20.49 21.74 7.6' 0.92 34.6 36.0 4b
M33 B 0.21 0.72 2.10 20.27 22.15 10.9' 1.09 34.5 35,5 4c
LMC B 0.02 t.t6 0.92 20.84 21.48 81.0' 0.66 576.0 624.0 5
LMC B 0.07 - 0.78 _ 21.02 54.0' _ 576.0 630.0 5d
sMC B 0.03 1.10 1.25 20.24 21.64 45.0' 0.98 204.Q 234.0 5
sMC B 0.10 - 0.99 _ 21.21 31.8' _ 228.0 240.0 5d
M83 B 0.06 0.50 1.90 16.18 20.12 2,6' 1.90 11.3 tt.7 6
M

Milky

Way - 0.61 1.78
9.9 kpc 1.68
- de Vaucouleurs (1958); 2 - Walterbos

Sources of data: 1
Kennicutt (1988);

6

and

3 - Kent (1987); 4 - de Vaucouleurs (1959b); 5 - de Vaucouleurs
(1960); 6- Freeman (1970). The notations 'a','b' and 'c' correspond to the
photometry sections along the major axis, minor axis and the direction eastwest in the respective works, the notation 'd' corresponds to parameters,
derived without decomposition, as a result of fit of the whole profile by
means

of

(1).

Table 2 shows that the standard error (RMS) of the restored
equivalent profiles is small, while the photometry sections of M 31 and M
33 are significantlynoised. The errors of the derivedphotometryparameters
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of galaxies are due mainly to the data incompleteness and/or the errors of
the magnitude scale zero point. For this reason, the theoretical standard
deviations of the parameters, estimated only based on the application of the
MLS, is underestimated, but comparison of the results, obtained from
different data sets may give empiric error estimation.
The values of N6, Fo,r and log Ha/tlr depend strongly on the
completeness of the data about the central part of the galaxy and they show
significant differences (see also the discussion of Graham, 2001). The
estimations of the disk parameters N6 and po,a depend mainly on the
deepness of the profiles. In the cases of the most deep profiles these along
the direction East-West for M 3l and M 33, we derive No
corresponding
=2,
to the Gaussian function. The disk size parameters H6, D25, and D25,6 have
various estimations, too. In the cases of LMC and SMC, both methods, with
decomposition and with general fit only, show approximately exponential
disks and relatively high central brightness. In the case of the Milky wuy,
only the shape parameters Nu, Nc, Ha and log Ha/II6 are derived.
Table 2 contains numerous estimations of shape and size parameters
about M 31 and M 33 and gives possibilities for estimation of their mean
values and the standard elrors. The results are collected in Table 3 where the
notations of the parameters and the sources are the same as in Table 2.Inthe
greatest number of cases, the average of two estimations, using equivalent
profiles and major axis profiles, is given. For N6 and ps,6, suggesting that the
axis ratio of the bulge is just unit, we include in the estimation also the
profiles along the minor axes and the directions East-west, using all data of
de vaucouleurs (1958, 1959b). The mean values from the data of walterbos
and Kennicutt (1988) about M 31 are given for comparison.

Table 3. Mean values and errors of the shape and size parameters of
M 31 andM 33
Garaxv Band N_6
D_25,6 source

31 B

.). #

fi. # ^Ifr^ *7"

0.37 1.75 13.99 21.91 53.3 2.62 185.4 202.0
0.12 0.10 3.32 0,37 tyo 0.90 0.3% 0.20/o
M 3l UBVR trend 1.57 trend trend 53.5 l.7l trend trend 2
M

M33

B

1

ti1l ,i.o
ir.o
0.13 0.10 O.ls 0.13 rr% 0.13 t%
o.r, i:l ,o'n ,i.uo it';

4

t%

The estimation of the Nr of a distant galaxy depends strongly on the
resolution, the completeness of the dara, erc.In the cases of M3l and M33,
the most nearby spiral galaxies, these effects are not strongly revealed. The
data of Kent (1987) occur also close to the data of de vaucouleurs (1958)
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(Table 2). The error of the estimation of N6 ma/ be considered <
0.15.
However, the data of walterbos and Kennicuu (19gg) shows
well
manifested trend - the value of Nu decreases from u band toward R
band
from 0.9 to 0.4. obviously, in comparison with the R band, in the u
band,
the bulge of M31 seems more truncated, with shape of the equivalent profile
near to exponential. Generally, the values of Nr for M3l und itt33
o., Tubl,
3 (as well as those of M83 and the Milky way on Table 2) correspond
well
to the dependence "log nr - Hubble type,, and ..log n6 log (llB;" of
Andredakis et al. (1995) and Graham (20-01) (n:larl u]ra nB
is trre oist-toluminosity ratio). Here, these values are'log (lNb) :0.43 +l_ 30o/o
for
Pylq.
M3l and log (1a{6): 0.09 +l- 25o/o for M33. Generalry,therelative error of
the values of log nb or log N6 may be considered,<30%o.
Generally,.the valug of No depends on the inclination of the galaxy
_
the most convex shapes of the disks i visible in the cases of the
idge-tn
galaxies (see f.e. Pohlen et al 2000). The value of Na depends
also on the
deepness of the observation. Here the most convex profiles, with
N6 = 2, are
visible in the cases of the miost deep observations - along the EW directions
of M 31 and M33 of de vaucouleurs (195g, 1959b). No significant
dependanse of Nd on the photometry band in walterboss and Kennicutt
(1988), but their mean value - Na :1.57 +l- 0.07 - is lower, then
in the data
of de vaucouleurs (1958) - Nd : 1.75 +l- 0.10. Generally, the error in the
estimation of log N6 may be considered to be <lTyo.
The central bulge brightness th,r is very poorly defined, especially in
cases of small N6. our estimation of po,r ror u rt is very uncertain.
In the

;iff

angle

5lil:"a;::.,:J;ff;:i,T#ilffis

on angle of tn" section. Here, for M3l and
M33 we obtain estimations with different uncertainties. The used material is
not sufficient for good estimation of the error of po,a, but we assume the
error to be <0.3 mag. The error of log H6/H6 seems'to be <30%o. Tabre 4
shows also that the scale length may be estimated within a standard
error
<2vo andthe error of the diameters at low isophote levels
is less - =lo/o.
5. Results about the

total magnitudes
The estimations of the total magnitudes of the bulges, disks, the sum
of bulge plus disk, as well as the DlB rutio, may belerived from the
equivalent profiles only. The respective results are presented on Table
4, as
follows: m1- is the limiting surface brightness magnitude of the published
photometry data, m6,fii6 &fld fii1 oro the total
-ugrrltod., of the bilge, disk
and the sum of the bulge and disk, estimated uy ttre formula (2), muo,
mao

4l

and m16 are the same total magnitudes, but estimated upon extraction of the

respective foreground extinction, and log(DiB)m is the respective disk-tobulge luminosity ratio. The sources of data: the same as with Table 2.
Table 4. Magnitude parameters derived from the equivalent profiles
Band m(lim) tr16 md rrrl
IIIbO mAO III10 log(D/Bhs Source
M 3l B
26.8 9.83 3.94 3.93 9.37 3.48 3.47 2.36 1
M 3l U
26.2 5.18 4.09 3.75 4.61 3.52 3.18 0.44 2
M 3l B
26.0 5.30 3.84 3.58 4.84 3.38 3.12 0.58 2
M 3l V
24,6 4,16 2.96 2.64 3,81 2.60 2.30 0.48 2
M 31 R
2s.4 4.82 2.30 2.20 4.52 2.00 r.90 1.01 2
M3l r
24.2 6.55 2.95 2.91 6.59 2.65 2.62 r.57 3
M33 B
2s.8 9.82 s.97 5,94 9.64 5.79 5.76 1.54 4
M33 r
24.7 9.58 5.34 5.32 9.48 5.33 5.30 1.66 3
LMC
25.8 4.76 1.19 l.l5 4.50 0.93 0.89 1.43 5
B
25.3 6.54 3.01 2.98 6.34 2.81 2.76 1.42 5
SMC
B
M83 B
23.8 11.97 7.42 7.41 11.68 7.13 7.t2 1.82 6
Galaxy

Table 4 show that the total magnitudes of the bulges of M 31 and M
33, as well as the respective disk-to-bulge ratios are poorly derived. In the
case of disks, as well of total magnitudes when the contribution of the bulge
is small, the accordance of the results is better. In R-band, the different
deepness of the profiles and different photometry systems for M31 make the
total magnitudes much different.
The galaxy M31 has large apparent size and its photometry
investigations are very difficult. Here, we may compare the total magnitudes
and colours from some sources. According the LEDA, the data about M3l
are Br : 4.36 mag, (U-B)1 : 0.50 and (B-V)r : 0.92. Walterbos and
Kennicutt (1988), applying the "ll4 law model" for the bulge and
exponential model for the disk, derived from their equivalent profiles Br :
5.21mag, (U-B)r :0.34 and (B-V)r:0.74. Using the data of Walterbos and
Kennicutt (1988) and decomposing the profiles with optimal pollmomial
degrees, we obtain Br :3.58 mag, (U-B)r: 0.17 and (B-V)r : 0.94. The
large differences between total magnitudes and color indexes, derived from
the different data and methods underline again the problem with the
accurate photometry of M3l and M33. Our results in B and R bands are
collected in Table 5, where the notations aro the same as in Table 4.
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Table
Galaxy

5.

Mean values and errors of the magnifude parameters
M31 inB andRbands
Band
log(D/B)16 sowce

i,

#

of

#, #,

M3l B 7.6s 3.89 3.76 3.30 1.47
3.20 0.07 0.25 0.25 1.26
M3l R"r 5.68 2.62 2.56 2.26 t.Zg
1.22 0.46 0.50 0.51

7,2

2,3

0.40

Based on available data about M3r and M33, we consider the error
of the estimations of the total magnitudes of the disks or the whole galaxies
to be about 0.5 mag.
6. Conclusions
In the presented paper, we present the results about the photometry
parameters of nearby galaxies upon decomposition of their profiles intL
bulge and disk components, accounting for the convex shapJ of the disk
profiles. We should expect that this method does not overestimate the
central disk brightness and that it will provide for more real estimation of
the total disk brightness. Therefore, we must expect a hint of some ,,scaling
relations" between disk luminosity or size and its shape parameters.
m?O
a)

O

LI[C, Me3, M![, M31. MS3

P,

tr21
Dp
os

22

+i

l^ zs
tfl

51015F}

Radius (kpc)

x'ig. 9 comparison of the disk models of the galaxies. The solid
curves, from left to right, correspond to the galaxies sMC, LMC, M33 and
M31. The model of the Milky way disk, shifted arbitraily along the
ordinate axis is shown by dashed curve. The disk of the SB galaxy ivlgl,
modelled not accounting for the presence of bar, is shown by doited line.
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The true shapes of the disks of the galaxies, included in the
presented work, are shown in Fig.9. we see that the disks of the giant
galaxies, M31 and the Milky Way, display well manifested convex shapes
(or depressed central brightness), while the disks of the dwarf galaxies SMC
and LMC display almost exponential shapes with high central brightness.
M33 is an expected intermediate case. However, we include M83 to show
lhat the situation is more complicated. The disk
M83, having
approximately the size of M33, seems to be very bright and very convex.
The reason may be in the fact, that the profile of the SB galaxy, M83 is
decomposed not accounting for the presence of bar.
Generally, the central brightness and the exponential number of the
disk shape seem to be potential photometric indicators of the galaxy's
gigantism. This conclusion should be confirmed or rejected based on rich
and uniform number of disk profiles.

of
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fIPO OI,IJII,I HA TAJIAKTTAqTUITE AI,ICKOBE
IIPE3 OOPMYJIATA HA CEPCItrK:
IAJIAKTI,IKI,ITE M 31, M 33, LMC, SMC I,I M 33
Iteemou feopzuee
Pegropre

flpe4cranena e r,rreparrrB'a eAHoMepHa AeKoM[o3r,rquoHHa
rporleAypa 3a rrpo(br4Jrlr Ha raJraKruKlr B Ayxa Ha KopMeHAu (1g77) u e
lp[noxeHa za 6nuswr raJraKTr{Kr.r. KounoneHT}rre na 1wtgxa v A:grCKA Ce
MoAeJrr,rpar upes Soprvrynaralfla cepcnr (196s). cno6o4nnre rapaMerplr
Ha
Mo,qena - rleHTpanHara rpKocr, uar\a6nusr pa3Mep u ofrrlrMaJrHr4rrr
EKCTIOHEHIII{AJIEH fIOKA3ATEJI _ CE IOJDTqABAT qpe3 I{TEPATI4BHA IPAAI/IE:fITHA

r]polleAypa. Torannnre 3Be3AHH BeJrr{rrHHr,r Ha AncKa v 1utlxa ce
rIoJrJAaBar qpe3 rrHcJreHo }rHTerplrpaHe. Mero4rr e llplrnoxeH 34
AeKOMIrO3rrr!]rfl Ha 22 rrydwrcynanz upo(fnrra Ha 6nugru faJraKTLrKr,r r4 3a
OIIEHKI,I HA IPEIIIK}ITE HA TEXHUTE NAPAMETPI{. HAUEPEU E HAMEK
3A

Kopenaqlrt Mex(Ay AI{CKOBI4' eKcrroHeHrlr,raJreH rroKa3areJr r{ rleHTpiurHara
HA Tr.'iCI(A OT EAHA CTPAHA I,I TOTANHATA CBET}IMOCT HA II{CKA OT
'PKOCT
Apyra. ,{ucronere Ha roJIeMIaTe raJraKTr4xu - MneqHwr rrbr n M31 rroKa^rBar

I{3II6KHAIIKI NPOSZTTU C IOHIDI(EHA IIEHTPANHA SPKOCT,
AOKATO AI,ICKOBETE HA
TAJIAKTI,IKI{TE A)KYA)ilCETA

npo(fznu

c

MexAr{HeH

cnylaft.

nprKoBe

_ LMC Z SMC }IMAT IIOqTU EKCfIOHEHIIilA]I:fI]I-

Ha rlenTprrJrHara rpKocr. fanaxrurcara M33

e
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ALGORITHM FOR HIGH-PRECISION
GEOREF'ERENCE AND RECTIF'ICATION
OF HIGH-RESOLUTION SPACE IMAGES
Nikola Georgiev
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
The current state-of-the-art of high-resolution space images enables the
performance of large scale mapping, rnap updating, monitoring of the Earth cover
and the environment, and other practical, scientiJic, and defence-related tasks
requiring to determine with great accuracy the mutual position of individual
discrete points [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, B, gJ.Based on a number of studies conducted at
home and abroad [4, 7, 9J, it was proven that the space images obtained upon their
processing by the supplier and accordingly, upon their high-precision georeference
and recffication by the user, dffir substantially in their precision. This happens
when the user determines the coordinates of the ground-based CPs using GPS
measurernents and dedicated software, accounting for the recommendations made
during processing.Based on the designed mathematical model [], 3, 5J, an
algorithm is suggested that may be used to prepare software for processing and
assessment of collected observational material after the Least Square Method
(LSM).

Key words: GPS, georeferenc, recffication, LSM
1.

Introduction

In a series of studies fl, 2, 3, 5, 6f, a mathemalical model for
georeference and rectification of high-resolution space images was
developed. Based on this model, we shall present here an algorithm for
preparation of software intended for processing of space images (scanner
and photo images) and obtaining the coordinates of identified terrain control
points (CPs) on the tenain and on the space image, and rectification of the
geometric deformations.
46

Therefore, to ensure that high-resolution space images will
accomplish their nowadays task in large-scale topographi. .uppirrg, ffidp
revision, monitoring of the environment, study orine outer spacq
ecology,
safety, precise monitoring of earth cover changes etc., these images
subj ect to

-.rrt"u.

preliminary process ing f2,3,4,5,6,7, 0) comprising :
-high-precision coordinate georeference of the images of cps,
measured by GpS;

-rectification
the images by approximation functions, or by
-of
accounting for
the changes in the scale factors along the
scene's directions and the reliefs configuration;
-using the Earth (reference) ellipsoid as a projection prane;
-accounting for the ellipsoid heights of the Cps;

-precise processing and result assessment after the Least
Square Method (LSM).
The observance of these conditions will provide to obtain ultimate
results with accuracy conesponding to the potentials of these modem
space
images.

orientation and stabilization of the space aircraft.
The information which is obtained and used with space images is
diverse with respect to both the elements to be defined and their locati,on
in
space and time. For this reason, the coordinate systems in which
the SA
elements are determined refer to various .pur. rectangular coordinate
2.

systems, namely:

l.

Greenwich Equatorial Geo-Centric Coordinate Svstem
O,

X,

Y,

Z.

2. Inertial Equatorial

Geo-Centric Coordinate System

O,X't,Y'uZ',.

3.
4.

Geodetic Rectangular Geo-Centric Coordinate System o,x j,Y j,Z j.
Satellite-Centric Inertial Coordinate System _ j _ (x, y,
z)kj (Fig.1,2).
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Fig.

Fig.2

1

According to Fig.l we may write the following relation between the
satellite-centric radius-vector Fa, the geo-centric radius-vector 70, and the
topo-centric radius-vector,Ro, in coordinate form with respect to the inertial
geo-centric system ( I ), namely

:

Jkj
(1)

Fr1=(R1

4*i '
5u

where:

(2)

6or' + q'o,

po,

=,[(x 3

do, and 6orarcthe
R,

J

t

(2 pi

=l;

* 1r, - Y)'

+ (z j

- z)2

SA's rectascence and declination

=(X',Y',2'),' - the coordinates of the CP - j in the inertial geo-cenric

system

7o=(X',Y',2')o' - the coordinates of the SA - k in the inertiql

geo-centric

system.

Let us assume that the vector Dn W the image i on the space
image (Fig.2), of terrain point 7 in the inertial satellite-centric coordinate
system is expressed as follows:
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where:

,/\

V,lrz)0,

- coordinates of the Cp's image

-

j

onthe space image;

(*,y,")^ - coordinates of the photo's main point o, obtained by drawing a
porpendicular from the object glass's back point.

Actually, the main point does not coincide with the origin

o of the

coordinate system on the space image (Fig.2).
From expressions (l) and (3), upon adequate solution, we obtain:

7,,]

(4)

+','li-n]11;-r]

it possible to determine the points from the
space image in satellite-centric inertial coordinate system. But the
coordinate georeference of the image must take place in the defined
Greenwich geo-centric coordinate system, in which the satellite-centric
Formulae (1)-(4) make

radius-vector has the form:

6u

€u xj

6*i=P*i1ry=

(s)

Cu

Yi

zj

is the Greenwich star time, corresponding to the time to of
receiving the space image. The coordinates of the sA -(x,r,Z)o andthe
cP - (x,Y,Z), are in the Greenwich geo-centric coordinate system.
^So

From (4), the following relation may be written:
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(6)

xri-xto
Xr-Xo _ Xr-Xkf
D,,, =,
/p1-!n=;1'Y,-Yo -mPr,Y,-Yo I,
zb-zro
Z,-Zo
Z,-Zol

where:

(7)

ffiri =

JD,.,

- scale factor and

Pu

The operator Fo = f
is an orthogonal matrix, performing the
transition from the Greenwich into the satellite-centric geo-centric
coordinate system through the Euler angles (a,r,t), namely (Fig.l):

- sinwsinOcosi,

bt =

- sinwcosC) - cos wsin O cosi,
+ sinwcosOcosi, bz = - sinwsinO + cos wcos O cosi,
b: = cosr4lsini'
cz =

cosC)sini,

c, = cosl

From formula (6), according to formulae (7) and (8), we obtain:
= mo,fa,LXo, + arLYo, +

fr,
(10) 1y,
= mo,fbrL,Xo, +brLYo, +
lz,

,

= morlcrLXo, + crLYo, +

where we have:

LXor=Xr-Xo, 6YU=Yi-Y* and Mor=Zr-Zo
xkj, /ti, zor- coordinates of the images of the CP on the space
image;

xko,

!*o,

zoo

-

coordittates of the main point of the space image;

X, Y, Z, - geo-centric
the Earth's surface;

s0

Greenwich coordinates of the CP from

Xo,

Yo,

Zk

-

geo-centric Greenwich coordinates

of the SA's

projection centre

ai, b, ci, i = 1,2,3 function ofthe Euler angles

e,

w,

elements

of the orthogonal matrix

Fo,

i

3. Preparation of an Algorithm to Determine the Equations of
the corrections and unknown variables for the sought
euanlities
To solve this problem, we shall start by assuming a number of

settings and requirements, namely:
For each point of the space image, which appears to be the image
of a cP-7 from the Earth's surface, we have twelve unknown variables.
according to equations (10):

j

Zi,

X j, Yj,

(1 1)

X1r, Y1r, Z1r, d)1r, w1r, i1r,

x6, !u,

Zto

whereas we shall denote their approximate values in the following way:

(12)

x; ry; ,z jo,xko

,yko ,zko ,d2oo ,woo ,ioo ,xpoo,y
ro

,z^o

Lineaizing expressions (10) for each terrain control point y with
coordinates j = (, y
oi , projected onto the space image, the

"Y
corrections equation is obtained:

dSo

(13)

frn

=Qo Eo e j D*)

dik
dR,

-t-I

'"kj,

D

'u

dfr*
Po,

-weighing factor

The quantities )o,Eo,e j,Dooin the corrections equation (r0) must
be considered as partial differentials of the coordinates xq,
!p7, z, , namely :
I

(14)

Ak

o(*'Y'")u .
o(x'Y'z)0,
' E),4o= 0(x, y, z)
" =A(X ,Y Z)otr, ,tu,

8,.

,

oo
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whereas Br = -C

i,

the SA, and the index
from the terrain.
tun

"ft" is differentiation along the coordinates of
- differentiation along the coordinates of a CP

the index

=(r*

"

j"

r,

,"\n'

,

aio

=(aa dw dr\u' ;

dY dz)*'' ; art, =(ax dy az),';
dfi* =(d* dy d")*'

(r7)

ffi, = (dx

dSk,ffik,dRj,dfi^

are the corrections

for the approximate values (12) of the

known (10) and unknown variables (11).
For the vector of the free term

i,

wehave:

- x' oj
Lui =Uoi -u kj= lri-!
xoj

f n

(18)

r
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--l
okj-"

kj

where:

00,=(* y ,)0,' - the determined values for the coordinates
xq,l*i,

zo, aftet (10),

0'0,=(x' y'
image.
4.

"')0,'

-

the measured coordinates from the

Deriving expressions to determine the values lo,Eo,e

space

j

To obtain the private differentials according to expressions (14), (15)
and (16), the following coordinates must be successively differentiated:
xt1, /16, z, withrespect to the Euler angles (A,w,t); the space coordinates

(x Y Z)r, the Greenwich coordinates
of the SA with respect to (X Y Z)o and also with respect to the
coordinate origin of the image (x y ,)^.
of the terrain cP-j with respect to
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4.1. Private differentials for the quantity )o
According to expression (14), it is not necessary to differentiate the
image coordinates from (10) with respect to(o, w, i)
,atcordingly - (9). But

since only the quantities ai, b,, c,,

(i = r,2,3) are function of the Eurer

angles, we must differentiate No,,Fo,,0*, by the expressions:

o(mepq)
O(Qw,i)o

4.2.Pivate differentials for the quantities Bo = _e
i
As already mentioned above, to obtain the differentials of the image
coordinates (r,yt")u with respectto (X y z)0, and, (x y z),,
,i,e
must use expressions (10), from which it follows that both the scale
D,-,
m*i=-i,
"Pu

according

to formula (7), and N,,,Fo,,0o,are function of the

Greenwich coordinates. Accounting for this fact, we shall differentiate bv
-

expressions
(20):

o*o

o(morFo,)

a(x,Y,z)ko=a(x,Y,z)k(j)'

Av..

a(x,Y,z)ko)

_ O(mo,Po,)
a(x,Y,z)kd)'

0"

E

a6,y,z)*

O(^oiQoi)

= a(x,Y,z)ku)
5. Determination of the elements of the private differentials
during coordinate georeference of space images
5.1. Formulae for the private differentials of the coordinates
(*,y,t), with respect to the Euler angles ((l,w,i)o
According to expressions (19), in order to obtain the elements of the

differentials of linear equation system (10) with respect to
a,, b;, c,, (i = 1,2,3), we must differentiate (9) with respect to the Euler
angles ({2,w,i)0, which results in:
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oQo

-42

oNn

(2r)

Aw,x1

-

1

4bz

'nkl
c1

-l
oNu,l

04

(22)

fua

Av,-.

a{>k

aOr

6yd

a.rl=

*u

ar

sinato

-

crsincoo

0

LXu

b3

Lykj

crsinwo oZu

l

-b2
-rnu -a1
Arr
Q sinO*
Av,-

Av..

Av.=

*
ol*

oio

ao,.,

aar
0Qri
Q3)

awk

_ ,nkj

0Qu

-c2

cr

0

0

c, sinOo

-

c,

cosOo -

c4

= siniollLZo,

oio

Formulae for the private differentials of the coordinates
(*, y ,
with respec t to (X ,Y , i) uit at the time of receiving the image t o
")ol
According to expressions (20), the elements of the private
differentials may be obtained from expressions (10) with respect to the
Greenwich coordinates of the sR - (x, Y,z)orit at the time of exposure of
5.2.

the space image to,namely:
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Q4)

o*

orr't

a(x,Y,Z)*g1
o

l

y*rrt

(Lxo+Lyo+tzo)'+(0, +br+b,

rl

(lx*

rl

+ A,yo +

l,zo)'

+(c, +c2+ca

In expressions (24), for the indexes k and j we have accordingly k:
1, 2,...9 andj : 1,2,...9.
For the matrix c, the values are the same, but the signs change, i.e.,

"*"

"-"

becomes
und "-" becomes "+". In the above expressions, we have
assumed that Lxo7,L!"7,L2o, ate equal to:
(2s)

Lxoj =

x, -

xp";

L!r=

-

y rcJ -

!u] M.j = Z kj -

Z

ko

The values of these quantities are determined from (14), i.e., these
are the calculated coordinates of the images of the Cps.
The scale factor mo, is determined from formula (10) for all terrain Cp and
their respective images on the space image.
5.3. Expression to determine the private differentials
respect to (x,y,z)oo

(x,y,z)r with

According to expression (16) and linear equation system (10), and
taking into account that according to equation (10), in determining m, the
distance Do, from the image is used, formula (3), which is function of the
coordinates of the main point xu,!*o,Z^of the image o assumes the form:
- x^)'
Dt^

l(xo,

(2s)

D^=l

0
0

0

0

Dtu

))

The essential thing here is that the scale coefficient moris calculated

for each terrain CP, thereby providing us with the image

deformation
between eachparticular image point and the origin of the coordinate system.
The vector equation for the corrections (13) and the obtained values
for the private differentials based on expressions (21){24) make it possible
to present the corrections of the sought quantities and the corrections for the
unknown variables in the following form:
(26)
V*. = 1K)+

.Arda*,\& + Krd4

+

fv d\ + gd Q + J 14 + J rd ) + J rd Z, + d4* + I*,-

(27)

V*=\K}+Brdo+Brdt+Iqd&+I{dY*+lQil*+JodXr+Jsdyr+[e+dy*o+lro,
(28)
Vro = Crdd) + Crd at + Crdt + K.,dX * + KrdYo + KndZ o + J, dX, + J rdY, + J ndZ, + dz o, + l rn

6. Calculation algorithm for the coordinatest georeference after
the suggested mathematical model

Introduction of input data

X r rYr,Zp X * rYK, Z K r0k,Dk,lt,xt o, ! m, Z no
Calculation of quantities

Mro

-Xo, LYir, =Y, -Yo, M jt = Zi -Zrr,
M jo = xtj -xto, Llio = lq - lto, M j, = zq - z1,s',
= Xj

- /^)'

D*j =

Ptj = (X i
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-

X)'

+ (Y,

-Y)'

+ (zo, - z^)2
+ (Z i

-

Z)'

lo, = cos lrcosO - sinwsin()cosi, br = -sinwcosO _ coswsinOcosi.
= coswsinC) + sinwcosOcosi, bz = -sinwsinO + coswcosC)cosi.
= sinwsini,
b, = cosr.rsini.

t,

l? = sinOsini,

c2 =

cosOsini,

ca

=

cosi, - cq = sinin

f*, = arLXo, + arLYn + arLZ,
1Fo

=brLXn +brLYn +brLZo,

l0o = crLXn + crLYo, + crLZo,
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c Br4coKA PA3AEJTTTTEJIHA Bb3MOXHOCT
Huxona feopzuee
PesrcMe

Ceraurnoro cbcrorHue Ha KocMr.rrocKzre rno6paxeHr{r c Br,rcoKa
3a eApoMarrla6Ho
Kaprr,rpaHe, o6nonneuue Ha crrrlecrByBarq[ Kaprr{, MoHr4ToplrHr Ha
3eMHOTO rro4prrTr{e u orq)sxaBar\aTa cpe4a r,r lpyru [paKTr,rqHr4, IJayurlJvr u
or6paHzreJrHlr rleJrlr, flprr Kor,rro e Heo6xoAr{Mo Aa ce [ocrurar BlrcoKr,r
pa3genr,rTenHa c[oco6HocT, AaBaT peanHa Bb3MoxHocT

[ptr o4peAeJrrHe B3ar{MHOTO pa3[OJrO)KeHr,re Me)K,4y OTAeJrHt4
Ar,rcrperHu TorrKr{. f2,3,4,5,6,7,8,91
Ha 6asara Ha MHororo r{3cJreABaHuA y :aac n n .ryx6una 14,7,9f ce
AoKa3a, qe p$yflTarr,rre or o6pa6orrara Ha KocMr{rrecKtrre r,rso6paxeuus, or

TOqHOCTTT

u

rroJl3BaTeils., ce pa3[rklJtaBaT {yBcTBkrTeJIHO nO TOTIHOCT IIpII
Irpr{Brp3BaHero 14 perrz$r.rrcaqrrrra Ha ueo6paxeuusra. Tosa ce rroJD raBa
Koraro [or3Barers oupeAeJr.f, Koop,qrrHar]rre Ha 3eMHr{Te
c GPS
IlI3MepBaHlIt 14 cborBerHo B3eMe IIo,q BHHMaHI{€ HarIpaBeHI{Te rlpellopbKr{
AOCTaBqkrKa

OT

npuo6pa6orKara.
Ha ocnosara Ha cl;s4aqe:avr MareMaruqecKkr MoAeJr [1,3,5] ce
paspa6orn aJrroprrrbM no rofiro ce Lr3rorBr co(fryep sa o6pa6orKa n
oIIeHKa Ha rroJryqesus ya6ntoAareJreH Marepuan rro MeroAa ya uatrrMarrrure KBaAparn (MHMK).
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EARTII MAPPING - AERIAL OR SATELLITE
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Abstract
Nowadays, solving the tasrrs

for

revision of existing map products and

hoice of the land cover image source. The
age of aerial mapping systems versus the

thepresentworkis

te imagery is topical yl, 2, 3, 41.
on the product (panchromatic or
I, scale, urgency of task and on whether
ve or has to be requested' The purpose of

o_to

a comparative analysis between the two approaches
-m1lre
for mapping the
Earth having in mind two parameters: quality and cost.
the map information sources airplanewith very-high spatial resolution.
ls approximately one satellite scene and
of Bulgaria.

1.

Introduction and purpose ofthe research
Launching into orbit the new generation of commercial satellite
systems like IKoNos-2, ERos Al, spor 5,
euickBird and orbview_3,
opened a new era into Earth observation from open space.
The optic ...rro6
of these systems made it possible to combine ,r"ry t igt -resoluiion (vHR)
abilities with reduced revisit time. )n the ottrei traia, their navigation
systems, GPS, gyro platforms and star trackers provide for piecise
geometrical modelling of the image assessment system.
This allows
extracting of geoproduct from raw data without using ground
control points
(GCP). This is possible at limited precision of th-e "georectification.
For
example, the precision of the Standard product without-GCp
and 3D relief
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model for IKoNoS is 50 CE90 + 25 m RMS [7]. Table 1 contains the basic
parametors of the currently active commercial satellites with VHR. It can be
seen that the revisit time is between 1.5 and 5 days.
Now, the issue of the effectiveness and cost of the usage of aerial mapping
systems versus the effectiveness and cost of VHR satellite imagery is topical.
The price of any remotely sensed image depends on the product, resolution,
processing level, scale, urgency of task, and on whether the needed image is
available in the archive or has to be requested.
The aim of the present work is to make a comparative analysis between these
two approaches for mapping the Earth having in mind two parameters:
quality and cost. Two cases will be considered:
o Area that equals approximately to one satellite scene;
o Area that equals approximately to the territory of Bulgaria

2. Very High Resolution Satellite Imagery (VHRSI): products
and prices
The prices of the satellite imagery we are received from the price lists
of the distributor companies. As data for the analysis, we will use the prices
of vHRSI for the four of the five commercial satellites (orbview-3, of
ORBIMAGE does not offer price list up to now). The data is presented on
Table 2. The whole set of products offered by the companies is not presented
on the table. Only two products are shown - radiometrically corrected and
orthorectified. Table 3 presents the prices for one scene and the estimated
price for scenes covering the whole territory of Bulgaria (- lll,000 km1.
The "losses" from scenes recovering will be compensated by price discounts
for quantity. More information is available in the web sites [7, 8, 9, l0].
on Table 2 and Table 3, the type of the product is shown with its original
name from the price lists as follow:
For IKONOS [7]:
o Geo Ortho Kit -raw image that includes the camera geometry obtained at
the time of image collection;
o Precision - the most positionally-accurate product, provides the spatial
acc;'xacy necessary for most urban planning applications, as well as cadastral
and infrastructure mapping requirements (4.1 m cE90 +1.9 m RMSE, require
customer supplied GCPs and DEM);
o Precision Plus - the same as above (2.0 m cE90 + 0.9 m RMSE, require
customer supplied GCPs and DEM).
For EROS A1 [8]:
o Archive - product from archive
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o

New - product with coordinates and time required by the client
For QuickBird [9]:
o Basic Imagery - same as with the product Geo ortho Kit of Space
Imaging;
o standard Imagery - radiometric, sensor and geometric correction, map
projection with accuracy 23 mCE90 +14 rRMSE;
o orthorectffied Imagery - same as above, but map projection accuracy is
I2.7 m CE90 +7.7 nRMSE, require customer suppliedGCps and DEM.
For SPOT-5 [10]:
o Level IA -radiometric correction only;
o , Level S - orthorectified, requires customer supplied GCps and DEM.
3.

Aerial Imagery: products and prices

we review aerial imaging systems from the ffpe wild RCl0 and

Zaiss RMK-TOP. The finest spatial resolution of the processed negative film
is around 40 line pairs per mm (40 lplmm). At scale l:40,000, the finest

resolution of 1l pllmm on the film is equivalent to 1 m in terrain ground
resolution. with the newer types of aerial cameras, such as Leica RC30 and
Zaiss RMK-ToP, equipped with forward motion compensation (frnc) and
gyro-controlled mounts, and utilising fine-grained film emulsions, ih" imag"
resolution is 60 lplmm. At scalel:60,000, the finest resolution on the filmls
again equivalent to a ground resolution of 1 m. It is important to note that for
the newest commercial VHRSI the spatial resolution oi t- is equivalentto 2
m in terms of their actual ground resolution. In this context, the Kell factor
gives the relationship that I line pair (lp) is roughly equivalent to 2 pixels
[5].
The following intemational standard rates can be ,l."d to assess the cost of
the digital photogrammetric mapp ng l2l:
o Aerial photography - 4,000 $ mobilization * l0 $ per image
o Scanning of photos - 15 $ per image
o Aerial triangulation- 25 $ per image
o Digital elevationmodel 120$ perimage
o Digital orthophoto - 30 -$ per image
o Mosaicking - 20 $ per image
The following strategy will be used for the price analysis (Figure 1),[11]:
l) At scale 1:40,000, the standard aeial photos sized)3x23 cm cover an
area of 9.2x9.2 km and, at scale I : 60,000 - areaof I 3. gxl 3. g km.
2) The photos are usually flown with overlap as follows:
o Longitudinal - 60%;
o Lateral-30%.
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:

The neat area decreases by 72o/o, i.e.0.40x0.70 0.28. At scale 1:40,000,
the effective areais23.6992lcrr2 and.,at scale I:60,000 - 53.3232kn].
3) Longitude sampling:
ar,+oooo = 0.4 ,9.2 km = 3.68 trm
at6oooo=0.4.13.8 km = 5.52 Am

4) Latitude sampling, b :0.7 x 9.2 km
br,orooo = 0'7' 9.2 km = 6.44 krn

:6.44km I 0.7 x 13.8 km:9.66lcn

= 0.7 '13.8 km = 9.66 km
5) Aerial span length (for one fuel charging),L:2,000 km,
6) Turnover, R-50 lan [12].
7) For rough cost estimation of the area equalling approximately
satellite scene we will use the square:
4:60000

AxB:llkmx11km

for IKONOS-2, EROS A1, QuickBird and

AxB:60krnx60km

for SPOT-5.
8) For the territory of Bulgaria we will approximate using the square:
A x B :430 km x 255 km.

R
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to

one

Fig.

1

simplified model for

assessment

fly all over the territory of Bulgaria -

cost

9) The number of the photos inone-tracknl
nr=int{Ala}
10) The number of the tracks

N =int{B lb}

lt

11) The number of the tracks for one take-off Nr:

\=int{Ll(A+

R)}

12) The number of the photos n:

n=nr.N
13) The number of the take-offs M:

M=NlNt

14) Expenses for mobilizations Co:

= M'4000$
15) Expenses for photo processing until photogrammetric processing c; they are determined by the total number of photos, the price of one-photo
and the price of scanning:
Ci = h'( Crror" + C""onningoy ptotos)
16) Finally we can write down for the expenses on airplane and photos gntil
Co

photometric processing C"or:
Cro*= Co +C,
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l7) The value of airplane triangulation and the mosaicing:
C on = n'( Court tria.ngalation + Cdiguolorilrophoto + C*oror"kirg)
Note. int{...} - denotes rounding to the next integer number
The results from the analysis are presented on Table 4. We can note that:
o The price of aeial images depends mainly on the territory of the
analyzed area. The price for analysis organization and implementation for
areas between 100 and 500 km2 is times more than the one for areas over
3,000 kn2.
o The time and the expenses related to converting the photos into
digital type are also of importance. while for a territory of r2l lrrnrt2 their
number is around 6, for a territory of 3,600 km' it is 170 and for the territory
of the country - 4,800 photos.
o The time for choosing GCP, georectification and mosaicing of the
different photos should also be taken into consideration.

4. Compatible analysis and conclusions
Taking into consideration the results presented on Tables 2, 3, 4, we
shall make a compatible assessment between aerial images and VHRSI
aiming atlarge scale mapping. While compqnng costs, we shall use the price
of different analyzed areas that equal I km' .We shall compare digital raw
images (Table 5) and images Ihat are georeferenced with defined precision
(Table 6).
Conclusions relating to area-price factors :
o When the area that has to be photoed and analyzed equals one or
several satellite scenes, it is better in terms of price to use satellites.
. When the area that has to be photoed and analyzed is times more than
one or several satellite scenes, it is better in terms of price to use aeial
imagery. At the same time, it is necessary to take into account the deadlines
for fulfilling the task versus the volume of work into man months.
o The cost of the geoproduct from SPOT-5 satellite with pixel 2.5 m is
comparable to the one of aerial imagery even for areas over 50,000 km2;
o It is important to make very careful analysis of the necessary special
resolution of the imagery that will be used. Tables 6 and 7 show that a
change-over in special resolution from - (0.61- l) m to 1.8 mreduces the
cost price 4-5 times and from " (0.61-1) mto 2.5 m - 9-10 times;
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o

The price

of the product wilr

increase 5-6 times

to receive a

georeferenced product with precision compatible with the pixel of the
raw
image. At the same time, it is necessary topresent to the client the cGp
and
the 3D model of the relief.
Conclusions relating to time for execution
factor:
o Thanks to the precise navigation systems, the new generation

satellites allow obtaining rectified-to-a-datum and map-projected product
rgady for integration in GIS. The accuracy is much less than the pixef si ze of
the scanning system, but for map scales like l:50,000 it is completely
satis$ring [8]. This product could be obtained within less than 4g hours.
o Apart from the panchromatic channel,
the new generation satellites
have several multispectral channels with lower speciil resolution. Data
fusion techniques allow express change detection and estimation of the land
cover;
o To obtain the image throughout the territory of interest,
aerialphotos
need in addition digital scanning, triangulatiott uttd mosaicing (overlapping longitudinal - 600A,laterul - 30%); in relation with this, G p.o."rring-of
large number of aerial photos requires greater operation time and human
resources.

Appendix
1. Satellites and Sensors
Satellite

Company

resolution satellite
Sensor

Country

Pixel size,

FOV

m

along/across
swatch, km

Launchine

IKONOS-2

EROSAI

QuickBird

Space

Imaging
EOSAT.USA

Pan/MSI

24.09.1999

Pushbroom,ll bit

ImageSat Internat.

Pan
(7000)

05.12.2000

Pushbroom

Earth Watch

Pan/MSI

USA

sPoT-5

Q7000t6700)

3.2.14 sp

0.61 pan
2.44 sp

3

450

1-3.s

4sp

+soo/+soo
8

470t3

2.5,5, 10,

+ztJ"l+27.
60-120

26.06.2003

Pushbroom.

Pushhrnnm-

480

13.5

16.5

I pan

(12000/6000)

+5oo/+5oo

+3oo/+3oo

(8000/2000)

02.05-2002

(lm)l

1.8 pan

ORBIMAGE

HRVIR

680
2.9

1.5 (1.5m)

USA

SPOTIMAGE

+4sot+Aso
11

Pushbroom.ll bit
Pan/MSI

France

davs

o.82Yl pan

f:I0000mn

N.V. Cyprus/Israel

18.10.2001

OrbView-3

(13816t34s4)

Hor6, KM

Revisit time,

20

822
24

nadirl5

6s

Tadnuqa 2.Price list - IKONOS-2, EROS A1, QuickBird and SPOT,S,
at 20. Jan 2004, [8,9,10,1 1].
The prices are bl ned on an area of 1 km
Product,
IKONOS _ 2
EROS A1
USD.l/km"
1m
1.8 m
B&ty
Ail
B&W
AA
Radiometric
21.s0
24.7s
s.00
N/A
correction
Geo Ortho
Geo
Archive
Kir
Ortho
8.25
Kit
New
Radiometric
100
110
correction &
Precision
Precision
N/A
N/A
Georectified
120
125
Precision
Precision
Plus
Plus
Product,

SPOT-5
2.5 m

USD.l/km,
Radiometri
c correction

B&W

AA

B&W

22.s0
Basic

30.00
Basic

1.875

Imagery

Imagery
23m

23m CE90
+14 RMSE

Level

lA

AA
N/A

2.15*2

Level

lA

CE9O

+14

RMSE

Radiometri
c correction

&
Georectifie
d

90

tt7

2.125

Ortho
Imagery

Ortho
Imagery

Level3

12.7m
CE9O
+7.7 RMSE

12.7m
CE9O
+7.7

Level3

N/A

2.40*2

RMSE
"t

- The prices for SPOT - in USD (rate of exchange at20.0I.2004
EUROruSD - 1.2s)
*2
- require additional satellite programming:3900$
B&I'l/- panchromatic
All -panchromatic + all multispectral
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Tahle 3. Approximate prices for vHRSr (0.61
-2.s m)rradiometrically
corrected, georectified.
The prices are based on the territory of Bulgaria
Based on anarca
I I 1000 krn2

of

Based on anarea

of
I I 1000 krn2
6 750 Levet 1A
7 750Levet3
2 500 000 Srandard

208 000

Imagery

240 000 r,evet
3

24 000 Srandard

32 000 Standard

Imagery
12.7mC890

l2.7mCE90

+7.7 RMSE

+7.7 RMSE

9 990000 Standard
Imagery
12.7m CE90
+7.7 RMSE

r,evet

1A

23m CE90
+I4 RMSE

lmagery

t2 987000

236 000 r,evet

Standard Imagery
12.7m CE90
+7.7 RMSE

266 000 r,evet

1A
3
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Table
data.

4. Rough estimation of an aerial photos price - GIS compatible
Photo l:60 000

Photo 1:40 000

t2l

Parameters

Photos ner track. n,
Number of the track.

-ly'

The number of the tracks
for one takeoff. Nr
Total number ofthe

9.2kn x9.2klll.
1m

x 13.8 km
1m

13.8 km

tzl

km2

3600
km2

111 000
km2

3600
km2

3

,

t7

tt7

l0

40

)
)

7

km2
78
27

34

t9

4

34

19

4

6

170

4680

4

77

2106

km2

111 000

1l

photos. n

The number oftakeoff, M

Nrplane mobilization,

C'

I

I

l0

4000

4000

40 000

4000

4000

2E 000

r50

117 000
157 000

100

t925

4100

l-{Olkm2

34-2Dtkm2

5925
1-55lkm2

4s0

4250
82s0
2.30/km2
4250

52 650
80 6s0
0--7\lkm2
1s8 000

$

Price of the photos , Cn $
Raw data price
C,".: Cr + C".S

4150
34.2Dlkm2

*

Processing

Triang

price,
s

Mosaic

3.70/km'?

DEM

720
5.60/km2

C

Cphoto ,

[$1,

+Triang +

Mosaic

c

[$],

-

4600

38.00/km2

+DEM

- 5320
44.00/km'?

35r 000

300

f,//5

l.20lkm2

3.201km2

2.50/km'?

20 400
5.70/km'?

s62 000
5.10/km'?

480
4.00/km2

1.60/km2
9240
2.60tkm2

-

-

12 500
3,50/km2
-32 900
9.10/km2

-t

-

-4400

sro 000

4.60tkn2

11 700
3,251km2

36.401km2

-4880

072 000

-

20 940
5,80/km2

40.30/km'z

9.701km2

1.40/km'?

2s2 000

2.30km2

zJooo
2.Lilkm2
492 000

Cr [$/km'zl, Raw
Cr [$/km'zl, +Triang +
Mosaic

cr [$/km2], +DEM

A

34.30
38.00
44.00

2.30
3.50
9.10

33.90
36.40
40.30

1.40

s.60
9.70

1.65

3.25
5.80

A\tkm2
0.70
2.20
4.45

Table 5. Comparison cost assessment between aerial photos and
VHRSI, raw digital data.
The prices are based on tested area of L2lknf ,3600 k-' , 111 000 km2
reduced to 1 km2.
trpogyrr
9.2x9.2km

km

1m

34.20

3600 km
2.30

Aerial photo

1:40 000
13.8 x 13.8 km
1:60 000

1m

34.15

1.65

0.75

rKoNos -

B&W

1m

22.50

22.50

22.50

s.00 / 8.2s

s.00 / 8.2s

s.00 / 8.2s

22.00

22.00

22.00

Aerial photo

2

EROS A.1 Archive/New

B&W

QuickBird

B&W

sPoT-s-

B&W

Archive/New
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Ilurccen

1.8

m

0.61 m
2.5 m

121

1.90 / 8.70

2.10'1

+

1.90

/ 1.10 +
2.20

111000

1.40

r.90 t2.20

Table 6. comparison cost assessment between aerial photos and
VHRSI, rectification, mosaicing, DEM.
Prices are based on tested area of 121km2,3600 km2 111 000 km2
,
,
reduced to 1 km2.
trpoglrfl
Ifmce,n Toqnocr
t2l
3600 km' 111000
Aerial photo
Aerial photo

9.2x9,2km

1m

lm

38.00

1:40 000
x 13.8

1m

lm

36.40

4.1 m

100.00
120.00

13.8

km
1:60 000

rKoNos-2

1m

B&W

Precision
&Precision Plus

cE90

3.s0
3.25
100.00
120.00

km2
5.60
2.15

100.00
120.00

2.O rn

EROS A1

B&W

1.8

m

cE90
N/A

QuickBird
Standard Imagery

B&W

0.61

m

23.0 m

N/A

N/A

22.50
90.00

22.50
90.00

5m

2.10

5m

8.70 +

2.10
t.t0 +2.40

cE90

N/A
22,50
90.00

12,7 m
SPOT-S

Level 3
SPOT-S

Level 3

rn

-Archive

B&W

2.5

-New

B&W

2.5m

cE90

2,10
2.40

2.40-r

'- The price increases as a result of saterlite programming - 3900$.
sum total normalizes to the area (l2l km2 - to a5o km2 1/g scene.
minimum required area)
L
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KAPTI,IPAHE HA 3EMIIATA IIOBbPXHOCT . AEPO.
AJT\ICATEJII4THI,II,I3OEPA}IGHI{fl CPABHI,ITEJIEH
AHAJII4S
Ceemnuu @omee, fiuuumup ilopdauoe, Xpucmo Jlyrcapcrcu

Perrcue
Erpszre [poMeHlI s sao6urarrrrlara H]r cpeAa u laaBrtursanero Ha HoBrrre
TexHoJroruu HaM.aJIu rBKJrrcrrr{TeJIHO BpeMeBr.rfl }IHTepBan 3a aKTyanv3l4)aHe

Ha cbrrlecrByBarrlrrre Kaprrt rouorpafrcxz, TeMarr,rqHt4 kr Apyrr,r.
ArryarusawrflTa Ha KaprHara un(fopruaqr{fi B MoMeHTa e eAr,rH or rJraBHzre
upo6nevn Ha naprorparfnrra B cBeroBeH naaula6 f1,2,3,4]. Oco6eno
aKTyaJreH B Ta3I{ Bpb3Ka craBa Bbrrpoca sa eQerrnnHoQTTa u ce6ecrofiHocrra
Ha lasrloJr3Bal*lre 3a rasrl IIeJr aepo- uluttu careJrr,rrHu uso6paxennr. I-lenara
Ha BctKo r,rso6paxenr.re Ha 3eMHara floBbpxrrocr, noJI] reHo rrpe3
AI,ICTaHIIT.TOHHH MeTOAZ, 3ABt4Ct4 OT CneKTpaJIHI{t Tr,IU Ha npo.qyKTa,
npocrpaHcrBeHara pa3AeJr[TeJrHa cnoco6Hocr, Hr,rBoro Ha o6pa6orra,
uaIqa6a, cpoKoBere 3a peruaBaue Ha saplar'ara vL Aalrla r{cKaHoro
uso6paxenr4e rrplrcbcrBa B apxvr;a lrJrlr rerrbpra rpx6ea Aa 6's4e floilyqeHo.
I-{e.nra Ha rrpeAcraBeHara pa6ora e

. Aa HarrpaBu

cpaBHr,rTeneH aHaJru3 MexAy Te3r{ ABa [oAxoAa 3a
Kaprr,rpaHe Ha 3eMHara [oBbpxHocr, nseuafiKra npeA Br,rA .qBa napaMerbpa KaqecTBo t4IIeHa;

. Aa

[peAJro)Kr,r rro,qxoA 3a us6op Ha r,rcToqnr,rKa Ha Kaprua
rnn$opuaqvrfl - aepo- I,IJIH careJruTno rnso6paxeHr,re - B 3aBlrcrrMocr or rt4rra
Ha pe[raBaHaTasa4aqa.
Pasrne4auu ca ABa clyqaJr: rrJrorq, cbrr3MeplrMa c rrJrorrlTa Ha e4laa
rrJrrr HflKoJrKo oaTeJII{THI{ CIIeHLI }I IIJIOIq, C5I{3MepIIMa C Tepr{TOpWflTA HA

Ernrapur.
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METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF'
THE F'REQUENCY.CONTRAST CHARACTERISTICS
OF ELECTRONIC-OPTIC SYSTEMS
Garo Mardirossian, Zhivko Zhelav
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
The frequency-contrast characteristics is an important criterion to judge
_
the quality of electronic-optic systems, which boast an increasing appticationln
space research, qstronomy, martial art etc. The paper provides a brij aescription
of the methods for determining the frequency-contrast characteristtics of'optic
systems, developed at the space Research Institute of the Bulgarian Acaiemy
of
Sciences. The suggested methods have been used to develop a iuple of electriniioptic systems participated in the designed ground-based and aerospqce scientiJicresearch equipment. Based on the obtained practical results, the ionclusion was
made that the methods provide to obtain sufiiciently precise data, which coincide
well with the results, obtained when using other methids.

Electronic-optic systems boast an increasing application in space
research' astronomy, physics etc. [1, 2, 3]. They are used not only as
amplifiers and converters of IJV and IR emissions, for registration of
continuous signals, but also as autonomous image receivers, inclusive for
the purpose of determimng the coordinates of remote subjects.
An important evaluation criterion for the quality of electronic-optic systems
is the measured value of the frequency-contrast characteristics (ncc)14, 51.
The well-known and most widely used methods to determine the FCC ari
based on using the Mira tables with sine contrast change and mechanical
scanning of the generated image [6].
The paper provides a description of suggested methods for
determination of the FCC of electronic-optic ryrt"-r that has been
developed at the Space Research Institute of the Bulgarian Academy of

7l

Sciences in relation with the ongoing work on the developed electronicoptic systems for ground-based aerospace research apparata.
The image from the stroke Mira is projected by the object-glass onto
the photocathode of the electronic-optic converter (EOC). Then, from the
screen of the EOC, the image is scanned perpendicularly to the strokes and,
through a photo-electronic multiplier (PEM), in photon-counting mode; the

illumination brighbress of the EOC's screen at some particular point
(coinciding with the soreen radius) of the Mira table image along the
scanning axis is recorded.
Using a set of Mira touch tables of various spatial frequency
contrast K(u) may be calculated:

(l)

u, the

K(u)=l*:l*,
L.u* t L-in

where L.u* and L-,o are accordingly the maximal and minimal brightness
of the Mira touch image.
The FCC is determined by the expression [7, 8]:
(2)

F(')

=

f t"t"l-

r(ru)+

K(5D)l

.

Formula (2) makes it possible to determine theoretically the FCC.
In the present contribution, using Universal Night Vision Device
Verification .Equipment (UNVDVE) [6], scanning the image from a single
slit of width 2t, t}:re amplitude corresponding to N touches from the Mira
table has been recorded.
The FCC of an image representing a set of N touches of a slit of width 2will
be:

(3)

The analysis of (3) reveals that, when the number of touches in the Mira
table is increased, the expression tends to zerc:- therefore, it is expedient to
operate with a single slit. Moreover, at:
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(4)

"-fn(")-0.

consequently, to expand the measured area of D, 2t should be reduced.
using the a.m. equipment [6] and the suggested formulae, the FCC of
electronic-optic systems with a micro-channel plate (MCp) has been
measured. when the size of the used Mira is commensurable with the
diameter d of the MCp plate, the contrast of its image depends on the
position with respect to the center of the MCp channel, whereas
at
coincidence with insensitive boundary between channels it is minim al,
and

at coincidence with the center it is maximal.
The determination of the FCC is reduced to measurement of the FCC
of the overall system

'

(s)

F(u) = 4(u).Fr(u).4(u)

,

where: 4(u) - the FCC of the object glass;
4 (u) - the FCC of the EOC with MCp;
r, (u) - the FCC of the eye-rens of the electronic-optic system.
The most essential and precise moment here is to determine the
rr(u), accounting that L(u) and Fr(u) feature higher resolution, i.e. higher
FCC. The measurement time of the FCC of the Eoc with MCp with spatial
frequency of 2 to 22 donble lines per mm is 5 min.
The results from the measurement of the FCC are shown in Fig. l, Fig. 2

and Fig. 3.

A

major factor determining the FCC is the system,s focusing
property. As a result of the insignificant dissipation by direction and
"tt"tgy
of the outgoing electrons from the MCp channels, a point at the MCpis
input is pictured on the EOC's screen as a circle.
Apart from this, the FCC is influenced by system noises, mostly
spatial ones. Temporary noises are caused by the fluctuations of the
recorded emission and by the channels, amplification factor. They are
manifested when weak signals are recorded and they deteriorate the
resolution of the electronic-optic system.
Spatial noises are caused mostly by dissipation depending on the
diameter of the MCPs and accordingly, the Lmplification dctor K,
depending on the ratio between the channel length I and diameter d.
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Fig.3
The dependence of the FCC of an electronic-optic system with MCp
on the voltage of the MCP is shown in Fig.l. It can be seen from the shown
curves that when increasing the electric voltage u, the system,s FCC
gradually deteriorates. This can be attributed to the increase of the
dissipation by direction and energy of the outgoing electrons from the MCp
channels.
The dependence of the FCC on the potential difference applied
between the MCP and the cathode-luminescence screen is shown inlig.2.
Increasing the voltage up to a certain value enhancing the focuslng
properties of the electrostatic lens and contributes to a more contrast image
of the Mira table touches on the cathode-luminescence screen, whereas the
FCCC increases as well.
In Fig. 3, the FCC of an Eoc with MCp depending on the diameter
d of the MCP charurel is shown. The measurements were performed by an
EOC with MCP with channel diameter d of 8 pm, I 0 pm, 12 pm, 20 pm and
40 pm. Because there is no Eoc with MCp with d :6,4 pm,no such study
was performed. comparing curves 2, 3, 4 and 5, it may be seen that, when
the MCP channel diameter is increased, the FCC deteriorates as a result of
lowering the FCC of the individual channel [9].
Finally, based on the obtained results it may be concluded that the
suggested method provides to obtain data with sufficient reproducibility and
precision, coinciding well enough with the results obtained by using other
methods.
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The authors believe that it is expedient to use the FCC as a unified
parameter in selecting electronic-optic systems for construction of scientificresearch equipment, inclusive for aerospace application.
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METOAI4KA 3A OIIPEAEJIflHE HA
TIECTOTHO.KOHTPACTHATA XAPAKTEPI4CTI,IKA
HA E JIEKTP OHHO - OIITNqHVI CTICTE MI4
fapo MapdupocnH, )Kuexo )Itexoe
PesrcDre

9ecrorno-KoHTpacrHara xapaKTeplrcrlra

e BDr(eH rqprarepzft

sa

KaqecTBoTo Ha eJTeKTpOHHO OrrTnqHlITe ClICTeMlr, KOT,ITO HaM4paT BCe IIOroJItMo rrplrJroxeHr,re r,r B KocMr{qecKr{Te r8cJreABaHprs., acTpolJ:oMr4fiTa,
BoeuHoro AeJro 14 T.H. B cra'rvara e oflrlcaHa HaKparKo paspa6orenara B
VIucrmryr 3a KocMlrqecKr{ r{3cJre4Bamprs. npn ErnrapcKa ar;a4evrvs. Ha
HayKI{Te eAHa MoTOAT{Ka 3a OrrpeAeJrfiHe Ha qecToTHo-KoHTpacTHaTa
xapaKTepr,rcrrrKa Ha orrrarrHr,rre clrcreMr4. flpegnoxenara MeroAnKa e
ll3rloJr3BaHa npv cs3.qaBaHero Ha rrrKoJrKo eJreKTpoHHo-orrrlrqHlr cr{creMH B
cbcTaBa Ha puL3pa6oTeHHTe HaseMHrr kr aepoKocMlrrrecKH HayqHoH3cneAoBareJrcKra ailapurypv. Ha 6asara Ha rroJr5 reHr{Te pe3yJrrar}r or
peaJIHaTa 4paKTLrKa pe3yJrTaTr{ e HanpaBeH rr3BoAbT, qe MeToAr{KaTa

rlo3BoJrrBa fioq^raBaHe
9E.BIIAAAT C pe3yJrTaTuTe,
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Ha AocrarbqHo rorrHrr

AaHHr,r,

Kolrro

Ao6pe

notrj^reH[ np]r [BloJr3BaHeTo Ha Apyrrl MeToAtr.
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ALGORITHM F'OR DARK CURRENT
CHARACTERIZATION OF IMAGING
SPECTROMETER MODULE
Valentin Atanassov, Georgi Jelev
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
I

Abstract
The paper presents some of the results obtained in the process of laboratory
tgsts of an imaging spectrometer model for renxote sensing applications. The main
dark current characterization procedures are describia-ina highlighted. An
algorithmfor dark cunent characterization is proposed and impleienid and the

obtained results are shown.

Keywords: remote sensing, imaging spectrometers, dark current
characterization.
1.

Introduction

Imaging spectrometry (spectroscopy) has established itself as a basic
method for studying the Earth's surface ll, zl. At the same time, imaging
spectrometry measurements, as a new arca in remote sensing, require new
approaches with regard ro data handling, preprocessing and information
extraction from spectral images. These approaches are an important part of
the analysis of imaging spectrometry data and are binding ott a quaoiitative
estimation of the data. They imply accomplishment of characteization
procedures, including sensor-detected effects corrections, such as offset and
dark current corrections, spectral and geometric corrections, etc.
Measurement quality is the toughest problem in imaging
spectrometry. Practical instruments which are used are always non-ideal and
optical measurements are only approximated. Consequently, interpretation
of obtained data is somewhat undetermined and is often dependent on the
adopted assumption about the measured object tl]. Therefore,
77

characteization procedures are carried out in parallel with the main
instrument development to allow an effrcient trade-off between the
instrument's complexity and the system's performance, leaving correct
interpretation of obtained data 13,4]. It is strongly recommended that the
instrument's development be attended by characteizatton process, since
characteization methods are critically dependent on the instrument's design
and construction, and performance requirements [5]

.

Dark current characterization
Characterization procedures start in parallel with the major
instrument's development with planning and implementing methods for
laboratory charucteization and foreseen methods for on-board
2.

charucteization.
' The "dark current" term comes from the fact that ihis current is not
relevant to sensor-surface-incident radiation. It is caused by thermogenerated electrons in silicon CCD structures, a process observed equally
well in complete darkness. Some of the charge will collect in the sensor
potential holes where useful-signal image-related electrons are collected. At
the detector output, dark-current-generated electrons appear, identical to
signal-generated electrons, so dark current appears as noise in the image.
At given temperature and sensor operating condition, dark current is
relatively constant for each pixel and it appears as fixed signal offset. On the
other hand, dark current varies spatially across Ihe anay. By capturing a
series of images in complete darkness and averaging a pixel-to-pixel
representation of the average dark current can be obtained at given
temperature (Fig.l). Subtracting this reference dark image from
subsequently captured real images partially eliminates the influence of the
dark current (Fig.2). This is so the called dark current correction.
Unfortunately, dark current influences not to be completely
eliminated. Except for the relatively constant component Uccij, dark current
has a second randomly varying component AUcij, which is approximated as
the square root [6] of the dark current, collected in the pixel @ig.2).
Another complicating fact is that dark current will change when
changing the sensor's operation mode, such as integration time, shift rate
(Fig.1, 3). The size of the charge packet Qo collected on a definite element is
proportional to the integration time t, when the photo generated charges fill
only partly the potential well within the integration period of the luminous

flux
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(D:

Pixel number

412t6

Levels

Fig. 1 Distribution of dark current
levels for imdging spectrometer
operating condition at integrated time

ti:

80ms.

Qp

:

Levels

Fig. 2 Distribution of dark current
levels after dark current correctibn,
integrated time

qOTt rlt[1-exp(-a2)

t1

: 80ms.

l(l+aL")],

(4),

a is the absorption coefficient of the mareial, Ttr - the
transmission coefficient of the multiJayer structure,
4 - the quantum
yield of the photo-emissive effect, y - the depletion layer width, Lo the
diffirsion length,
where:

Pixel number

Levels

Fig. 3 Distribution of dark current levels for
imaging spectrometer operating condition at
integrated time t1: 100ms.
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Therefore, with change of operation mode, noise levels also change.
To calibrate the instrument for these variations, one should store dark
current levels for each operation mode and these should not be valid until
the sensor had reached thermal equilibrium.
As dark current increases twice with temperature increase of 8oC, it
decreases with the same rate when the sensor is cooled. For that reason,
sensor cooling and operation temperature stabilizationlT, S] are required.
3. Algorithm for dark current characterization
The measurements are made in laboratory conditions; they aim to
determine dark current levels' variation for each pixel of the sensor array.
These laboratory-obtained data are stored for reference with on-board
obtained data. In operation mode, during nominal observation, offset
corrqction is performed by subtracting the dark level component from the
signal. Dark current correction coefficients are obtained by closing the
shutter, dark current levels Ucij are given by the detector responso and are
stored for further processing. The processing involves calculation of the
average dark current level for each pixel in image and storage data for
implementation of the characteization algorithms. These procedures must
be performed for each possible sensor operation mode. The process of dark
current characteization is indicated in the flow chart shown in Fig. 4.
The process of dark current characteization - capturing images,
subtracting, storage (Fig.a) takes time and computational power, but in the
corrected images, the dark current's effect is partially eliminated and quality
is dramatically improved (Fig.5, 6). For example, in a system with 8-bit
(256 levels) quantization, each level can hold 11256 of full-well capacity.
Each pixel has a dark-current-caused amounting to approximately 6.21
levels. Following dark current correction, dark current is reduced to 0.4
levels, as shown in the corrected image (Fig.5b).
It should be noticed that dark current characleization is only a part
of a complex characteization process typical of an imaging spectrometer
and it can be regarded as an integral component of the following radiometric
and spectral characteization procedures.
4. Conclusions

1. The dark current characteization procedures, carried out as
indicated in the proposed algorithm, result in an essential decrease of dark
current levels in the corrected spectral images.
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Fig. 4 Dark current characteizali.on flow chart
81

2. The foreseen dark curent correction in operation mode results in
improvement of the instrument's metric characteristics.

3. The dark current characteization is an insepanble part of the
spectral instrument's overall characterization process.

Fig. 5 Laboratory obtained spectral images (fragments), spectral band 550nm,
a - original image, 6 - dark current corrected image.

tr'ig. 6 Spectral images of natrual objects, in spectral region 450
a - original image, 6 - dark current corrected image.
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AJrropI4 TbM 3A XApAKTEpI43ArIr,Ifl rIA
TbMHITIJ.HUflTOK HA
BTIAE O CIIEKTPOME TPI4IIEH MOAYJI
Bareumuu AmaHacoe, feopzu )Itenee
PesrcMe

B pa6orara ca [peAcraBeHr4 qacr or p$yJrrarr4Te,

rroJrJ reHrd rrpe3

BpeMero Ha flpoBexqqaHe Ha ra6oparopHr4 r{3cneABa]F.irr[.urecroBe Ha Mo.rIeJr

HA BI4AEOCIIEKTPOMCT5P 34 AIICTAHII}IOHHLI LT3CJIEABAHUI. TOSA CA
4PEALI
BCI'rrrKO p$yJrrarlr cBbp3aH[ c xapaKTepkBarlnoHHr{fl rrpoqec rrpLr

u3rpDrqaHe

Ha npu6opa u ro

clerlr4ulJrHo OTftacfln\u

ce

.4o

xapaKTepI,ISAWflTA HA TbMHr.IHHrrf, ToK. onucanz ca ocHoBHVTe
xapaKTepr{3aIII{oHHI'I rpoqe[yp]r, [peAJro)KeH e aJrFopI{TGM 3a
XAPAKTEPI,I3AIII' HA T6MHI{HI4'I TOK I,I CA IOKA3AHTI IIOJI}ryEHIITE
PE3YNTATI,I,
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MODERN CCD SENSORS APPLIED
IN IMAGING SPECTROMETERS
Valentin Atanassov, Georgi Jelev
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
I

Abstract
In the paper, the state-of-the-art tendenciesfor design and construction of
CCD types of sensors and their usage in spectroscopy applications is considered.
The main performance characteristics of such devices when operating in imaging
spectrometers on-board aircraft or satellites are highlighted and the requirements
regarding their operating conditions are discussed. The experimental results
obtained in the process of laboratory testing are shown and the basic CCD types
are described.

l.Introduction
CCD (charge coupled device) sensors are widely applied in some
scientific areas, such as spectroscopy, astronomy, etc. As a rule, these
applications' operation modes involve device performance under low light
illumination and limited integration time depending on the craft trajectory
temporary characteristic [1, 2]. This fact imposes severe requirements
towards their basic characteristics. The most important charucteristics of
ccD detectors when operated in imaging spectrometers are response,
resolution, readout noise, d5mamic range.
As a rule, in spectroscopy applications, CCD detectors are combined
with a proper optical system to create a spectral image. A CCD can
simultaneously collect spectrally dispersed light over a wide range at high

speed. The two-dimensional CCDs used in such systems enable
simultaneous measurement and analysis at multiple spectra from several
spatial sources.
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2. Basic CCD characteristics

Spectral response. The spectral response of CCD sensors is
determined by the quantum efficiency. It is wavelength-dependent, because
the absorption coefficient of silicon is wavelength-dependent. The
absorption coefficient is approximately zero at wavelength shorter than
400nm and wavelength longer than 1100nm. The maximum of the quantum
efficiency depends on geometrical and technologicalparameters and usage
materials.
Dark current. The term "dark current" comes from the factthatthe
current is generated equally well in complete darkness. Depending on where
in the silicon unwanted electrons are generated, some of the charges will
collect in the ccD wells and, jointly with signal-generated electrons, will
form output signal.
Dynamic range. Another important characteflstic of the CCD, when
operating in low-light conditions is its dynamic range. rtmay be defined as
the ratio of the largest measurable useful signal to the smallest detectable
signal. The smallest detectable signal is limited by the readout noise. The
largest signal depends on full-well capacity.
3. Type of CCD sensors

Most modern scientific spectroscopy applications use

twodimensional full-frame- or frame-transfer cCD detectors, which are photosensitive across their fuIl active surface area. A variety of devices are
available, including front-illuminated devices, back-illuminated devices,
virtual phase technologies, etc.

t

I

-.-

^

t nml

Fig. 1 Spectral response characteristic of CCD 221 (Fairchald)
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conventional ccDs are less sensitive (Fig. 1) compared to recent
devices, because part of their surface area is coated with non-transparent
electrodes [3].
Another type of front-illuminated ccDs are lfige-format, full-frame
detectors, These devices are photosensitive across their full active surface
area, because the gates, placed over the sensitive area, ate typically
composed of semi-transparent polysilicon (Fig. 2 left). These mror.
accommodate long exposure times. They offer the lowest dark current of all
available sensor technologies and produce ttre best signal-to-noise ratios in
lowJight condition. Their light sensitivity, high chaige capacity and low
dark current also deliver a very large dynamic range. -unfortunately,
polysilicon gates absorb or reflect incident light at wavelengths below 5d0
nrn and the trade-off for large sensing areas has reduced.sensitivity at
shorter wavelengths (Hig. 3 -KAF1400) t4l.
A type of ccD that offers a higher uv (urtra-violet) sensitivity is
the so-called front-illuminated try ccD, in which the detector is coated
with phosphor, or the sensors with indium oxide gates, a mateial which is
more transparent than polysilicon at short wavelengths (Fig. 3 KAF1401E).
Silicon Substrate
Silicon Oxide
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Fig. 2 ccD structures : front-illuminated (left), back-illuminated (right).
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Fig. 3 Spectral response characteristics of KAFxxxx (Kodak) ccDs
[a].

of ccDs, using microrens aftay to direct light to
photosensitive area, have improved efficiency over
the whole spectraf range
(Fig' a). This approach does not sacrifice other performance parameters.
[5].
Arrother type
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Fig.4 Spectral response characteristic of ICX0g3Ar (Sony) ccD
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Fig.5 CCD KAF3200ME structure
Another type of CCDs (Fig. 5),,using a combination of the two
above-mentioned technologies (the use of indium oxide electrodes and
microlenses) have dramatically improved efficiency over the whole spectral
range (Fig. 3 - KAF3200ME). These combined changes raised the peak
quantum efficiency to 85 percent, a level previously possible only to backilluminated sensors
Table

1.

Quantum Effisiency
400 nm max 800 nm

Dark
Current

Price

0% 4s% 3s%

{<

i<

front-illuminated, frame
transfer. indium oxide

30% 65% 30%

t<

**

front- illumi nated, frame
transfer, indium oxide,
microlenses

60Vo

*

**

{< t< rF

,< {< {<

Sensors'Type
front-illuminated,

fr ame

transfer

back-illuminated. fr ame
transfer

85%o 45o/o

65% 90% 7s%

Legend: * - low, ** - midle, **:k - high
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They also improved quantum efficiency for blue and NIR (nearinfra-red) regions.Back-illuminated CCDs, in which the substrate is thinned
(Fig. 2 - right), feature enhanced response in the IJV and the NIR regions
(Table 1). Back-illuminated ccDs are much more expensive than their
front-illuminated counterparts because they arc difficult to make. These
devices often require liquid nitrogen cooling to reduce noise. They have
large pixel sizes, which limits resolution.
An additional comparative review of ccD types and their most
important characteristics is shown in Table l.
4. Conclusions
New sensor technologies offer many types of ccDs appropriate to
low-light applications, including imaging spectrometers on-board aircraft or
satellites. There are two-dimensional, large-format, frame transfer, frontilluminated or back-illuminated CCD sensors.
The choice of the ccD sensor is related to the application,s
requirements. In general, the choice should be made based on t[" spectral
range, resolution, the expected optical signal levels, and the type of the
constructed imaging spectrometer, such as ground-based, airborne or spacebome system. These requirements determine the chip type, total active area,
number ofpixels, pixel size, etc.
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CbBPEMEHHI4 C CD rIpI4EOpr{, IPIIJIO]KI,IMII
BbB BI{AI,IOMETPAqHT,T CICTEMTI
Baneumuu Amauacoe, feopzu )Kenee
PesrcDre

B pa6orata ca pa3DreAaHI{ cbBpeMeuHire reHAeHrILru B pa3Br{Trrero
lrcrpaxAaHero Ha CCD upz6opu or rJreAHa roqKa Ha npuJroxlrMocfiB r{M
BbB Br,rAeocrreKTpoMerpurrHu cr,rcreMu. floco.reuu ca cneqztpuvnnre
ycJroBr[r Ha tpymquoH4paHe Ha ceH3oprtTe pr [por{3Truarqr{Te or rrx
lr3ucKBaHl{.f, KbM rro-BaxHr{Te rrM xapaKTepl{cr}tK}r u uapaMerpn. floraganz
ca ocHoBHr{Te rr{rroBe npu6opu r{ e HarrpaBeHa cpaBHHTeJrHa orIeHKa Ha
Texur,rre xapaKTepr,rcrr,rKrr. flpune4enz ca eKcrrepr{MeHTaJrHo rroJrJ renr,r
p$yJrrarr,r or r{3cJreAB auvs. Ha pasflfirrHr{ Tr{rroBe CCD censopu.
I,I
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MONITORING OF' GREEN AREAS
IN THE CENTRAL PART OF'PLOVDIV CITY
USING HIGH RESOLUTION SATELLITE DATA
Rumen Nedkov, Eugenia Roumenina, Georgi Jelev
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Ahstract
Information updatingfor the biggest municipality's green areas, size and
position is a problem related with two main characteristics of the municipality's
ecosystem status. The green area and plantation system is an importait ,po""
structure and functional part of the inside and outside of Plovdiv city's residintial
territory. It serves as a basis in the decision-making process on environmental
improvement, recreation, and their connection with cily architecture. The
normalization of the green area system, which performs vanious
functions, is of
basic importqnce for all residential areas in plovdiv city, wiich experienie
aggravated microclimatic conditions. The paper provides brief description of the
methodology and the results of a scienti/ic study of the central part of novdivLity.
The study was carried out based on aerospace, ground-basei:d, and Gps data.
Key words: satellite images, green areas, GIS, GpS.

Introduction

A scientific and application research of the green aroas status on the
territory of the Plovdiv municipality was carried out, using aerospace,

ground-based, and GPS data from various time periods.
The objects of the present paper are the green areas situated in the
central region of the Plovdiv municipality.
The main objective is to update the area, position and dynamics of
the green areas in the studied region using aerophoto and satell-ite images.
For the purposes of change detection analysis, a 2l-yeat interval is uJed,
providing to best reveal the developmental tendency in the studied region.

9l

Major tasks:
To create a GIS database comprising information on green area dynamics;
To monitor green areas using aerophoto and satellite images with very
high spatial resolution alongside with the previously created GIS;
3. To create maps, reflecting the contemporary structure of the gleen
areas in the central region;
4. To analyze the spatial dynamics of the same region's green area for the
year 2003 compared to the year 1982.
The performed scientific study is underlined by modern aerospace,
GPS and GIS technologies. Their use enables to obtain unbiased and
accurate results, providing for immediate practical application. (The study
was assigned and funded by the Plovdiv municipality).
Input Data
To create the GIS database, both remote-sensing and ground-based

l.
2.

information was used. Remote-sensing information consisted of
panchromatic and multispectral aerophoto and satellite images; groundbased information included very-high-scale topomaps, field-check data
(terrain data) and GPS measurements. (aerophoto 1982, very-high-scale
topomaps, Landsat 1992, QuickBird2003, GPS data).
The methodology used to create the geographic database included
several work stages: radiometric and geometrical corrections of the
aerophoto and satellite images; remote-sensing and ground-based data
rectification; thematic computer-based visual image recognition; creation of
green area maps for the years 1982 and2003; assessment of the groen areas'
spatial dynamics.
For the geometric correction model, 28 GPS identical ground control
points (GCPs) and 51 triangulation points (TP) were used, which were
undoubtedly recognized on an aerophoto, satellite images, topomaps of
scale 1:5,000 and Digital Elevation Model (DEM). All GCPs coordinates
and TPs were defined in the Baltic altitude coordination system, 1970. All
GCPs and TPs were defined and located in the green areas or in their close
vicinity. The GCPs and TPs were placed normally to the territory of the
studied region.
Geometric orthorectification and georeferencing of input data was
performed, followed by thematic recognition and interpretation.
The data were ananged and described into two levels according to
their territorial location and economical importance: first level - terrains
located in residential or industrial areas and second level - terrains occupied
with parks and forest; green areas (shrubbery, grass areas in sport
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equipments); green areas near transport equipments; other kind of land
cover.
Central Region
The total area of the central region amounts to 8,320.14 dca, whereas
almost 99 o/o of it is occupied by residential districts and only 105.1 dca are
occupied by industrial terrains. The green areas during 2003 constituted2T
%o of the total region area (Fig.), while in 1982, this percentage amounted to
19 %. The tenains covered with parks and forests remained almost
unchanged, but green areas increased by 66 yo, due to the new alleys and
gardens located in the central part of the city, as well as the transient free
areas from the Maritsa river.
Summary and conclusion
The results from the study feature very high spatial and temporal
resolution. They were obtained based on modern aerospace, GIS and GpS
technologies. The RMS of the Tps is 0.45 m and the RMS of the GCps is
0.65m. The basic RMS is 1.lm.
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database was created, which contains information for the green
areas of the Plovdiv Municipality (thematic maps of the various t"giont
with very high scale of 1:5,000).
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The dynamics of the green areas from 1982 to 2003 was assessed.
The accuracy of the quantitative assessment is 4.5 %o.The tendency revealed
by the quantitative assessment shows an increase in the dimensions of the
green areas not only in the central part but also in the inside and outside of
the central part's residential territory.

1.
2.
3.
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MOHI,ITOPI,IHT HA 3EJIEHI,ITE IIJIOIIII4 HA
IIEHTPAJIIIATA TIACT HA IPAA IUIOBAI,IB C
IIOMOITITA HA Cfrb THT,IKOBH AArrHr4
c BI,rcoKA PA3AEJIHTEJIHA CTTOCOBHOCT
Pyuen Hedxoe, EezeHun Pyueuuua, feopzu )Kenee
e3roMe

ArryanusupaHero

Ha

uu$oprraaqurra

sa

rrJrorrlTa

vr

MecrorroJro)KeHrrero Ha 3eJreHr{Te rrJrorqfi B roJreMHTe rpaAoBe e rrpoSJreM,
cBbp3aH c ABe oT ocHoBHr,rTe xapaKTepr{cT}rK[r 3a cbcTorHr{eTo Ha
lpaAcKara eKocr{creMa.Cucreuara or 3eJreHr{ rrJroilvr u rracannryeHr{fl e
Ba)I(Ha rrpocrpaHcrBeHo-crpyKTypHa u (pyHrUnonaJrHa rracr or cenilrrlHara
I,I l{3BrHceJrr{rrlHara repr4Topr4r na flnor4un. tlpes Her ce pelraBar pe,qlrqa
3a4arrv sa no.qo6ptBaHe Ha oKoJrHara cpeAa, orArlxa Ha HaceJreHl{ero, }r
Bpb3Kara I'IM c oKoJruara cpeAa lr ecrerrrKara Ha rpa4a. Hopuupauero Ha
crrcreMa or 3eJreHr,r rrJrorq[, Korro r,r3rrbJrr{rBa pasnoo6pasnu (pynrcquu e or
roJItMo 3HaqeHr,re 3a BclrrrKrl ceJrurqa u oco6eno 3a roJreMr,rre lpaAoBe Karo
flnorgnn, c yrexHeHr{ MrrKpoKJruMarvqnr4 ycJroBurr Ha )Kr,rJrr{qnara cpr
cpe4a. B pa6orara HaKparKo ca Lr3JroxeHr.r MeroAr.tKara v pe3yJrrarlrre Ha
IrpoBeAeuoro or aBToplrre r{3cJreABaue Ha repr{Topr{rra Ha pafion
IIeHTpaneH or rp.fInoBAHB. HscreAsanero e r,r3BbprrreHo Ha 6asara Ha
aepoKocMr{rrecKr.r, HzI3eMHu u GPS AaHHrr.
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MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT F'OR QUASI-STATIC
AND ALTERNATING LOW.FREQUENCY ELECTRIC
F'IELDS IN EARTH.SURROUNDING PLASMA
B oytcho B oytchev,

Dimitar Teodossiev

Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
The paper describes a method, sensors, and measurement equipment
for
quasi-static (DC) and alternating (AC) electric /ields in the ULF/VLF
frequency
range in earth-surrounding plasma on-board satellites. The major requirements
with respect to the equipment and electric fields' registration m"thodt ihen using
dedicated satellite scientific complexes are formulated. Moreover, the popi,

describes

the major

parqmeters

of satellite on-board tow-freq-umcy

electromagnetic effects measurement equipment, as well some originol oithori'
developments intended for the a.m. purposes. The peculiarities of sensors'
solutions, their interface with the measurement complex, the specffic requirements

for

the latter resulting from the resolved scientific tasks, and the satellite's

characteristics are also described.
1. Tasks solved

The designed equipment is intended to study the wave processes
taking place in earth-surrounding plasma, the mechanisms of mass and
energy transfer in the magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere system and the
influence of solar wind parameters; the processes of particles' acceleration
and the mechanisms of generation, propagation and interaction of various
types of electromagnetic waves and waves generated by geodynamic or
anthropogenic activity 11,2,31.
It measures electric field components from 0 to 30 kHz. This
frequency range is divided into several subranges of various maximal
frequencies. The processing block also includes a lO-channel spectrum
analyzer intended for preliminary processing and reduction of the device's
output information flow under the monitoring operation mode [4,5].
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A main task in modem space experiments is to carry out correlated
observations, intended to separate spatial and time relationships, providing
to highlight the causal relation between the studied processes, and
guaranteeing the devices' high-resolution in phase space, thus enabling the
study of small-specifi c-scale processes [6,7].
2. Measurement method and sensors
The device operates after the Langmuir double-probe method. The
method is used to measure the potential difference between two opposite
spherical sensors. Each component can be measured either by an individual
sensor couple or using some other component's sensor couple. Each of the
device's sensors measures the potential at the measurement point. When
measuring the potential difference between two sensors, the intensity of the
electric current for the individual components of the DC and AC fields is
determined [8,9,10].
The electric sensors used in the device are made of glass-carboncoated spherical monoblock and fixing elements. The construction of the
spherical sonsor is shown in Fig. l. The major sensor components are: a
sensitive element - sphere with diameter of 80 mm covered by glass-carbon;
symmetry-providing electrodes; protective electrode; preamplifier PA,
assembled within the sphere; preamplifier screening box, and disconnector.
The use of spherical sensitive elements is substantiated by the requirement
for high symmetry level. The synmetry-providing electrodes are intended to
ensure identical conditions for the electrodes with respect to the Sun. The
protective electrode is intended to reduce the influence of the photoelectrons
from the satellite structure components.
The sensors' potential is determined by the balance of their surface
electric currents, which depend on the material and the characteristics of the
sensors' operating surface. For this reason, we use spherical sensors with
glass-carbon coating obtained after a unique Bulgarian method [11]. Within
the spherical sensor, a preamplifier is mounted, intended to harmonize
plasma impedance with the input impedance of the satellite measurement
block. The preamplifier is two-stage, containing high-resistance voltage
reproducer, made of operation amplifier featuring a PEC input, and an
alternating-current amplifier, ampliffing the smaller-amplitude alternatingcurrent voltage fluctuations. Thus, the sensor has two information outtrluts,
one for constant, and one for altemating field. The diagram also contains
high-voltage protection, switch-over and calibration circuits etc.
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F'ig..

1

In

electric-field-measurement experiments, the probes must be
positioned sufficiently far off the satellite, so as to escape ihe
disturbed area
around it. For the purpose, it is sufficient that the iirturrr" d from
the
sensors to the closest convex part of the satellite be no less than
5 times the
satellite's
most successful experiments measuring
satellite el
where the distanc" b.t*".r, the sensors
is, accordi
- 36 m,ISEE_1,2 _ 74 m, GEOTAIL _
160 m, WIND -50 m, POLAR 100 and 130 m, CLUSTER _
1,2,3,4 _ 100
m.

To make potential distribution around the

spherical sensors

symmetrical, several solutions are applied depending on th. satellite's
type
- whether it is a microsatellite or a large objeci. The relatively large
satellites are fed shifting voltage. This method was used on the satellites
333, ISEE, GEOTAIL, INTERBALL, CLUSTER etc. In microsatellites, the
preamplifier's output is connected to the protective and symmetry-ensuring
electrode, which makes it possible to maintain one and ih. ,u-" potential
over the whole sensor.
3. Connection between sensors and equipment
The electric fields and other quantities at"
-"arur"d by sensors with
built-in amplifiers, transducers etc. Their power-supply is usually provided
by the equipment to which they are connected. rir" equip-"rrt;, por",
supply and the sensor's power supply are common and there is a gilvanic
link between them. Some of the circuits connecting the sensor with the
measurement block participate in both the contour of the output signal
and
the sensor's power supply. As a result, these circuits interact *a *r"
accuracy of the analogue information's transfer from the sensor's output
to
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the measurement section deteriorates which boosts measurement error and
reduces the measured signals' dynamic range.
In Fig. 2.A, a typical example of an active analogue sensor with
unipolar power-supply, taken out of the measurement block, is shown. The
cable bundle, connecting device and sensor and consisting of conductors (a),
(b) and (c) is shown. The dashed line marks the route of the sensor's powersupply current I", which causes drop of voltage U" in conductor (c). As a
result of the manner of connecting and ampliffing, the useful signal U, is
mixed with the voltage drop U, in (c), and thus gets amplified by A.

To eliminate the problem, the following solution is

suggested.

Obviously, the adding up of U. u U, during the signal's transfer from the
sensor to the device should be eliminated. The suggested solution is
represented in Fig. 2.8; it is accomplished through additional link (d) and
the signal's ampliSring by differential amplifier DA, which carries away and
amplifies the signal from sensor U., eliminating its mixing up with U,.
This technical solution was applied to carry away the signals from
the electric and magnetic sensors of the ULFA/LF complex of the COMPAS
Project. It is reflected in the equipment's electric filed measurement block to
be considered further on. The application of this solution resulted in
material increase of the measurement accuracy of the sensor-fed signals.

4. Equipment parameters for studying ionospheric and
magnetospheric fields
Measurement of electric fields are important as for the decision of
questions in the ionosphere and magnetosphere plasma, and the processes
connected from anthropogenous activity. Microsatellites, and heavy
satellites are used to carry out complex measurements in the ionosphere and
magnetosphere plasma. The parameters of the equipment for electric fields
measurements on satellites of project CLUSTER and the planned project the
RESONANCE are presented in Table 1 The results can be used for
comparison of similar equipment for microsatellites (as example the
COMPAS microsatellite).

5. Equipment parameters for studying ionospheric
seismoelectromagnetic effects
Frequency rsnge?, Electromagnetic emissions within the range
from fractions of the hertz to dozens of kilohertz have been observed. The
detailed analysis of experimental data evidences that persistent
seismoelectromagnetic signals are observed at frequencies lower than 800
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Hz,btt alongside with them, signals with frequencies of l0 kHz and l5 kHz

have also been recorded.

Table

1.

Measured
quantitv
DC Electric Field
(2 components)

Frequency range

0-lDHz
0-200H2
0
0

-

5000 Hz

- 10000 Hz

AC Electric Field
(2 components)

10

DC Electric Field
(2 components)
AC Electric Field
(2 components)

0-30H2

-

5000 Hz

0.01 Hz- 30

Dynamic range
700mV/m-0.1mV/m
700mV/m-0.1mV/m
700mV/m-0.1mV/m
700mV/m-0.1mV/m

CLUSTER

10mV/mxlpYlm

100 dB

kllz

Satellite

REZONANS

80 dB

Amplitude: Judging from reference data based on the analysis of
latge anays of satellite experimental results, seismic-activity-related signals
are those for which the signal-to-noise ratio is > 3. The studies of the rig"ul
amplitude's dependence on At, the time offset between the earthquake,s
occuffence and the time of measurement, reveal thit the
seismoelectromagnetic effects are manifested most strongly at frequencies <
I kLIz in the vicinity of the earthquake's epicentre
spectral density: It varies with frequency, being higher with lower
frequencies. For emissions within the frequency range from 0.1 kHz to 0.5
kHz, the absolute value of the magnetic .ornpotr"ntit spectral density is >
0.3 - 3 pTlHzr/2.
Durationz The earthquake electromagnetic precursors can be
recorded within a couple of days prior to the earthquake's occurrence. The
duration of observation of seismoelectromagnetic emissions on-board
satellites depends on the satellite's orbital tharacteristics (height and
inclination), i.e., the height at which it crosses a force tube relateO wittr ttre

earthquake's epicenter.
Experiments have shown that it takes from a couple of seconds to a
couple of minutes.
The separation of ionospheric seismoelectromagnetic effects from
the background values of such emissions at satellite orbital height is a key

task, since the field's generation mechanisms and the propagatioi
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conditions for various types of waves are strongly influenced by solar
activity, geomagnetic circumstances, season, local weather etc. Moreover, in
earth-surrounding plasma, various physical processes take place, which
generate signals similar to seismoelectromagnetic effects.
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6. Peculiarities of on-board equipment in recording
geomagnetic-activity-related electromagnetic fields in earthsurrounding plasma
To solve the scientific tasks related with studying electromagnelic
and plasma earthquake precursors, three basic on-board-satellite
measurement modes should be used ll2,13l:
Monitoring mode or minimal telemetry mode. Under this mode,
key physical parameters are measured continuously on a 24-hour basis
within selected channels and with a small inquiry frequency (of about one
inquiry per second). This mode presumes continuous monitoring. In
accordance with the selected mode the equipment measures the quasi-static
field's components, while the alternating field' measurements include only
measurement of local frequencies by a spectral analyzer to reduce data flow.
Local monitoring mode. Under this mode, the full set of the
physical parameters provided by the scientific equipment complex is
rnonitored, during all satellite orbits passing over some of the Earth's
seismoactive regions. The EMC operates in its most informative mode,
measuring the actual signal "wave" forms within a wide frequency range,
but only for the time while passing over the region.
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Physical experirnent mode. This mode is used when targeted
experiments are carried out, implying the use of other space or ground-based
instrumentation. Under this mode, the satellite's full scientific complex
operates with maximal telemetry and jointly with other on-board
geophysical and radio-physical provision instrumentation. The operating
mode resembles the description provided in item Physical experiment mode.
Operating conditions restrictions on-hoard small satellites. For the
purpose of studying various environmentalparumeters and processes taking
place in Earth-surrounding space and on Earth, recently, small satellites
have been widely used.
The small size and mass of such space apparata call for reduction of
some of their office systems, operation time, power resource, as well as for
material telemetry restrictions etc. However, this results in significant
reduction of the price per on-board load (equipment). The equipment to be
mounted on such objects should comply with their specific features.
7. Structural diagram of the measurement complex

The structural diagram (Fig. 3) of the measurement complex
provides for changing the number of the measured field components and
their frequency range, making preliminary processing of collected data, such
as spectral analysis of some components, switching over of components,
selection and changing of operation regimes by a command from the Earth
[14]. By varying the operation regime, the complex's options as well as the
amount of output datavary {eaily, too. Below, the major components and
the operation of the ULFA/LF-complex are described. On the presented
structural diagtam, the analogue signals to be processed and converted in the
digital section are shown. These signals are outtrlut at control coupling T.
The signals M1-M4 controlling the complex's operation regimes as
well as the signals Ft, R, A, Ct, Fms, D0-D7 providing for the protocol and
data exchange with on-board telemetry are also shown. They are duplicated
and output at control couplings IOI and IO2.
The ULFA/LF-complex is intended to measure one of two optional
components of the AC electric field and one component of the alternating
magnetic freld in the following frequency ranges:
- from l}lz to 30Hz - denominated on the flow-chart as MVF I and

EVFI;
- from 30Hz to 1000H2 - denominated on the flow-chart

as

MVF2

and EVF2;

- from 30Hz to 8000H2 - denominated on the flow-chart

as MVF3

and EVF3:
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- parallel spectral analysis of one electric and one magnetic field
component with ten local frequencies (7 .5, 14, 30, 7 0, 140, 5 60, I 3 00, 4500,
8500, and l5000Hz) - signals from EDI to EDl0 and from MDl to MD10.

Apart from these, the ULF/VLF-complex measures:

-

two

components of the quasi-DC electric field within the range 0-2Hz - signals
PPI-? andPP2-3; - the temperature in the electronic block and the electric
and magnetic sensors coupled with it - signals BTl-BT5.
The complex consists of: - electric sensors EDl, EDz, and ED3
with preamplifiers for measurement of one of two optional electric
components; - a block of magnetic sensors, BMD, consisting of two
magnetic sensors in different frequency regions with preamplifiers for
measurement of one magnetic component;- An electronic block housed
within a single case, and consisting of a block for study of electric fields,
EPS, a block for study of magnetic fields, MPS, a data acquisition block,
BSD, consisting of a microprocessor system for collection of data from 36
analogous channels, generation of calibration signals, complex control,
processing of obtained data, and connection with the object's telemetry, a
block for galvanic discorurectio and duplication of signals for data exchange
with telemetry - BGRD, and a power-supply block for galvanic
disconnection from the on-board power- supply, YIZ.
The analogue data obtained at the outputs of the above-named
blocks is processed by a quick l2+l data acquisition bit system of the
LI[dl2458 type, and a microprocessor system based on the processor
80CI88XL. The system also includes a block for generation of calibration
signals providing for autocalibration during flight.

8. Approbation of equipment and sensors under the conditions
of real experiments
Electric sensors measuring electric fields on-board satellites, that
have been developed at the SRI - BAS with our participation have operated
successfully on eight satellites: IC Bulgaria 1300 (1981); IC-24 Activen
(1989); Magion-2 (1989); IC-25 - APEX (1991); Magion -3 (1991);
Magion -a Q99 5); INTERBALL-2 (1996) and Magion -5 (l 996).
Measurement equipment and sensors intended for the COMPAS
microsatellite, featuring the a.m. parameters, have been developed and have
passed technological tests. The equipment is intended to study ionospheric
electromagnetic effects caused by geodpamic activity.
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9. Measurements in the lligh-Latitude near-Earth Magnetotail
Region

ULF measurements aboard Magioq-4 were performed during UT
13:00 - 13:45 while the spacecraft crossed the high-latitude near-Earth

magnetotail at distance 11 RB in the presector [15]. Data are presented
in Fig. 4. Initially till 13:28 UT we observe
electric fluctuations which
are purely electrostatic. Magion-4
and plasma data (not shown
here) suggest that during this period
take place on field lines
connected with the lobes, though at
latitudes than the Dav
20.04.1997 case. A sharp increase of wave
ity begins at UT 13.28, the
spectrum of the waves changes to electrQmagnetic. Plasma instruments
aboard Magion-4 register density enhancement. We interpret the changes in
medium characteristics as spatial, due to s/c entering a magnetosphere
mantle id supposed to be well developed
after UT 13:28 take place in the plasma
eld and plasma measurements on board
the Interball-l satellite, which could facil tate region identification, are
absent for this period. While the electrostatic spectrum is below I Hz, the
electromagnetic one is up to 5+6 Hz and its intensity decreases for higher
frequency. Note that the absence of elecfic field component at higher
frequencies (above ro.1) could be connected lyith the worse sensitivity of our
ULF electric field measurements compared to the magnetic field one. The
intensity of the .E waves is structured, ahd Ihe E field component is
orientated in the meridian plane. The electrompgnetic spectrum observed in the
mantle belongs probably to electromagnetic ion cyclotron modes.
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AIIAPATYPA 3A I43MEPBAHE HA
KBA3I4fI O C T Ofl HHI4 I,I IIPO ME HJII,IB I,I
HI,ICKOIIE C T O THI,I E JIE KTPIITIHI,I IIOJIE TA B
OKOJIO3EMHATA TIJIA3MA
Bottao Eoiluee, r{uuumufo Teodocuee

PecrcMe

B

pa6orara ca

qpeAcraBeH
n
Alrarra3oHrr,

a

llsMepBaHe Ha KBmr,rlocrorHHlr DC

a

s ULF/VLF qecrorHure
cflbrHr,rqu. Anapurypara e paspa6oreHa qa rleJrlrre Ha r,r3cJre4BaHero

a

Ha
BsJrHOBlt IIpoqeCI{, [pOTITIarqU B OKOJIO3eMHaTa frJra3Ma, MeXaHr{3Mr.ITe Ha
npeHoc Ha :nr.aca vr eHeprr{ff
cucreupra uarnuroc$epa-ftonoc(pepa-

B

u Brrvrsnuero Ha napaMerpr{Te Ha cJrbrrrreBr{r Brrbp; npoqecr,rre
ycKoprBaHe Ha qacTurlfi v MSxaHr{3MlrTe Ha reHepfipaHe,
pa34pocrpaHeHr{e v nsauuogeftcrBwr Ha pa3nruHr,rre B}rAoBe
arrraoc(pepa

Ha

eneKTpoMafHlITHI{ BbJIH}I, KaKTO I'ITAKI,IBA IIpeA[I3BI{KaHI,I OT reOAI,IHaMfiqHa

arTrrBHocr H aHTporrorenna 4efinocr.
(DopruynupaHra ca ocHoBHr{Te uslaLcroan*rs KbM afiaparryp,ara pr
MeTOAHTe 34 perfiCTplrpaHe Ha eJreKTpr{uHH rroJreTa c rroMorrlTa Ha

cneqlranl{3vrpanfi crrtTHrrKoBr,r Ha) rHll KoMrrJreKc]r. Hanpaneno e
pa3nlexAaHe u o6o6qeHlre Ha p$yJrrarlrTe or xapaKTepHr{Te cJr5rrav Ha
TaKr{Ba na6nrogeHur. B pa6orara ca npeAcraBeHr,r }r ocHoBHr,rre rrapaMerpu
HA AnApilrypa 3a IlI3MepBArcIIfls, Ha Hr{CKOqeCTOTHT{ eneKTpoMarHnrHra eoerrra
or 6op4a Ha crr6THlrqr{, KaKTo }r op}rr}rHa4rua paspa6orKv Ha aBTopr{Te 3a
f openocoqeHnTe rIeJIr,r.

Konrperno ca pasrneAaHr4 oco6bnocrrare Ha pealru3arlr{r Ha
ceH3opI,ITe, cBsp3BaHeTO IIM K6M r43MepBaTeJIHHt KOMIIJIeKC U
cnequQuunr{Te r{3r,rcrBanr,rr KbM Hero, 4poAr{KTyBaHr,r or perrraBaHr,rre
Ha) IHI4 3apla'rv, u xapaKTepilcrfiKr,rre Ha crrrTHHKa. flpe4cranenara
aIJapaTwn e pe3yJrTaT oT HaTpylaHr{A orrvtT Ha aBToprrTe oT HflKoJrKo
oIISTHHKOBI{ eKonepr.rMeHT}r, KaTO 4peAnO)KeHr,rTe pelreHr{r ca
r,rJrrccrpr,rpaHr,r c peyJrrarlr or rqx. B pa6arara e HarrpaBeHo o6ourosaHo
rrpeAJro)KeHne sa upuJrarauero Ha paspa6oreHara ailapurypa n 6rAerqu
rrpoeKTr,r.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM F'ORMEASURDMENT AND
SELECTION OF MAGNETOSPHERIC AND
LITHOSPHERIC SIGNALS OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE
Boytcho Boytchev
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Abstract
ULF signals are ubiquitous phenomena in the Earth's environment. These
signals are of magnetospheric, ionospheric and lithospheric origin. Theoretical
considerations concerning ground-based recording of ULF signals are made
revealing the usefulness of electric /ield measurements. An instrument for electric
Jield measurement is described and some preliminary data presented.

Introduction
There are several reasons for measuring electric and magnetic field
variations on the $ound. First, magnetosphere-ionosphere processes
contribute to short-term variations of the Earth's magnetic field that are
connected with external sources t1]. Second, we use electro-telluric
measurements for geological purposes. Third, the Earth's electric potential
variations are often treated as a possible precursor of earthquake events [8].
The frequency range of ULF electric and magnetic fields is less than 5 Hz.
ULF electric and magnetic fields in the environment arc of both nafiiral and
1.

anthropogenic origin. The natural sources are solar activiff, the
magnetosphere and the ionosphere. The natural ULF fields, although weak,
have the ability to penetrate through the atmosphere and the Earth's crust.
Industrial fields are usually much stronger but they are confined to localized
regions around technical systems (e.g., energy power cables, railway lines,
transformer stations, etc.).
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2. Theoretical Backgrounds
In the ULF range, there are also very long-period pulsations with
periods of minutes to hours. Long-period (150-600 s) minute pulsations are
observed near the geostationary orbit [3]. Junginger et al. [3] have suggested
that these pulsations are solar-wind-driven surface waves that couple the
field-line resonances near the geostationary orbit. It is left to future research
to claify whether cavity resonances or comprossional oscillations are the
modes observed at geostationary orbit. Yrrmoto [10] has reported Pi2
pulsations of dominant period -135 s at high (L : 6.9) and lowlatitude (L :
1.2) stations. He has concluded that Pi2 prflsations are global phenomena
and interpreted them as magnetospheric cavity waves excited in the whole
inner region bounded by the plasma sheet. Longer period pulsations (with
periods T > 600 s) are usually corurecte[ with the oscillations in the
ionosphere, produced by magnetospheric (sub)storms, or by influences
produced in the lithosphere, or atmosphere (see Sorokin and Fedorovich,
1982). The latter are of electromagnetic natpre, i.e., their electric field,E is
perpendicular to the propagation direction. These wave phenomena have
ffiical periods of 600 - 6,000 s. They have been defined as gyrotropic
waves (GW). These wave disturbances a1ie sometimes transformed into
usual magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes, otherwise wave disturbances
of period T > 600 s are not transformed. The transformation conditions
depend on the frequency and the ionospheric state. Inversely, MHD waves
of very long period (above 100 seconds) and phase velocity of 10-1,000
km/s cannot penetrate into the ionosphere and the Earlh's surface. It is
thought that a MHD wave field of a vety long period will possess a
wavelength that is comparable to the scalte size of the magnetosphere.
Therefore, geometric effects are to be takeh into account. If the IaIter are
considered Iocalized MHD waves of a Very great period they could
propagate to the ionosphere. In the ionosphgre, these modes could partly be
transformed into GW as examined by Sorokin and Fedorovich [5]. Thus, on
the Earth's surface we could expect ULF disturbances of various origin from the lithosphere (connected with the active seismic events) or from the
magnetosphere.
In this study, we are examining the field properties of long-period
disturbances produced on the Earth's surfaqe. We are studying the electric
and magnetic field distribution of the ULF ryave disturbances in the system
lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere. We will point out the amplitude
differences connected with the sources of the ULF disturbances. We
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introduce an electrostatic potential g and a magnetic vector potenlial A.
According to the physical properties of the different regions, we are going to

obtain quantitatively the effects on the electric and magnetic field
distribution.
The ULF electro-telluric field is associated with the ULF magnetic
field magnitude. The latter could be evaluated according to the relation
14,61

,4:

poocrust1lXdt

* po6crust/4

(1)

where A is the magnetic field potential and the Hertz vector II" @: - 6r.ri
t/4 ir connected with the electric field potential g by the relation <p: divll,
rcrust &lrd osm51 &ro the crust dielectric permittivity and conductivity,
respectively. In a medium of finite conductivity ocrust (oc.ur, < a) the
equation that governs the Hertz vector is

Vzn"-

poeOWOt

- ltooOWOt = Cexp(-osn stle)

Q)

where C is a constant. This means that for times t > to: 6ess/o"ss, the
system will enter steady-state conditions. After to, 4 will vary as the
magnetic field vector potential.4. Because the vertical current j is assumed
to be zero, the magnetic vector potential A has only horizontal components
(A*, Ay,O). (The Hertz's vector [has the same orientation as the magnetic
vector potential A).Irt eq. (2), the time derivative is proportional to Y : - iro
+ I?lpso"*s, where co is the ULF frequency and k: (k,0) is the horizontal
wave-vector. According to experimental evidence, ol varies from several
mHz up to I Hz. The fields decay in the Earth with coefficient r : (13 +
lcopoo.*r)1/2 = k. Under conditions of long-period pulsations (al2n < 0.02
Hz), the magnetic field potential A (l) is controlled by the second term.
Then, it follows that
(3)
A = 1lso"*"tn
Attempting to compare the magnetic field (B) and electric field
potential (g) magnitudes, we obtain the following relations:

B**:tKAy,*

and <p:

KII*.
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Hence lB*,vl=

Foo"-,tlrpl.

(4)

For crust conductivity of l0-' S/m, the magnetic field magnitude will
be of the order of 4nx10-e rp (in T) (conduotivities of 10-2 S/m refer to soil
conditions). If we use a value of 0.01 V for the observed ULF electric
signals, we obtain a magnitude of the order of 1.10-10 T for the primary ULF
magnetic field that penetrates into the sdil. Such values correspond to
geomagnetic pulsations magnetic field magnitude in the Pc3 range (with
period T : 10-45 seconds). However, under rock conditions, the
conductivity is of the order of 10-* S/m. Thus, the primary ULF magnetic
field magnitude requires greater electro-telluric field magnitudes. Therefore,
under rock conditions, the observation of ULF pulsations is facilitated. In
addition to ULF signals of magnetospherio origin, there are ULF electric
signals from internal, lithospheric sources [8, 9]. According to eq. (4), the
magnetic field magnitude would then be very low and its registration with a
magnetometer is likely to be hampered. For this reason, the magnetic field
potential A of the ULF signals of lithospheric origin has to be neglected.
This makes preferable the ULF electro-telluric measurements for ULF
signals of both the magnetospheric/ionosphgric and lithospheric origin. The
period of the lithospheric ULF signals varie$ from twenty minutes to several
hours. Thus, ULF signals of magnetospherig origin have higher frequencies
than those of lithospheric origin and hence t$ey can be easily separated from
each other. This peculiarity is used to design an integrated instrument for
measuring LILF signals from internal and external sources.
3. Penetration of Signals of Lithospheric Origin

Upon solving the corresponding wave equation assuming
homogeneous conductance, ocrust: an illustration of the electric field
amplitude distribution in the lithospherg is obtained (Fig. 1). The
conductance ocrusr is assumed to be equal to 10-a S.m. Fig. I shows the
amplitude decrease (in relative units) Versus distance r for varying
frequencies: 0.001 Hz, 0.01 Hz, 0.1 H4 and I Hz. For higher frequencies,
the signal decrease is substantially strorfger. Fig. 2 demonstrates

the

of the decrease of a signal of gfiven frequency when the signal
penetrates through a medium of varying cohductances. Such a dependence
has to be observed for the spectral compoqnents of aperiodic electric field
dependence

signals.

The frequency dependence of the ULF signal results in:
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for periodic signals different depth of penetration depending on
the frequency; thus, signals of higher frequencies could not reach the Earth's
surface and/or would not be detected at the measurement point;
for aperiodic signals - change of the spectral content of the signal;
the disappearance of the higher frequencies would be observed like a
smoothing of the signal envelope. This process depends on the distance
between the source and the measurement point.
Following this general outcome, an important conclusion could be
drawn. At a measurement point that is displaced at tens, or hundreds of
kilometers away from the epicenter of the forthcoming earthquake, or the
source of the ULF disturbance that accompanies the earthquake, only
aperiodic, or quasi-static signals of large spatial scales and of frequency
spectrum strongly limited from above can be detected. Since ULF electric
disturbances of smaller scales (less than several km) cannot be periodic [2],
at such measurement points, only aperiodic disturbance can be detected.
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4. Method of Frequency Selection of ULF Signals
The ULF signals of magnetospheric and lithospheric origin posses
similar frequency spectra. The similarity of the frequency spectra suggests a
discrimination of the signals using other signal features. A strategy for
electric and magnetic field measurements of such ULF signals should rely
on the locality of the signals of lithospheric origin and the relative
homogeneity of the signals of magnetospheric origin because of the greater
scales of the latter. The higher frequency components of the signal
generated from the medium will disappear much faster than those of the
lower frequency components. It follows that when the distance r changes,
not only the overall amplitude should decrease, but the spectral content of

the lithospheric signal should be altered. Irespectively of the initial
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amplitude and the spectral content, the amplitude of the higher components
decreases up to 10-' times the amplitude Of the lower or zero frequency
components for distances of 20-100 km pnd middle Earth conductance
values. The ULF signals of lithospheric origin in the form of Earth electric
potential (EEP) variations belongs to a limited frequency band usually
below 0.02H2 and have amplitude range of 0.01-100 mV depending on the
lithospheric conductance and the distance between the sensors. As for the
study of geomagnetic pulsations of magnotospheric origin, the following
frequency interval of measurement is choserl: 0.002-1 IJzl2l.
On the basis of the above considerations, a new method of
discrimination of the ULF signals is suggestsd. This method is based on the
frequency selection principle l2l.It is suggested that both types of signals be
recorded by a common sensor system and cpmmon amplification, followed
by filtration and treatment in separate frequency ranges. Then:
- At the measurement point, both signals are discriminated in
different amplitude ranges. The comparison of their possible maximal
amplitudes produces aratio of 10' in favour of the lithospheric ones;
- Signals of different genesis are displaced in adjacent frequency
regions overlapping in a tight frequency i4terval. An identification of the
signals in the frequency interval where both signals overlap is possible by
using additional characteristics depending on their genesis. Here are the
different polarization characteristics and the local signature of the
lithospheric signal.
5. Description of the Equipment and Operational Flow-Chart
We are presenting an instrument designed for selective measurement
of the electric and magnetic components of ULF signals of lithospheric and

magnetospheric origin at the Earth's surface. The electric pulsations are
measured in DC - | Hz frequency range. Due to the large amplitude
variations of the signals, the whole DC - I Hz frequency range is divided
into 2 sub-bands: DC - 0.02 Hz (BWl) and 0.002 - | Hz (BW2). This allows
for parallel processing of the signals from both sub-bands. Magnetic
components are measured in BW2 sub-band only. Both the magnetic and
the electric signals are measured in the Sast-West and the North-South
direction. The instrument consists of sensors, analogue module, digital
interface block, IBM compatible PC, and a modem. The instrument allows
for:

tt2

1. Stand-alone operation at remote sites.

2. Multi-point synchronized observations and centralized data
acquisition.
Sensors. The electrical sensors are corrosion-resistant metal bodies,
buried in the ground. Depending on the soil's composition and the level of
moisture saturation, the contact sensor-gtound resistance varies in the range
50 O - 50 kO. The sensors are placedat a distance of several hundreds of
meters from each other and from the instrument. The magnetic sensors are
separate units with their own power supply.
Analogue Module. The analogue module is galvanically decoupled
from the digital module and the PC through optocouplers, with a separate
power supply. The overall flow-chart is shown in Fig. 3. The analogue
module deals with the correct reception, amplification and subsequent
discrimination of the signals derived from the electric and the magnetic
sensors. The signals are divided into 2 sub-bands and converted into digital
pulses of varying frequencies. The input resistance (Rin) of the electric
sensors is greater than 1012 O. The filter (F) suppresses parasite signals
outside the active DC-I Hz bandwidth, especially those from industrial
power lines 50 Hzl60 Hz and their respective harmonics. The
Instrumentation Amplifrer (IA) provides the signal difference between each
pair of electric sensors for further processing. The Low Pass Filters (LPF),
High Pass Filters (HPF) and the Amplifier (A) divide the signals from each
pair of electric sensors into two sub-bands. The same procedure is followed
for the signals from the magnetic sensors in the BW2 band. Each of the
analogue signals is then converted into pulse sequences of varying
frequencies, using Voltage-Frequency Converter (VFC) and then fed into
the digital module via optocouplers (O).
Digital module. The digital module works as a frequency meter. The
number of pulses in each pulse sequence, counted within a time frame of 0.1
s, defines the instant frequency of the respective channel. The digital
module converts the instant frequencies into 12 bit words and stores them in
the PC, The sampling rate of the BWI range is 1/60 Hz, while that of the
BW2 range is 5 Hz. The digital module is designed in such a way as to be
directly integrated into the IBM AT PC. The digital module also generates
commands controlling the calibration of the analogue module. In Fig. 3, the
digitalmodule is marked as INTERFACE
A supporting software package is developed to assure to proper
functioning of the instrument. It consists of software, supporting the
measurements (MS) and software, supporting the data acquisition (DAS).
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MS performs the real-time astronomic synchronization and re-scaling of the
measured signals and their storage in tfre local PC. MS provides a
visualization of the measured signals from BW2 bands in the last 90
seconds and the signals from BWl bands in the last
hours. DAS is
responsible for acquisition and collection of the data from all measurement
sites. DAS supports an operational databaser The software package supports
the transfer of data from the measurement sites and acquisition center
through modems.
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The instrument's operational flow-chart.

6. Summary of the Instrument's Technical Characteristics
1. The input electric signals are differential voltage between two
sensors placed in the ground at a distanqe of 100-500 m. The electric
sensors are connected to the instrument by isolated non-shielded wires. The
magnetic sensors, placed at a distance of 25 m from the instrument, are
connected by shielded cables.
2. Dlmamic lange and frequency range:
2.1. The dynamic range of the quasi-static electric signals in the
frequency band DC + 0.02 Hz is -0.5 V + +0.5 V.
2.2. The dynamic range of the electric signals in the frequency band
0.002 Hz + I Hz is -0.02 V + +0.02 V.

II4

2.3. The dynamic range of the magnetic field signals in the
frequency band 0.002 Hz + | Hz is -2.I0-u T * +2.10-6 T with resolution: -|
1.10-e T.

3. Filtering and electromagnetic compatibility:
The input filter (F) consists of two parts with a buffer repeater
between them. The entire damping for disturbances in sin-phase with a
power-line frequency of 50 Hz exceeds 100 dB.

7. Observational Data
The periodograms, shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for daytime and nighttime
conditions respectively, illustrate the evidence of long-period pulsations
observed by the measuring system. The spectrum in the figures is obtained
during daylight and night hours. The daylight spectrum consists of three
periods: - 300, 600 and 900 s. The spectral component with period Z: 300
s is the most intense one. Under night conditions, the periods of the spectral
components increase to 1,000 s and more.
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clearly observed.

Our preliminary data set reveals the existence of geo-electric
pulsations in the 60-1,800 s range. The period of these pulsations appears to
vary from day to day. This means that the processes responsible for their
generation have a time scale of several hours or less. Our preliminary
conclusion is that their energy source is probably of ionospheric origin.
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electric potential.

Another feature of our ULF measurements during JuIy 27 - August
08, 2000, is a slow increase (drift) of the magnitude of the Earth's electric
potential q (Fig. 6). This drift (measured over the whole interval) does not
exceed the diurnal (regular) variations and is less than 20-30 percent of the
mean potential. Ralchovski and Komarov l7l have already observed longterm drifts of the Earth's electric potential. A long-term change in q at the
same station (Vitosha) has had nearly half-a-month duration before the
Vrancea earthquake in March 1986. This could be ascribed to possible
changes in the Earth's conductivity during earthquake preparation
processes. Our Earth electric potential drift is followed by two earthquakes
of magnitude M > 5 which occurred on August 23, 2000, in Vrancea

r16

(Romania) and Izmir (Turkey). Although our data set shows the same
feature as in March 1986, the data set is insufficient to connect this drift to
lithospheric conductivity changes.
8. Conclusion
We have provided theoretical grounds for the advantage of recording
the electric field of ULF signals of both ionospheric (magnetospheric) and
lithospheric origin.

ar

instrument thal includes two principal
measuring tracks: first, quasi-static geo-electric variations (originating from

We have designed

the magnetosphere and/or lithosphere) superimposed on the diurnal changes
in pulsation dynamics; second, ULF geo-electric variations of periods 0.002
Hzto lHz.Itprovides ULF wave measurements of higher sensitivity.
We have recorded ULF oscillations of period 300-1,200 s from both
measurement tracks. Our preliminary conclusion is that these oscillations
have unstable periods.
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METOA I{ AIIAPATYPA 34 TI3MEPBAIIE I4
cEJTEKIIUtfr HA MATHTTTOCOEPHIT r,r JII{TOCOEPHTI
CITTIIAJII{ IIA 3EMIHTA TIOBbPXHOCT
Eoilrto BoilqeC

B pa6orara e HarpaBeHo rrccnp4BaHe Ha rrapaMerpr.rre Ha
nuroc(pepuure v r{HA)rqrpaH}rre rr,rarnnrpclpepnu cr{fHaJrr{ B 3eMHara
noBbpxHocr. Zscne4nauo e sarrDoaHero Ha crrrHaJrrrre rrpr{ TrxHoro
pa3rpocrpaueHlre. flpe4noxeH e MeroA 3a qAHoBpeMeHHoro r4M lrsMepBaHe
pr ceJreKrlr.rr. flpe1cranenu ca vr AerafiJrno orrlrcaHr{ r43MepBarenHa
allapilrypa lI cr{cTeMa 3a MHofoToqKoBr[ rrcMepBaHr{ff peanr{3Hparqr,r To3r,r
MeroA. flpegcrareHvr ca AaHHr{ or rr3MepBaitutta, }rJrrocrprrpaqu pa6orara
HA ATJa,pilrypaTa Ha ABa rEMepBaTeJrHr{ froJrr{foHa.
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Abstract
A generalized model of an oscillator is considered, subject to the influence of
external waves. It is shown that the systems of diverse physical background,
encotnpdssed by this model, should belong by their nature to the broader class of 'kickexcited self-adaptive dynamical systems". The theoretical treatment includes an analytic
approach to the conditions for emergence of small and large amplitudes, i.e. weak and
strong non-linearity of the system.
The article also considers the presence of a small horseshoe in the dynamics of a
particle under the action of two waves. Originally, the problem comes from the plasma
physics despite the existence of some other applications of the dffirential equation
studied here.
1. Introduction
Here, the generalized "oscillator-wave" model is considered and it is
shown that the inhomogeneous external influence is realized naturally and
does not require any specific conditions. The systems covered by the
"oscillation-waverr model immanently belong to the generalized class of
kick-excited self-adaptive dynamical systems [1-5]. Attempting maximal

clarity of the sequence of presentation, we consider the excitation of oscillations
in a nonJinear oscillator of the "pendulum" t5pe under the influence of an
incoming (fall) wave. We will show that, under certain condition, nonattenuated oscillations will arise in the system with a frequency close to the
system's natural frequency and amplitude belonging to a defined discrete
spectrum of possible amplitudes. A second important quality also appears self-adaptive stability of the excited oscillations with given amplitude for a
119

where Q is the frequency of free oscillations having anamplitude a,

aL8 =Clr-+.o@\f,I
Jn

(')

areBessel functions of the first kind, Fo =

EQ
.

m

The excitation of continuous oscillations with frequency @ = @, close
to the oscillator's natural frequency is only possible under the condition
)r
:?a>
l, where,l is the wavelength of the influencing wave. As result

2

of the interaction of the oscillator with the wave a

frequency
components appears in the force spectrum that is close to its natural
oscillation frequency. Then the action of these spectral components
becomes dominant and the right-hand side of equation (1) attains the form:

ls

n0)

=
;un ^>: ^(ka)sin(vt v I J,
-l- .(ka)sinlt-tt -(--1)a
= Fo7J,
l-

L

L;"

o

l-@t +(-+l)a
,
l'l
L a J)lf

.(ka)sinl

J -*t

tSl

Under the condition v > a the resonance area of the nonlinear
oscillator can be entered by several spectral components of the exciting
wave each of which could excite the oscillator into stationary oscillations
with amplitude belonging to a discrete sequence of possible amplitudes.
For fixed parameters of the oscillator and the wave the excitation of
oscillations with amplitude from the possible sequence of amplitudes is
determined by the initial conditions. In accordance with relation (4), the
values of the discrete sequence of stationary amplitudes can be calculated
by the formula:
(6)

Averaging the right-hand side of equations (3) and taking into account
(5), we determine:
do,
+.r"*, (fra" )]sin (pt - r,)
= -5 aa *
dt
(7)

o?'
dt

*lt,-r(t-,)

:n' -'? -'" Llr"-r(ko,)-/"*r
\ r'
rr (ka)lsin(pt - y,)
2a,
2a"a. r-r

t2l

broad range of the incoming wave's intensity.

Leaving the details, the equation describing the motion of one particle in
two electrostatic waves allows perturbatiolir methods to be applied in its
study. There are three main types of behavior in the phase space - a limit
cycle, formation of a non-trivial bounded attracting set and escape to infinity of
the solutions. One of the goals is to determihe the basins of attraction and to
present a relevant bifircation diagram for the transitions between different
types of motion.

Model of the interaction of an os0illator with an electromagnetic
wave: approach applicable for small amplitfdes of the system's oscillations.
Let us consider the interaction of an elecifromagnetic wave with a weakly
dissipative nonlinear oscillator. Let the eldctric charge q having mass //t
oscillate along the x-axis under the influenqe of a nonJinear retuming force
around a certain fixed point. The electromagfletic wave also propagates along
the x-axis and has a longitudinal elecfic fiefd component E The equation of
2.

motion for the charge interacting with the wave can be represented as:
m(i + 25 oi + atl sin x) = Eq sin(vt tw)

-

(1)

where 26a is the damping coefficient, ao i$ the natural frequency of small
oscillations of the charge, v is the wave frequency and k is the wave number.
The case considered is: v > as.

We assume that the excitation of charge oscillations by the influence
of the wave does not perturb significantllr the symmetry of the charge's
motion around its equilibrium position a4d the coordinate of the charge
changes according to the law

x=asin9, 0=att*d, a=a(t), a=a(t)

(2)

Substituting the solution (2) in the rig$t hand side of equation (1) we
obtain:
Eqsin(vt

- trnsinl) = nqt l,(ka)sin(1t - ne)

.

n=-@

Letting * = acoeos9, asin9 + ancos9 =0
in accordance with the Krilov-Bogolyubo!-Mitropolskii method [6], we
obtain to first order:

4dt =n' 2at
_- '' - L
co

t20

(3)

it,(ka)sin(vt

- no)coso

lvvy =v--

11 Art
@, F=-d,
asass T,
In accordance with the familiar reburrence relations for

wnefe P

.

Bessel

functions, equations (7) can be represented n the form:

+dt = -6aa, - o:ko,
* t,(ka,)sin(pt - y',)
do, _a? -

dt

(8)

r? _ Fo J,,(lm,)cos(pt _7,)

2cD, a,a,

In the case of stationary oscillatiori s (4-=O
a"d
'dt
equations (8) we frnd:
. - 26oa"at'"k J'" (ko")
lft.t
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(o3 - at!)v t,1tca,1

ff=
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s

The connection between the intensity of the

longitudinal component and the amplitude of oscillations

wave's

has the form:

- r:>l'
4" :l o?"r?dorrl' *l o,"<a?
2J' (ka"")

(e)
.
,
)
For high intensities of the wave, equAtion (9) can be represented as:

lrJ,(kn",)

) |

-SJ,ftu)
'.. _o3"r?(o,-o,o)
The first term in formula (9) represents the minimal threshold
value Fo of the wave's intensity. If the i4tensity of the wave is smaller
than this threshold value only the excitatlon of forced oscillations with
frequency equal to the wave's frequency is possible. For wave intensities
above the threshold value depending on the initial conditions, the
oscillator's motion is realized with one of the amplitudes from the discrete
sequence (6). When v ) coo each amplitpde is realized for oscillation
frequency close to the oscillator's natural frequency. Using the approach,
developed in [3], it is not difficult to show that for fixed values of the
frequency v and the amplitude F, of the external force the oscillator's
motion with amplitude from the discrete soquence (6) is stable.
The performed analysis shows that the continuous wave having a
frequency much larger than the frequency of a given oscillator can excite
in it oscillations with a frequency close tO its natural frequency and an
amplitude belonging to a discrete set of possible stable amplitudes.
The settling of certain particular ar)nplitude depends on the initial
r22

conditions. When the motion becomes stationary the amplitude's value

practically does not depend on the wave's intensity when the latter
changes over a significant range above a certain threshold value. This is
reminiscent of Einstein's explanation of the photoelectric effect using
Planck's qtantization hypothesis. In this case the absorption is also
independent of the incoming wave's intensity. Besides, the absorbed
frequencies can be expressed as integer multiples of a certain basic
frequency reminding of resonance phenomena.

3. Approach for large amplitudes of the oscillations in il
nonlinear dynamical system subjected to the influence of a wave
Let the nonlinear oscillator is an electric charge q withmass /?4 and it is
able to oscillate along the X-axis with a small friction force 26oX .Let an
electromagnetic wave propagating along the X-axis acts upon the oscillating
charge. Let us assume that the wave has a longitudinal component of the
electric field Ey. The equation of the charge motionbecomes

X +26oX +alsinX =Po sin(v/, -\il -e),
where (Do is the resonant frequency

(10)

of small

amplitude

oscillations Po = E xQ I m; v, g and k are the frequency, the initial phase and
the wave number respectively, tris the real time. We assume V )) oo .

Let us introduce the dimensionless timet=@otr. In this case, Eq.
(10) takes the form

X +26aX

+sinX=4 sin(f t-kX -q),,
0lo

(l

l)

where 26d =26o ltrr.o, Fo = P" laf,
In order to integrate the Eq. (1 1) with the methods of the Theory of
nonlinear oscillations, we apply the approach developed in [3, 7]. We
introduce a new variable v andnonlinear time r.

/
.)

= slgn -r

=2sin!.
2'

(r2)

Similar equations describe the behavior of cosmic charged particles in certain conditions, the
in radio-frequency driven, quantum-mechanical Josephsonjunctions, charge density wave

processes

transport and other systems.

t23

dt

dr-dx
dy

(13)

=G(r,)

sin[x(y)]

So, the nonlinear reactive term sinX in the Eq.(ll) may be
"excluded". The functions X(y) and GfO in (13) are easily expressed by
taking into account (12)inthe form

(r4)

Substituting(12) and (13) in (11) we obtain

')

:+.
dr'

(
t-.
l- -.
l)
y =]-zao-d,
sinl
kx(y)-*
*+4- *,r"1 -

Lto

|

liool

(r5)

JJ

The fi.rther consideration will be performed for the following
interval ofy values: -2<y<2.
Before the integration of the Eq. (15) we will mention, that the
solution will be quasi-harmonic with nominal frequency o, = V /.ly', where
nf>>l is a positive odd number, however an - @o. That is why we will
write the Eq. (15) in the following form:

s2"

dv

.[u

l-

3*F'y=-zsaA+d
*,(r)-kx(y)-q Jlcfyl+(p2 -1)y, (16)
- dr - sinlLcoo
dr'
where B-1 corresponds to the difference from the resonant frequency.
We assume that in excitation of the charge oscillations by the wave
its motion is symmetric with respect to the equilibrium and the charge
coordinate changes in agreement with

l=RcosBr=RcoSV

Q7)
The dependence of the normalized time / on the angle r;r can be
expressed in agreement with (13), (14) and (17) as
t

u d./,

-
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"or'
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The normalized period of the oscillations is

,-l '"
p
t24
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where
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is a complete elliptic integral of first kind.

By use of (18) the coefficient

B

is expressed in the form

Now we can solve Equation (16).
The shortened (reduced) differential equations for the amplitude R
and phase q may be written as:

dR
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Let us introduce the following designations:
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where Z = F (tV , R I 2) is an incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind,

D(z)=znElur"rin[4"
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rt),11,
IR)
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is an incomplete elliptic

integral of second kind, snZ and cnZ are sine and cosine of the amplitude
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(the Jacobi elliptic functions),
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Taking into account the expressions (21)-(24), the shortened
Equations (19) and (20) for establishing the amplitude R and phase
the form

# = -u

o

dq

Fo
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znBpl(Hr-F1a)cosrp

For the stationary mode
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)sin e]
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'dr
dr

we obtain the following

expressions for the established values of the pmplitude R and the phase q:
r,l(n, - H)(Ha - H) - (Hz H+)(Hs +

j

,'

-

o(Hr-H)-(Hz-H)12 +lo(
..._a(Hr-Hz)-(Hz-Hq)
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where o = (F _D l6d

H)]

s+

H) -(He + H)]'

(2s)

(26)
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4. Presence of a small horseshoe in the dynamics of a particle
under the action of two waves
Originally the problem comes from plpsma physics [8] even though
that there exist and some other applications of the differential equation
which we shall study. Leaving the details, the equation which
describes the motion
of one particle in two electrostatic waves is given
bv

i=-Msinx-Psin(x-l),

(27)
where x is the position of the particle measured in the frame of one of
the waves, P and M are dimensionless amplitudes of the waves. We
shall extend our model introducing a damping term in (27), and we
shall also assume that P << M. Under those assumptions the equation
that governs the motion of the particle can be written as

i

+ aEi + sin x = qf sin(vt

- x),

(2S)
where x is again the position of the partible measured in the frame of
one of the waves, whereas 6, f and v ate teal non-negative constants.
The form of the equation allows perturbafion methods to be applied in
126

its study. Our preliminary numerical investigation of (28) revealed very
rich dynamics depending on the change of parameters and initial
conditions. There are three main types of behaviour in the phase space
of(28) that can be observed:
. Approaching a limit cycle;
. Formation of a non-trivial bounded attracting set;
. Escape to infinity of the solutions of (28).
One question which is of natural interest here, is to determine the
basins of attraction, and to present a relevant bifurcation diagram for
the transitions between different types of motion. Although that there
has been reached a significant progress in the understanding of the
behavior of driven non-linear oscillators, there exist some obstacles that
prevent clarifying the dynamics of particular examples. In our work
we present a rigorous result for existence of horseshoe-like dynamics
for (28) and hence for exhibiting the phenomena deterministic chaos. our
result is as follows;

Theorem 1. The sufficient conditions for transition to
chaotic motion in the dynamics of equality (28) is fulfillment of
(2e)

(30)

The organization of our study is as follows: In next section we
shall give a short account of the Melnikov method in form convenient
for our problem. Then we shall prove Theorem l. In the last section we
shall say some words on the physical implication of our result.

4.1. Short summary of the Melnikov method
We shall explain the Melnikov technique following [9].

A. General assumptions and geometric structure of the
non-perturbed system.
Consider the system of differential equations
ic: JD,H(x) + eg(x,t,e)

(3 1)
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where (x,t) e R2 xTl and

,=[o tl.
0l

J is the slymplectic matrix defined by

L-t

We get the following structural assumptilons:
l. The functions

JD,H:R2

+R'

g:R2xRxR-)R"
are defined and at \east C2 differentiable on their respective domains of
definition, andthat g is periodic in r with ppriod T =2n / a.
2.The system (31) with E :0 is referred as unperturbed system.
About it we shall assume that it possesses a hyperbolic fixed point xo,o

xr(t)=(x!(t),xl(t)1.
3.LeI denote by W"(",,r) the set of points xeRz that approach
x,,h as t-+a, andby W"(xo,) the set df points xeR2 that approach

connected to itself by a homoclinic orbit

x',h as t

) -6 , under the action of the urlperturbed
*= JD,H(x)

flow
(32)

W'(xr,o) is referred as asymptotically stable manifuld for xr,r, and
W'(xo,o) is referred as asymptotically uns'table manifold for xr,o. Denote
(*0,)t {ro,n }.
by 1,".n ={r. n' l* : *oQ),t en}u {ro,n \=W' (*0,)
^Wu
We shall assume that interior of Il,.o is filled with continuous family of

periodic orbits x" (t) of (32) with period To , a el-1,0) and
(t)= xo(t) and
Lig*"
ligT" =*.
When viewed in three-dimensional space R2 xS. the hvoerbolic fixed
point xo., turns to hyperbolic periodic orbit y(t)=6r,r,eG)= a)t * a4) of
the system

* = JD,H(x)

0=a

(33)

and so do W'(xo,) and W" (xr,o) which turn to two-dimensional
asymptotic manifolds W'(y(t)) and Wu (y(t)) which coincide along the
two-dimensional homoclinic manifold

t28

lr<,t=l@,qeRz xslx= xoQ),re Rlu{ro,o *s}.

B. Geometric structure of the perturbed

phase

sp ace.

Here we shall argue that most of the upper structure goes over for
the perturbed system.

*=JD,H(x)+q(x,0,e)

(34)

0:a

Proposition

l. For e sufficiently small the periodic orbit y(t) of (7)

orbit,y"(t)=y(t)+O(e), of Q$ having the same
stability type as y(t), and depending on e in a C2 manner. Moreover,
survives as a periodic

Wi"(y"(t)) and W,i"(y"(t)) of y"(t)
remain also C2 e -close to the local stable and unstable manifolds
Wi"@(t)) and W,i"(f@) of fQ), respectively.
the local stable and unstable manifolds

Remark 1. The concept for local stable and unstable
manifulds becomes clear when one represents the stable and unstable
manifulds of the hyperbolic fixed point (periodic orbit) locally. For
details see [9] or ll0l.
Now, the global stable and unstable manifolds of

w'

(y

(*, o)' Qo;"(y (D)),
"0) = U
"
,<0

w"

(T

{r ,o),@1"@
"(t)))
"(r) = [J
,>0

where we denote by

(x,0)'

y"(t)

are

flow of (34).
Consider the following cross-section of the plane R2 x
^S
@0"

the phase

-l@,q.R'lo=0"|.

@d' is parallel to the x-plane (and coincides

Note that y(t)

^@e'

-

xo,o and

Consider a ftajectory
(x"Q),oQ)),

l,

with the x-plane for 0, =Q).
A@4 = {, = R' l* = xo,h,/ e R}= \,., .
(3s)

of the perturbed.vector field (34). Then its projection onto @d, is given by
(x,1t),0")=w'(r,@)(\w"(r,O). since x,(t) actually depends on e"
(as opposed to x(r), for some solutions (x"(t),O(t) of (34)), the
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perturbed vector field (3a) is non-autondmous, which may result in a
very complicated picture of (35) in @d,, possibly intersecting itself. The
points from the Poincare m?p P, defined as the successive points of
intersection of the solution (x,1t1,eg) wlttr @4, , will be mapped also
onto this curve. It turns out that these points can form very
complicated (non-trivial) sets due to trpnsversal intersection of the
asymptotic manifolds W'(y,Q)\ and W"(f,Q)\. One computable
criterion that assures such dynamics is giVen by:

2.ll9l Suppose

Proposition

that we have

a

point (to,0) = (to,0o)

such that

1. M(7",0o)=0,

^ aMl
2.-l

*0,

ot o
lG.,e.>

where M(to,0,) is the Melnilmv vector
M

(t o,

e.7 =

lou(x,

(r)).g(x, (t),

cot

I 0.,01dt

Then ,'0-6\
and Wu(r,(t)\ intqrsect transversety at
+
O(a),O")
and consequently (rAm the Smale-Birkhoff
l*n(t")
homoclinic theorem) for the map P, there pxists an integer n > |
that Pi has an invariant Cantor set on which it is topologically

,

afull shift of N symbols.
C. Proof of Theorem 1.

conjugate to

Consider equation (28) written id the form
i;r =x2,

i2 =sinx1

+ el-6xz +

f

sin(0

-

xt)],

(36)

0 =v.
Then the following lemma holds:

Lemma

l. For e :0

system (36) contd,ins hyperbolic periodic orbit

u =6,,*,o1ty)=(r

r,o,vt

\

o")eR2

xT1 .

This orbit is connected to itself by a pair of 2ldimensional homoclinic
manifulds given by
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/r..
... -..\ (
(xi(r), x;(t),0(t11=[r 2arcsin(tanh(r

7

-t")),t;;frT,vt

* 0o

\

).e7)

Proof. We easily see that (+ x,0) is a hyperbolic fixed point of
iil =x2, *'=sinxl ,linearizing (36) (for e : 0) about it. A trivial
check gives that (for e:0) (37) in solution of (36). Furthermore,
using asymptotic of (3 7) we obtain that it connects (* n,0,vt + 0.)
to itself. This proves the lemma.
Using Proposition 2 and hyperbolicity of (37), we conclude
that for E + 0, (37) turn
odic, orbit which we
shall shortly denote by
+O(e),vt*0").. fro4
Proposition 2,it follows
manifolds W'(y,*(t)l
and W'\f".*(t)) will inte
nsversely if the corresponding
Melnikov vector
M r(to,0o,6,

=

=

j[-

{-

f ,v) =

66?,,,<,

-, ))'

r{-#-)

+

/sin(vr

.

|

0o

- x,o,*(t - t )b|*1t - t "yfot =

r(a#4lsin(vr

has a simple zero. Furthermore we

+ e"

r 2arcsin(tarhr,-, "rrlr,,

ftx 0 = 0,, whichdefines the cross-

section
@e'

- {(*r,rr,e)le

= 0o €10,2n)\,

and consider the Poincare map P!': @0" +@d, generated by the flow
(36). In order to make the conclusions we pursue about the dynamics of
P:" we need to compute M+(to,0o,6,f ,v). After some algebra we
obtain for M M *(t 0 o, 6, f ,v) = -8d + 2 f sin(vt, + 0
",
")
where

lI,

+ 21 21,

, ?t - sinhz r cos(vr)dt=v -r sinh e
11=
| cosn..
l---:-;-srn(vr)dr,
z
_;

_:cosh-

t

v*nlsinhz
- : ?sinhr
l- --sn\vr)dt =:2 l- - cos(vc)dt
- _lcosh'e
_r*cosh't

Iz

.
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The integrals 4 and 12 are evaluatqd by the methods
The standard calculation gives

I,=
'

D
cosh(n

:

l2)'

of

residues.

and

Hence, for the Melnikov vector M *'We obtain
M *(t

",0o,

d,

f ,v) =-8d +

rf^'l#,

D=

#

,,-l

sin(vr, + 0.)
(38)

Then fulfillment of (3) assures existence of simple zero for

M*(to,9o,5,-f ,v)=0,
and hence transversal intersection of the asymptotically stable manifold
W'(y,,*) and asymptotically unstable manifold W'(y,.*), whereas the

fulfillment of (30) assures existence of simple zero for
M _(t",0o,6, f ,v)=o
and hence transversal intersection of W'(f
and Wu(f",_). Now, from
",_)
Proposition 2 it follows for e > 0 sufficiently small there exists an
integer n > | such that the map P:" has an invariant Cantor set,
subset of the Poincare section @d,, on which the power 1f!.) is
conjugate to a full shift of Nsymbols.
The last implies that high sensitiveness of solution to the
choice of initial conditions, or equivalently deterministic chaos.
5. Conclusion
The analysis shows the following two essential features of the system
considered.

l.

There exists a discrete set of possible stationary stable amplitudes,
which can be approximately determined under certunconditions.
2. There exists a threshold value for the amplitude such that for values
above it the discrete states are stable.
The phenomenon of continuous oscillation excitation with amplitude
belonging to a discrete set of stationary amplitudes has been demonstrated
on the basis of a common model - an oscillator under wave influence. It is
shown that the conditions necessary for the manifestation of this
phenomenon are rcalized in a natural way in an oscillator system interacting
with a continuous electromagnetic wave.
Modeling the system of an oscillating charge under wave influence has
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been considered. It has been shown that the continuous wave with spectral
components, considerably higher than the oscillating charge's natural
frequency, excites charge oscillations with a quasi-natural frequency and
amplitude belonging to a discrete set of the possible stationary amplitudes,
depending only on the initial conditions. The considered model may be used
for phenomenological investigation of plasma particles with electromagnetic
waves interactions and waves in the Earth ionosphere and planetary
magnetospheres.

In fact the main consequence of Theorem 1 is the strong dependence
of the solution of (28) on the choice of initial conditions. The
phenomenon deterministic chaos arises often in the dynamics of the
driven non-linear oscillators. In this regard our result is not surprising.
Anyway, we think that it is useful to present such a condition for the
parameters of the system which guarantees appearance of a Smale
horseshoe like dynamics, since usually the homoclinic bifurcation (due to
a simple zero of the Melnikov vector) is one of the first bifurcations that
occur in the transition from regular to irregular motion for a given
system. We want to emphasis that the homoclinic tangency (predicted
with a good accuracy by the Melnikov analysis), as a rule, implies
formation of a fraclal boundary for the basins of attraction. The last
makes difficult clarifying the global dynamics on specifrc examples.
The other two types of motion, outlined in section 4, are treated by the
means of the averaging theory using a sub-harmonic Melnikov function.
Our results are subject to a forthcoming paper.

I
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ocw-BbJrHoBMoruJr

KATO HEXOMOTEHHO BOruHA ruilIAn/flFilIA
CI,ICTEMA
Bnadawp.,[auzoe, Huonati Epoxun, IlnaueuTpenvee
Perroue

e o6o6uleH MoAeJr Ha ocr[,rJrarop,

HaM4parq ce rroA
qe
BbHIrrHo BbJrHoBo Bb3Aefisrtsr{e. floxasano e,
cucreMu c pa3Jrnrrna t[nsu.recra
IIp4poAa, o6e4rrmanu or ro3rr MoAeJr, npuHaAilexar r(bM no-o6ll[{r K[ac I'rom-

Pasrne4an

nr:6y4nm

caMo-a4amrrBru Al[raMrrHrr c[gr€Mr{tt. Teopemlurono

pa3nrexAalre BKJrrorrBa aHaJrr{3 B ycJroB}IrrTa Ha foJreMr{ }r MarrKr,r ztMrrJrpfiy&r, T.e.
cnyqailTe Ha cwrna *r cna6a HeJrr,rHefuocT Ha cr{cTeMata. C;Itr,,Tlrlxla paTJrex[a

cbnlo HaJrrrilrero Ha aar(a HapeqeHara trol6opa na Cuefin B ,UlrraMr{Kara Ha
qasr[ilIa, Harvfllpa4a ce noA BBAeficrtsr,rsr0 Ha ABe BbJrH]r. Tosr,r npo6.neM r,rpa
ot (pusurara Ha rura3Mara, Ho 4r(bepernganrirtrre ypaBHeHr{r, pa3ilrexAaH}r B
C'rwfrrtraD wMaT v MHoxegrBo Apynr nplrJro)KeHnf, .
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Abstract

A new non-diffusive rnechanism of charged particles acceleration is
considered. The latter is conditioned by the wave-particle interaction in the
resonance of second order that cowesponds to the nonlineqr oscillator excitation
by an externalforce. The calculations show that a leap ofthe acceleratingparticle
can be observed in the process of the resonance interaction, from one potential
well to another that moves with a greater velocity. A sequence of such leaps
through out the separatrix leads to particles acceleration with multiple increasing
of their kinetic energ/. The mechanism of charged particles acceleration under
consideration is realizing when the conditions are fuffilled as follows. For the
charge that has been captured in the potential well of the wave package n-th
harmonics with a frequency an, wave vector Kn and amplitude En, a resonance
of the second order with (n+I)+h harmonics should be fulfilled. The harmonics

phase velocity @n I K, ,s to increase with the increasing of n, i.e.
ar+t / Kn+7 ) o)n / Kn. Ihe regions of the captured particles velocities must adjoin
for neighboring harmonics. The waves amplitudes are sfficiently enough for
nonlinear oscillator excitation and throwing it throughout the separatrix. In this
way, a new mechanism has been found of non-dffisive charged particles
acceleration by a package of electrostatic waves with small butfinite amplitude. A
procedure of parameters selection is formed for the sequence of harmonics in the
paclrnge that take part in the charged particle acceleration process. The effect
under consideration is of interest, particularly, for the problem of cosmic rays
generation and interpretation of origin mechanisms of accelerated particles flows
(of electrons and ions) that are observed in the space plasma.
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1. Problem formulation and basic equations
Let us consider a charge interaction having a mass m with a package

of electrostatic waves consisting (n+1) modes with frequencies a)n)wave
vectors r, and amplitude Er. Considering one-dimensional case, the
equation of the charged particle motion can be presented in the form:
N

ffixtt = qEo sin(rcox,

where

- oot + tt/) *Z4rsin(rrx -

@nt

(l)

+Vn)

V, is the wave phase, on = co(rcn) is determined

by the dispersion
equation. We assume that charge velocity x, is close to the phase velocity
ato lKo in the initial moment of time. For the numerical study it is suitable

to pass over a counting system that moves with velocity
introduce dimensionless time

*=?, *!,
ko

ko'

of

ao I rco and to

t=a)non6nt, An =En / Eo

*)t'',

k, I ko,

(koon - knoo) I koa)non1i,
(2)
where @nontin is bounce-frequency of the oscillations that have been
captured in the potential well. Varying the initial counting point of time we
can make thal tyon. As a result, substituting (2) into Eq.(1) we obtain
finally
d2v
(3)
onontin = (QkoEo I

qn =

ononrin =

;i+siny-}ro,sin(q,y-Q,r+Y,)=f(y,r)

Equation (3) describes the nonlinear oscillator motion in the
potential well U,(y) = (1-cosy) when interacting with the force f (y,r).
=0.5y? +U(y), and 0 <t <2,
the particle that has been captured in the well

If f -- 0, the oscillator energy preserves,

ly"l.Z corresponds to
-/r<y<rr The spectrum E,(k,)

t

that

is considered to be given

determines the wave amplitudes.
Below, a mechanism of charged particle interaction

with waves
will be considered as follows. At the first stage, the force
ft = Atsin(qry - C),r + y,) swings the oscillator in the potential well Liofu)
on the basis of the resonance of the second order, when Q, x 2. The later

package

causes a transition throughout the separatrix E = 2. Further on, the charge is
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captured by the wave Ersin(q,x

-of +W). lt

the second stage, the force
-fr= Arsin(qry-Qrr+tyr) accelerates the charge due to the resonance of
the second order at the frequency C)r. The charge makes a transition
throughout the separatrix into the potential well U, that is created by a
wave moving with a phase velocity

,f) = ,r l kr. There upon a capture by

the wave 2 occurs (the wave 2 moves with phase velocity

of a, I kr), and so

of v[") = aN lk, . Thus, we conside r a package
in which the phase velocity v$*) increases when the number n increases
while the charged particle acceleration by velocity is
Lr, =(ar lk*)-(tr,to). In the case of electronic Lengmuir's waves in
on, up to the phase velocity

the plasma without magnetic field, the dispersion equation has the form:
o'(k) = a'o"(l+3k'r]), where ao" is the electron Lengmuir's frequency,
ro

=(11*"r'o")t'' is the Debay radius.

Hence,

for the elementary

Lengmuir waves the phase velocity increases when the vector k decreases.
Taking into account this circumstance, further on we carr, e.g., assume that
k* = ko +nLk, where Lk =@* -k)l n <0. Then, QN:l+nLq,

Lq:(q*-0rr.
As we have already mentioned above, in the mechanism of charge
acceleration under consideration the charge energy increasing is due: i) to
the growing of its oscillations in the potential well (/" on the account of
second order resonance with the mode (N+l), ii) to the transition throughout
the separatrix and iii) to the capture into the potential well f/"*, . Further on
the process repeats. For securing the process to be uninterrupted and cyclic
it is necessary to have mating of the particles velocities intervals that are
captured by neighbouring modes n and n+l.The necessary condition could
be obtained by the way as follows. Let e, are some numbers from the
interval (0,1), i.e. 01t, < 1. The particle that has been captured in the
potential well of the mode n, when crossing the separatrix in the well (J^

will have a velocity (n, t n,)+z(,1,1 n,)t''. This velocity

should

correspond to the particle velocity that has been captured by the (n+1) mode

(Q,*r l q,*r)-2en*r(An*, / n,*r)t''. Hence, when choosing the mode
parameters it is necessary to have in mind the condition of the mating of the
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captured charges velocities intervals,

(n,, ,,)+z(,1,1 u,)''" (o,*, r q,*r)-2e,*r(A,*r r n,*r)'''
Evon, for exciting the particles oscillations by (n+1)

(4)

mode

-

particles that has been captured into a potential well (J, - it is necessary to
ensure a second - order resonance. i.e. to satisfu the condition

o,*r -

n,T<2JqA

(5)

at the frequency of the (n+1) mode in a system of coordinates that moves
with phase velocity Cl,l q, and also at the bounce - frequency of particles
oscillations captured in the potential weII U,.
Besides the conditions (4) and (5) let determine the amplitttde A,
choice. First of all we notiff that usually the amplitudes E(/r) change
considerably at Lk - k for an sufficiently wide wave spectrum. In the case
under consideration Ln - I is connected with a lower change of the wave
vector Lk << k.That is why A, could be regarded to be a slowly changing

functions of the mode number n, i.e. lU,*,- A^l<<1,41. o"p.nding on the
conditions of wave package generation, An could decrease as well as
increase when increasing n. Here we will study the case of An decreasing
when increasing n. The rate of A, decreasing is determined by the number
of modes that take part in the charged particles acceleration as the minimum
A" will not ensure yet enough exciting of the nonlinear oscillator in the
condition ofthe second order resonance.
The last question left is the choice of the mode phases Y, . Below,
they have been chosen by an experimental way from the interval (-n,r) .
But we should notice that, accordingly to the calculations made for each
mode n,there exist several subintervals of favorable phase Y, thal further
charges acceleration.

Numerical study of charge acceleration by wave packages
In the course of numerical study of Eq.(3), the starting point was the
consideration of the influence on the oscillator y(r) with two modes n : I
and n : 2 having parameters as follows:
At=0.8, q, =0.85, C)r =1.87, Yr=n14, {2rlqrx2.2
(6)
Az=0.6, qr=0.65, Qz :3.08, Yr:n12, Qrlq, x4.738
The initial conditions for the oscillator v have been taken to be
2.
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y(0):

y(0) = 0. The calculations have showed that the mode I, exciting
the oscillator due to the second order resonance, throws it away from the
potential well Uo. We have an analTrtical approximation for the average
position (y(r)) in the time period r < 380 presented in the form:

(y(r))=722+2.2(r-342). This corresponds to the capture of the particle
by the mode 1, i.e. into the potential well U, (y,c). Further on, the particle
is captured by the mode 2 and the averaged by the fast oscillations charge
position is described by an approximation as follows:
(y(r)) = 703.25 + 4.7384(r - 3s6), where r e (380,1700)
Taking into account the dispersion, in the onset of the mentioned
interval by r it *ar l{l(") - < y(c) tl O.a while by the end r - 1700 the
=
oscillation amplitude in the potential well (J, was decreased down to the
.

tevel l("r,- < / >l <0.26 .
Afterwards, taking into account the mode 3, the Eq.(3) became to be
char actedzed with parameters

A.=0.5, qr=0.55, O: =3.855, Y, =23n180, {2r1qrx7.009.
I and 2. The calculations have
confirmed the acceleration scenario presented above: gaining energy in the
potential wells [/, ,Ut,U2, thereafter charge is captured by the mode 3. For
r > 936 its average position can be determined by an approximation as
Parameters (6) have been used for the modes

follows: (y(r))=2026.23+7.009(r-947). At r>1274 the amplitude of
frequency deviation in the potential well, created by the mode 3, is not
large:

lj(d-

<

y(r) tla

O.S. The diagrampresented in

Fig. I illustrates the

y(z) when acting with three modes having parameters
above and at the interval r <2600. The character of charge

charge position

indicated
oscillations after its caption by the mode 3 is shown in Fig 2. The phase
plane (y,p), where p =

#,is

presented in Fig. 3 for the interval

t <200

and in the Fig .4 - for the end of the calculations interval r .(1100,2000) .
The method of wave parameters selection that has been described
above convincingly demonstrates the possibility of increasing of the mode
number that take part in the process of charged particles acceleration and
furthers increasing of accelerated charges energy. In the following paper we
intend to analyze a non-diffusive acceleration by apackage of ten modes.
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3. Conclusion
The results of the analysis presented can be summarized as follows. A
mechanism has been proposed of 4on-diffusive charged particles
acceleration with a package of electrostatic waves. The mechanism is
caused by a process of growing oscillatiQns of the particle that has been
captured into the potential well. The latter is due to the second order
resonance at the neighbor mode that has a larger phase velocity with a
transition throughout the separatrix, and particle capturing by another wave.
The process described repeats cyclicly so hs the consequence ofresonance
interactions to correspond to the ever incrgasing waves phase velocities. A
method is formulated of selecting paramgters of the wave sequence that
realizes the acceleration mechanism described above. Supporting numerical
calculations have been made. The developed method for analysis allows
adding by a simple enough way new modes to the rest and in this way increasing the charged particles energy. For the mechanism under
consideration the nonlinearity of dispersiotr equation at(n) is of a principle
importance.
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HEAT,TOy3I4OHEH MEXAHI,T3bM HA yCKOPflBAHE
HA 3APEAEHI4 IIACTI,IIII4 IIOA AEfrCTBI,IE HA
EJIEKTPOCTATI,IqEH BbJIHOB IIAKE T
Bnaduuup,[auzoe, Hurconail Epoxuu, H. 3ontuuxoea, Ifnaueu Tpeuuee
PesroMe

Pasrne4an e HoB MexaHI{3bM sa uegu(py3l{oHHo ycKoptBaHe Ha
3apeAeHlr qacrr,rqu or [aKer eJreKTpocrartrqnu BIJIHI{, o6ycnoren or
nsauruo4eficrBlrero BbrHa-qacrlrla rrplr pe3oHaHc or BTop]r peA,
cborBercrBarrl Ha rre6yxganero Ha nenunefinll ocqr,rJrarop or BbHIrrHa
cvra. C qr{cJreHr{ flpecMrraufifl e rroKa3aHo, qe B rrpoqeca Ha
pe3oHaHcnoro B3afiMo,qeficrsrre ce iloryqaBa rlpexBbprrtHe Ha
ycKoprBaHaTa s.acTvrrla oT eAHa TIoTeHIIHaJIHa tMa B APYfa, ABI,IXeqa
ce c no-roJrrMa cKopocr. flopeilril\ara or raKI,IBa rlpexBbpJrtHl,It flpe3

ceilaparpkrcara AolplrHacr

3a ycKoptBaHero Ha sapflI'fiTe c

MHoroKparHo yBerilqeHfie Ha rsxnara KI{HerI,IqHa eHeprut. Tosu
MexaHr{3bM 3a ycKoptBaHe Ha 3apeAeHLITe rIacTI,Iq[ ce peaJll,I3vpa npv
lr3rrbJrHeHr{e Ha cJreAHr{Te ycnoBl,Ifl. Aro 3aptAbr e rlprrxBaHar B
TIoTeHIIIIaJIHATA flM.A HA n - HaTa XapMoHUtIHa oT BbJrHoBng. rraKer c
qecrora an, Br.IrlaoB BeKTop Kn kr aurrJrrry4a En, cJreABa Aa ce pealil4gvpa
pe3oHaHc or BTop[ peA c (n+ 1) -sa xapMoHutlHa. @agosara cKopocr Ha
xapMoHurrnara atrlk, cJreABa Aa la.apacrBa c yBeJruqeHl,Iero Ha lr, T.e.
a)na1/Kna1 )alrlkn. 3a cbceAHI{Te xapMoH[tIHI{ o6xsarute Ha
cropocruTe Ha rrpr{xBaHar}rre qacrur\n rpr'6ya qacruqHo Ia ce
lperroKpr{Bar. Aruunnry,qr,rre Ha BbJrHure cJreABa Aa ca,qocrarbqHu sa
nrs6yx4ane Ha ocrluJraropa u rrpexBbpJltHe Ha 3ape,qeHara qacrulla [pe3
ceilaparpucara. flo4po6uo e ofrlrcaH To3I,I HoB MexaHHgbM Ha
ne4u(pysuoHuo ycKop.f,BaHe Ha saps.Arr or flaKerlr eJleKTpocraruv.ukr
BbJrHr{ c MaJrKa, no rpafina aMrrn}rryAa. Ooprrayuupana e lpoqeAypa 3a
or6op Ha rrapaMerplrre 3a peAlrqara or xapMoHutIHI,I B IraKera,
) racrBarrlu [p]r ycroprBaHero Ha 3apeAeHHTe qacrullu. [aaeuutr e(perr
rrpeAcraBJrflBa rrHTepec, B qacrHocr, rrpu peruaBane Ha npo6neua sa
reHepaqr{rTa Ha KocM}rqecKr,r Jrbqrr u [pu l4HTep[peTa\rLflTa Ha
MexaHlrsMHTe Ha upor,r3xoA Ha frorolln ycKopeHLI rlacr]rq[ (enerrponu ra
fionn), na6nrcAanaHr,r B KocM[qecKara rrJra3Ma.
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MODEL OF RISK ASSESSMENT
UNDER BALLISTIC STATISTICAL TESTS
[van Gabrovski, Juliana Karaknneva
Defence Advanced Resesrch Institute
" Rakovski" Defence and Staff College

Abstract
The material presents the application 0f a mathematical method for risk
assessment under statistical determination of tfue ballistic limits of the protection
equipment. The authors have implemented a mathematical model based on
Pierson's criteria. The software accomplishment of the model allows to evaluate
the V50 indicator and to a,s.se.r.s the statistical hypothesis' reliability. The results
supply the specialists with information about the intervql valuations of the
probability determined during the testing proces,s.

Introduction
Creating effective personal protection tools against ballistic threats is
life value. Work in this area is ongoing,
performed by both the manufacturers of body afinour and the researchers
who provide scientifically-grounded solutions for individual armour quality
an important task because of human

assessment.

Accounting for the fact that therp is no tool ensuring 100 %
protection, conventional approaches aim to provide probabilistic estimations
of life-important organs' protection, evaluating risk degree.
In the military, the V50 ballistic test is used, which is the
internationally recognised standard to assess the fragmentation resistance of
personal protection, particularly hard armqur, helmet, and vest. The V50
testing identifies experimentally the velopity at which a bullet has 50
percent chance of penetrating the test objecti
'Ihe V50 ballistic limit velocity for rnaterial is defined as the velocity
at which the probability of penetrating the chosen projectiles is exactly 0.5

(srANAG 2e20lrl).
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Using the Up and Down firing method, the first round shall be
loaded with the amount of propellant calculated to give a projectile a
velocity equivalent to the estimated V50ballistic limit for armour.
After a number of projectile have been fired, V50 is calculated as the
average of the velocities recorded for six fair impacts consisting of the three
lowest velocities for complete penehation and the three highest velocities
for partial penetration, provided the spread is not gteater than 40 m/s.
Many body armour manufacturers uso a modified form of the
military V50 testing as a design tool to develop and assess new body afinour
products. This test identified the velocity at which specific projectile has 50percent chance ofpenetrating the armour which is being tested.
The V50 ballistic limit testing allows producers to evaluate various
designs against one another to optimize theh characteristics for a specific
type of body afinour. A trend has emerged in which manufacturers publish
test data and also put V50 test information on the labels of some of their
body armour.
The V50 ballistic limit testing is a useful and informative statistical
tool to evaluate certain annour characteristics at the armour's design phase,
and to evaluate almour degradation over time.
Formulation of the research
Determining the probability characteristics of personal protection
means calls for elaboration of research methodology to raise information
reliability. Moreover, it is necessary to choose suitable methods for data
processing to allow evaluate the risk level of the taken decisions.
Except for V50, the following characteristics of body annour are
used in practice:

- Vnoballistic limit - the velocity under which a bullet definitely (100
doesn't penetrate the test object;
- Voballistic limit - the velocity over which a bullet definitely (100
%o) penetrates the test object.
The above characteristics are determined by the experiment of firing
o/o)

according to the "IJp-Down" method. This method involves a set of
experiments at which the velocity is decreased upon penetrating the test
object and alternatively - the velocity is increased upon non-penetrating the
test object. The attempts are made within a bracket of velocity interval
covering the three areas - area of non-penetrating (np), area of penetrating
(p) and area of mixed results.
In the introduction we examined the model of V50 determining,
according to USA standard. Inl2f, the authors show a probability-statistical

t4s

model based on the frequencies of penetrating andnon-penetrating attempts,
and their distribution depending on velocity.
The initial data are several pairs of
velocities and obtained
results for (np) and(7t) values. We evaluate the cumulative frequencies:
ll\7 fl121 t7137 '..1 llln

firi

7

relevant to the event "non- penetratilrg" at velocities greater than
respectively:
11e 12s 13e... t Vnt

where v,

, i: f , .,.,tr ate the middle points of

equal-width

velocity range subintervals during the experiment. This rcnga is determined
according to the above-described approach.
By analogy, the cumulative frequencies are evaluated:

kl, k2, k3,..., k,,
relevant

to the event

"penetrating"

at

velocities less than

respectively:
Vl) Y2113e,.,, Vn.

For statistics:

M: {mtt fti22 r7t3,..., ffin} andK: { k,

kz, k3,...,

kn\, we define the smoothed probabilify distributions, respectively P^(x)
and Po(.r) , corresponding to normal distribution. The probability P^(x) is
related with the "nonpenetrating" event when the velocities f ) x, and the
probability Po@) is related with the "penetrating" event when the
velocities ( < x.
Thereby V50 is defined as the value xj for which:
P*(x) : Po(x).
Under the above-formulated conditions, the authors develop the
probability model and determine the approximated probability distributions
[3]. Based on data from real experiments they evaluate quintiles through
linear regression equations and draw up the distribution image for {(x) and
Po@)within the range of the velocity

u.

Determination of risk level under the probabilistic-statistical
estimations
The previous research continues in this paper with the objective to
veriff the statistical hypothesis for conforming with the normal distribution
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law after the Pearson's criterion - 72 and determining the

confidence

intervals of the penetration probability.
A Basic Statistical Method in Hypothesis Testing
The verification of the hypothesis is made separately for the cases of
non-penetrating and penetrating firing. Below is given the method which
describes the first case.
We evaluate the frequencies of non-penefiatrngattempts:
f, : ffii - ffii_t ga i: 1,2,...,n, where ffio:0.
According to the probabilistic model, the next estimations are
the mean x and variance s of velocity, concerning the event "nonpenetrating":

*=

*Zu,f,,
i=l

s2

:

n

L*rZf,O,
i=l

-i)'

.

The theoretical probabilities Pr, Pz, P2,..., Pn of

random

variables

',s-vr-x

0:

are

-

p, =lF(t,)-F(t,_r)

for i:1,2,3,...,n

|

and

pr= F(tr).

The statisticsT'
ilu'

,

sr

tr

fr

rp,

7t-: > ---:--r.
(1)

where

r,lr = f,

and

g
r=
/)ri

,

t=1

feature s Pearson distribution:

p(r'> zil = -,-, f
,
z

.
1*+-'"-t*
r('2 ^')

,

ia

(2)

and

f(z) = [e-"2'-tdz

is a well known gamma function.
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This test based on statistics 7" is called chi-square test. The
hypothesis' examination comprises the following steps:
o
Choosing level of importanbe qo/o, for example q :

following (1) evaluati ng Z;, such that P(72

5, and

, I) :
ffi;

o
Calculating the value of 72 according to (2);
o
There are two cases fot 72
t) f' , Zl i.e. we get into the qritical region and therefore, the
:

non-conformity between the observed resl,rlts and theoretical distribution
data is considerable, so, the hypothesis is rejected, or
2) f' < f', i.e. the non-conformily is not considerable and the
hypothesis is accepted.

Determination of the conftdence intervals of unknown probability
The determination of the confidence interval of unknown probability
concerning the event "non-penetrating", for example at the interval

.

1v,

h
h.
- ,,vt + ) for ri

"non-penetrating"

firings and ni

implemented shots during this interval, under confidence level
2 a, is carried out as follows:

common

of atleast

l-

o
Evaluating the root F,,o of equation:
sn,,,(F,,o)=o
,where

cl,p'(l - p)"'-t u ci =
j=0

s,,,,(P) = I

o
Evaluatinge
Jn,r,\Prp)=a
dl

/

the

root p,,o of equation:

>

c I,p '(1

interval p,,o
probability p of the event

,where

- p)n'-'

Then the

.
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it(n- j)t.'

\

s',,,,(p) =

(v,

nl

covers the unknown
"non-penetrating"

h
h.
-t,u, + f ) under confidence level l-2 a

.

within the

interval

Software instrument
Characteristic of the application software
Based on the probabilistic statistical method, the authors coded a
software application. It is a Windows Forms style application and works
under .NET Framework (Fig. 1). The software environment is MS Visual
Studio .NET andthe language in which it was coded is C#. The application's
implementation under .NET has several advantages compared to the old
Windows style (COM) applications.
First, the whole information about the application and the
components used by it is saved in configuration files. These files use XML
syntax to save hierarchical data which makes them more flexible than the
old.ini files.
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The other advantage is the object-oriented approach. In contrast to
COM, .NET Framework is designed under the inheritance concept. All
objects of the .NET Framework form a single-root hierarchy, the class
System.Object to which all other classes are successors. These classes ensure

functionality

in all possible areas, including user interface,

data access,
security, Internet programming, communications between devices, etc.
And third, .NET provides a solution for the version problem. The
particular components of the application are saved in an application
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directory, or in its sub-directory. Differenl applications can use different
versions of the components because they are saved in different directories.
Each component of the global cash is saved in a separate subdirectory and
different versions of the same component can exist simultaneously on the
same computer device. Each application coded under a given component
version continues working correctly even when the user installs a new (or
older) version of this component.
Working with database
All data of the estimation model are saved into a database, the
Microsoft Access.
The System.Data classes build the part of the .NET Framework
known as ADO.NEZ for working with the database (DB). ADO.NET use
.NET controlled data providers. The application uses read-only data
operation mode. This mode consists in the following:
a connection to the database is opened, a block of data is
supplied and saved in the application, the client, then the connection is
closed to discharge the server resources;
the data arc processed: values are modified, new records are
added, existing records are deleted;
the connection is opened againand local dataare harmonized
with source data, then, the connection is closed again.
The key of data accoss is an object of the class DataAdapter, which
works as a connector between DataSet and the actual source of data. The
pulpose of DataAdapter is to fill one or more DataTable objects with data,
so that the application might close the connection and operate thereon
without connection.
Coding the programs, the authors have made the optimistic
assumption that under multi-user mode collisions will be occasional, i.e.,
most likely the application will work on the client workstation with client
database. For the cases when the database is on the server and many users
work with, ways to prevent collisions have been provided.
The program provides user interface to introduce data and functions,
to process the results from experiments, and to present output results in the
form of histograms and documents.
Besides the previous research of the authors, namely determining
V50 ballistic limits of body armour (Fig. 2), the software instrument
presents specified-above characteristics. The results are evaluated based on
the given algorithm and relevant program module. According to the above1s0

procedure, the calculations yield the values of

I' - crucial, It

of "non-

penetrating" andi62 of "penetrating' shots:(FiS.2), The output report shows
whether the hypothesis is accepted or rejected (Fig. 3).
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The results are saved and, where needed, the user can obtain
comparative graphics and print reports in different formats (Fig. a).

Conclusions
The authors' efforts are focused on the creation of mathematical
model and procedure to estimate the basic characteristics of body protection
arnours. The application of probabilistic-statistical approach provides to
make much estimation based on real experiments with helmets and
armoured vests. The developed software application is a very useful tool in
this process. The obtained results confonn to the theoretical hypothesis.
This assumed approbation manner conflrms the approach's correctness and
validates the chosen method.
The presented product furnishes the responsible agency with an
effective tool to estimate body armours characteristics during ballistic tests.
Moreover, the software instrument, which is based on modern computer
technology, can be used in the research and manufacture of new protection
equipment.
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MOAEJII,IPAHE HA OUEHKATA HA PI4CKA TIPI,I
O TIPEAE JTfl HE HA EAJII4C TAqHI,ITE TIO KA3ATE JII,I
HA CPEAC TB ATA 3A I,IHII,IBI,IAYAJIHA 3AIIII4 TA
I,Ieau fa6poecxu, Ionunua Kapaxtueea
Pegropre

B uarepuana e npeAcraBeHo nplrJroxeHr{ero Ha MareMaruqecKu MoAeJr 3a
oIIeHKa Ha pl,rcKa rrprr crarr.rcruqecKo oqpeAeJrrHe sa 6alltucruqHr{re IpaHrrrIH Ha
3alqr,rrHoro o6opygraue. Arropure ca cr,sryaJrvr MareMarr{rrecxlr Mo.qen ua 6asara
Ha Kpr.rrepur.rre Ha flurpcru. Co(fryepuara peurvsa\ufl Ha MoAeJra AaBa
Bb3MoxHocr Aa ce vrgqtaclrvr rroKa3areJrrr V50 v Aa ce oqeHrr HaAexAHocrra Ha
crarr{cruqecKara xulloresa. Pesynrarr{Te AaBar Ha cfreqrraJrvrcrvrre un(foprvraqna
3a orIeHKaTa Ha r,rHTepBaJrr{Te Ha Bepo{THocTTa, olpeAeneHrr B rrpoqeca Ha
TECTBAHETO.
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A METHOD OF' PHASE.MANIPULATED
COMPLEMENTARY SIGNALS APPLICATION
IN SPACECRAFT.BASED RADARS
Borislav Bedzhev, Zhaneta Tasheva, Rosen Bogdanov
National Military University, Faculty of Artillery,
Air-Defence and Communication and Information Systems
Abstract
The radar imagery, realized by means of synthetic aperture radars (SAR{
is very important in the exploring of planet, satellite and comet surfaces. The
most valuable feature of the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the SAR signals is
the level of their side lobes, because they determine the dynamic diapason of the
image and the possibility to discover small objects. With regard to this, our paper
suggests a method for applying in spacecraft-based SARs the so named
generalized complementary signals, which ACF does not have any sideJobes. It
uses the polarization features of the electromagnetic waves.

Key lfiords : Synthetic ap er tur e r adar s, ideal auto c orr
generaliz ed complementary signals.

el

ation function,

1. Introduction
The radar imagery is very important in the exploring of planet,
satellite and comet surfaces U, 21. It may be sketched as follows. The
transmitter of the spacecraft-based radar sends electromagnetic signals. The
examined objects reflect the signals, producing so named echo-signals. They
are the input to the radar receiver. Mostly, in order to maximize the ratio
"signal/noise", the receiver is constructed as a filter, matched to the sent
signals. In this case the receiver output is the autocorrelation function
(ACF) of the sent signals. This is clarified on Fig. 1, where a radar signal is
depicted (Fig. la). The duration of the signal is f, but it is separated in
sub-signals (or "elementary signals") with duration re (i.e. n : T i rs) and
different carrier frequency. This technique is named "discrete frequency
shift-keying" (DFSK).It allows obtaining a different echo-signal from every
r54
11

"reflected point" of the object. Commonly, the receiver output, produced of
a single point echo, is characteized by a main peak V and a sequence of
side-lobes with maximal amplitude Vmax, as shown on Fig. lb. At the end,
Ihe radar receiver output signals are sampled and processed, which lead to
extracting of the object image [3].

vou(t)
c)

Fig. I Processing of radar signals

In general, the above described technique of complex radar signals
usage guarantees simultaneously large performance range (provided by the
aggregated power of elementary signals) and high distance resolution
(defined by rg) of the spacecraft-based synthetic aperture radars (SARs).
Unfortunately, the real objects comprise more than one reflected
points. As a result, the echo-signals of all reflected points interfere, as
depicted in Fig. lc. In this situation is hard to obtain a detailed object image,
because the side-lobes of more power signals mask the main peaks of the
weak signals.

With regard to this, our paper aims to suggest a method for applying
of so named generalized complementary signals, which ACF does not have
any side-lobes. It uses the polarization features of the electromagnetic
waves.
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2. A Method of Phase Manipulated Complementary Signals
Applying in Spacecraft-based Radars
It is known l4l Ihat discrete phase and frequency modulated signals
may be presented as the realpart of the complex-valued firnction:

(l)

v(tl=

where I : v-T1'

ilr r.o|rrep.rarplzn(Jo + Iitlltro$- jtsl,

j=l

Uj is the

amplitude

of the j8

elementary

irnpulse y:1,2,...,r1; /o is the carrier frequency; {ls/2,-,/<<\ are real

time functions, which expresses the frequency modulation;
{@ j;0 < e j < 2x; j = 1,2, ...nJ is the set of numbers, describing the phase
modulation and:

(2)

uo(r)={^ 1'-iir l*srg
[0, rf t <0, or t]tg

To maximize the transmitter efficiency and to simpliff the practical
realization of the process of signal receiving, the so-named uniform signals
with r0: const; Uj : const; j :1,2,...,n;; 0j e {(2nl) Im; I :O,I,...,m 1)are most widely applied.
In this case and if only discrete phase shift keying (DPSK) is applied,
the signal is named "discrete phase manipulated (PM) signal". It can be
comprehensively described by the sequence {Q)}'=\ of normalized
complex amplitudes of elementary signals [41:
(i.fetrp(2rdl I m\il =0,1,..., m-ll .
CUI=expG/

(3)

i\

As above mentioned, the signals, which ACF has close-to-zero level

of the side-lobes, are the most attractive for implementation in spacecraft
based S,4Rs. With regard, in the rest part of the paper our attention shall be
focused on the so-named generulized complementary signals, which ACF is
free of any side-lobes. It is known that a single radar signal does not have
non-periodical ACF with zero level of the side-lobes. Moreover, the
classes of single uniform discrete radar signals with small level of their
sidelobes seem to be very rare. Due to this reason, Golay introduced [5]
the so-named complementary series (or signals (CSs)). They are a pair of
two uniform binary phase manipulated signals, which aggregated nonperiodical ACF is similar to a delta pulse.
It is necessary to emphasize, thal Golay's definition of CSs is not
useful in some important cases. This situation has motivated some
theoreticians to extend the classical definition as follows I6,7,81.
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Definition lz The set of p sequences (PM signals), which elements
are complex numbers, belonging to the multiplicative group of the m-th
(m>2) roots of unity:

(4)

th(illlatAz = liz( uflnfa;--Ae = lirh)llP4t;
€*A e {exp(2d I n);l = 0J,..., n* - U; t = r2,..., g.
[-4 =

are a set of generalized complementary signals (GCC| if and only if their
aggregated ACF has an ideal shape, similar to delta impulse:

(5) R"(r) =

E* o,n

=

{'; ^i, : :. Jri:,,Jfi

:

In (5) the non-periodical ACF R^, (r) are defined with the well
known formula [ 4]:

*l4I -<'-l)srs0
(6)

+t), o 3r 9t-1.
l=l
Consequently, Golay's codes are a particular case of the GCCs,
when p : 2, m : 2. The CCs and GCCs are unique among aII PM signals
with their following features:
- their aggregated ACFhas an ideal shape, similar to a delta pulse;
- if a pair of GCCs, consisting 4 elements, is known, then it is easy to
create an infinite set of pairs with unlimited codeJength.
It ought to emphasize that the most type uniform PM signals with
close to ideal ACF have limited code-length. For instance, Barker codes
exist only for q < 13, if 11 is an odd integer.
With regard to the GCCs positive features, they are studied very
intensively and a quick reference showed more than 200 conference reports
andmagazine articles, related to this theme, during the past ten years.
The natural question, which arises from Definition l, is "How can be
implemented the GCCs in a real communication system?". The most

obvious answer is the usage of p different frequency carriers
.ffr,k: 1,2,...,p, phase manipulated according to the sequences

:

l,2,...,p.Unfortunately, this is not the best approach, when the
communication system is a spacecraft-based S,4R. This conclusion will be
clarified with following example. Suppose that spacecraft-based SIR
exploits GCCs with p :2 and the transmitter radiates simultaneously two
uniform PM signals with carriers lj, 12, manipulated according to the
sequences A\, Aj . As a result of so-named Doppler effect, the carrierc f"^

Ak,k
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of echo-signals will be:

(?)

feh =

f*(t-ZYntc),
fr#*
t l+Vplc 'r\

k= 1,2,

where V% is the radial velocity of the spacegraft relatively to the object and
c is the velocity of the electromagnetic waves propagation. If the explored
object is on the earth surface, then Zn must be at least 27 360 km/h. Then
the difference A/ W\ - l"zl will be too significant and it may lead to
irreparable phase distortions between the cornponents of the GCCs.
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Fig. 2 Method of GCCs applying in spacecraft-based

S,4Rs

Due to above reason in the rest part of our report we shall prove a
more appropriate approach to GCCs implementation in spacecraft-based
S,4Rs. Namely, we propose the two uniform PM signals, composing a pair
of GCCs, to be transmitted on one frequency carrier /o simultaneously but
by means of different types of polarization. Let the horizontal and the

vertical polarized PM: signals be described with the sequences
A - tPUyfji-i anc* ^2 {n(D /:i respectively. Then the signals,
reflected by an object point, will be S", & respectively. The reflected
signals are connected with transmitted signals by following matrix equation:

/'\
\-' ts'il illl ;;ilili;il'n4=tfil f,n'

tttt

lt

llsz

il=l

ll

I

where the complex valued matrix lDl is the so-named "polarization matrix
of the target scattering". Its entries depend on physical features of the
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object, its orientation and position relatively to the radar and canier
frequency of transmitted signals. When these parameters are constant, then
the entries of the matrix WOW are constants also and more over 917 :7)?i.
Accounting bhat the size of a single reflected point is small, it may be
concluded that Dj j rn Dzz' Consequently, the matrix jJDjj can be presented
in the form:

(e)
where Du

: Dzz:*ii

Ort'o\)

: (#2Ift\) :

o2-

As above stated, the main obstacle for GCCs

practical

implementation by means of polarized electromagnetic waves is the factthat
every echo-wave comprises the both horizontal and vertical polarized
components. Due to this reason, we propose the method of signal
processing, shown on Fig. 2. We shall explain it using the following
notation. Let {(9')}aJ be the sequence of normalized complex amplitudes
of elementary signals, composing an arbitrary complex signal. As
mentioned, the result of processing of this signal by its matched filter will

be the ACF of the signal.

It

may be presented with the following

pollmomial:

(10) P(r): F(r).r r(r-l; .

Here:
(1

r)

FE

Gl : €(alro-l

+ (@

*tl^{-z

+ ... +

€(2lr +(O),

EDfi..:'4<t-tl is the so- named,,Han polynomial,',
corresponding

to the

sequence is the polynomial:

(12) {tr{l :(t(nlx{a-l) +f r(z-l)*{a-2) +...+6*o),
the coefficients of the polynomial P(x) are:
p r:R"(k) ; K : - (n)) - (n- 2),... -\,b.X: .,n-2, n-\,
and the values Rr(k) of the ACF are computed according to (6).
Accounting the above notation, (8) and (9), the outputs of matched
filters, shown on Fig. 2,may be expressedby following polynomials:

ts9

Pr11trl=

(r3)

&t&(r} + *2.Po(r[

$ {"{ }

Pq{xl= frr[4, ( xl + k2.Fr(s)l.lt,

r*@l=
Ppt

frr

[fr2

4 ("-r il ;

4 (x) + 4, (r)t$ ("-r );

(xl = h1fh2.Fp(r) + Fq(r)l

.tt+{r$-ll.

In (13) k, is a special coefficient, brought into the scheme by means
of two directed attenuators. Now it is easy to see, that if attenuators on Fig.2
are regulated to obtain kr: k2, then:

8-r(r)
(14)

--

Pp{xl- Pr7$l+P4"(r)- P*(rl=

\{fF1r{gdt" -r I + Fr(xlFir(" -r X - */ -1ro6r|('-r) + FoGlFi(*-r[] = *r Jn0 - *11.
=

Formula (14) shows that the method of GCCs usage, depicted on
Fig. 2, preserves the cancellation of the ACF side-lobes, despite of the
harmful presence of cross-reflected signals. The signal power losses depend
on the relative coefficient of the cross-polarized reflection kz.
3. Conclusions
The method of GCCs applying in spacecraft-based radars, presented
above, preserves the positive features of the GCCs, especially the
cancellation of the ACF side-lobes, despite of the harmful presence of crossreflected signals. This result is reached by small losses of signal power,
because mostly kz < 20Vo and hence (I - q > 96yo.
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METOA 3A TIPIIJIATAHE
IIA OA3 OB O MAHI,IITYJII,IPAHI,I
KO MTIJIEMEHTAPHI{ CIII HAJII4
B KOCMIITIECKI,ITE
PMI,IOJIOKAIIUOHIII{ CTIC TEMI,I
Eopucnae Eedcrcee, )Kauema Tauteea, Poceu Eozdauoe
PecrcDre

flony.rananero Ha paltapnur

l43o6pa)KeHvIs.

Ha rloBbpxHocrra

Ha

IrJraHeTlrTe, crISTHI{II}rTe }r KOMeTnre e BaxeH MoMeHT np}r TtrxHoTo
[3yqaBaHe. B rogn llpoqec Hafi-BDKHoro cBoftcrBo Ha aBToKopeJraq[oHHara

(fynrqua (AKO) Ha paAlroJroKallrrouHl4re cvrHaJrlr e HI,IBoro

Ha

crpaHr,rrrHr{Te Jrucrr{ Ha AKO, 3arrloro ro olpe,qeJrfl Ar{HaMrttlHvrs. ALrana3old
Ha lr3o6paxeHr{ero }r Bb3MoxHocrra 3a orKp}rBahe Ha MaJropa3MepHI{
o6errra. flo rasu [plrqr{Ha B crailvflTa ce o6ocHoBaBa MeroA 3a r{3rroJl3BaHe
Ha raKa HapeqeHure o6o6qeru,r KoMTIJIeMeHTapHI,I crlrHaJrlr (OKC), ql{tro
cwapHa AKO HflMa crpaHvrtnpt lfircrn MeroAlr ce xapaKTepxsvpa c roBa,
qe 3anasBa rleHHlrre cBoficrBa Ha oKC Bb[peKr{ eferra Ha KpscrocaHo
[oJrrp[r3arlr{oHHo oTpaxeHHe Ha pa[apHr4Te cvlrldiarnr. TosI{ rroJroxl{TeJreH
pe3yJrTaT ce rrocrr{ra TexHurrecKlll rrpocTo r4 c MI{HuMaJrHr4 garydu Ha

eHeprurl Ha exo - cI{rHaJrI{Te.
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CHRONICLE
F'IRST SCIENTIF'IC CONF'ERENCE
,,SPACE, ECOLOGY, SAFETY'
Garo Mardirossisn
Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

From 10 to 13 June, 2005, at the Rest House of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences, Town of Varna, the First Scientific Conference with
Internation aI P arttcipation SPACE, ECOLOGY, SAFETY (SES' 2005) took
place. It was organized by the Space Research Institute of the BAS and the
Bulgarian Astronautical Federation. Over 3 days, more than 90 scientific
reports were presented, distributed into 9 sections Space Physics and
Astronomy, Aerospace Equipment and Technologies, Remote Sensing and
Geoinformation Systems,

-

Ecology and
Management,

Materials Science,
Medicine and Biology,

and Warcraft,

Education.

A

Risk
Space
Space
Space
Space

special session

called ,,Small Balkan
Satellite - BalkanSat" was

organized. The presentation
was both oral andposter.

The nearly

one

hundred participants came from various academic institutions, civil or
military higher academic establishments, state or private firms. Young
people were presented well too, in the face of post-graduate students from
the SRI and other institutions.
About 15 scientists from abroad were also presented from England,
Albania, Azerbaydzhan, Germany, Italy, and Macedonia. The presentation
of Russian scientists was very impressive through Prof. Klimov and Prof.
Erohin from the Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of
Sciences. Prof. Issaev from IZMIRAN etc.
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In the end, a Round Table was organized, at which the participants
hared their experience, opinions, and ideas on this topic which is coming to
the fore not only in Bulgaria, but on a world scale, too.
All scientific reports were published in a two-volume Collection
SES'2005, which was delivered to the participants at the time of registration
for the Conference.
During the Confererrce, arr exhibition entitled "Space" was organized
presenting the pictures of Mr. Petar Stoyanov, Senior Researcher at the
Space Research Institute.
The conductance of the
Conference which marks the
beginning of annual conferences

on the topic may be qualified

as

very successful. Special
appreciation is due to the
Organrzation Committee with

Honoured Chairman

Acad.

Nikola Sabotinov, Vice Cairman
of the BAS, Chairman Prof. Petar
Getsov, Director of the Space
Research Institute, and all other
organizers and participants.
The second Scientific Conference SPACE, ECOLOGY, SAFETY
will take place in June 2006, againat the Rest House of the BAS in Yama,.

Information on the 35th COSPAR
Scientific Assembly

- Pariso France

Jordanlm Semkova
Solar-Terres trial Influenc es Laboratory,

B

ulgarian Academy of S ciences

The 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly was held 18-25 JuIy 2004,
in Palais des Congres in Paris, France. The assembly was co-hosted by
CNES (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales -France) and by ESA (European
Space Agency) and was organized with the support of the French Ministry
of Research, the French Academy of Sciences, the Regional Council, the
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City of Paris and the National Scientific Research Center (CNRS), as well
as with the sponsorship of a number of industrial companies.
The Paris Assembly presented one of the richest scientific
programmes in the field of space research, gathering more than 2,000
researchers.

The core scientific program, made up of 94 meetings spanning the
range of topics addressed in COSPAR was exceptionally interesting,
including 4,460 presentations, a far larger number than for any previous
COSPAR Assembly.
The perfect organization of the Assembly and the conditions in the
Palais des Congres in Paris - one of the most modern congress centers in the
world, allowed the intemational space science community to exchange
information on the latest progresses in space research, presented through the
numerous oral and poster sessions, as well as the many informal
discussions.

During the Assembly, atotal of 33 papers with leading authors from

the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Bulgarian universities

were
panels.
Most
presented in almost all Scientific Commissions and in several
presentations - 23, came from the Solar-Terrestrial Influences Laboratory BAS (STIL-BAS), 3 presentations were from leading authors from the
Space Research Institute-BAs (SRI-BAS), 4 - from the Geophysical
Institute-BAS. Six scientists from the STIL-BAS, attended the Assembly,
four of them were partially supported by the organizers. Participating
scientists presented altogether 10 ownpapers, as well as the papers of their
colleagues, who were unable to attend the Assembly.

COSPAR 2004 included a new series of Panel Events at which a
group of very prestigious speakers from all over the world gave participants
a look at the future by addressing policy issues and conditions which affect
the conduct of space science. The Panel Events concerned: The Future of
Space and International Cooperation; Space Sciences in Europe; The Future
of Humans in Space and the Role of ISS; Highlights from the recent Mars
Missions and the Future of Mars Exploration jointly sponsored by COSPAR
and IAA; The Role of Space in Monitoring Global Change.
During the Panel Event "The Future of Space and International
Cooperation", guided by Prof. Sagdeev, panelists were the leaders of
NASA, ESA, RKA, JACSA, Chinese and Indian space agencies. In his
speech, J. J. Dodrain - the General Director of ESA, focused on the role of
space research as a contributor to the success of EU enlargement. He
welcomed the association of new EU Member States. as well as of
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Rumania, to ESA activities and the European Space Policy. These countries
have already established Cooperation Agreements with the ESA. Bulgaria
was not mentioned among these countries. Participating Bulgarian scientists
discussed that additional efforts of Bulgarian space research community are
needed to stress on and foster establishment of Framework Cooperation
Agreement between the ESA and the Bulgarian Government conceming
participation in ESA programs and White Paper process in Europe.
ACKNowLEDGEMENTS. Jordanka Semkova is grateful to the Editorial
Board of the Aerospace Research in Bulgaria journal for the assistance in
accreditation as a reporter to the 35th COSPAR Scientific Assembly - Paris.

A Brief Report on the 10th Scientific Assembly
of the International Association
of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy
Rositsa Kolevct
So

lar- Terr es tr ial Influen

c es

L ab or at ory, B

ul gar i an A c a d emy of

S c i en

c es

The 10th Scientific Assembly of the International Association of
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) took place from 18 till29 July, 2005
in Toulouse, France. IAGA is one of the seven associations of the
International Union on Geodesy and Geophysics (ruGG). The objective of
IAGA is to promote and coordinate studies in a large area of Earth's
sciences - "From the Sun and Planets ... to the Earth's deep interior" as its
slogan says. IAGA is organised into five Divisions and two Interdivisional
Commissions: Dl. Internal Magnetic Field; D2. Aeronomic Phenomena;
D3. Magnetospheric Phenomena; D4. Solar Wind and Interplanetary Field;
D5. Geomagnetic Observations, Surveys and History; ID Commission on
History; ID Commission on Developing Countries. The fields of interest to
the readers of this journal - divisions D3 and D4, overlap with the research
dine within COSPAR, but the organisers of the IAGA Assembly tried to
find different aspects of the scientific investigations and the emphasis in the
presented papers was placed on results form global and micro-scale
modelling and the extent to which the models are confirmed by
experimental evidence. As there were no Bulgarian presentations at the 10th
Assembly, I shall try to provide a brief overview of the presentations which
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impressed me. A particular feature of IAGA Assemblies are the Reporter
Review Sessions in each Division in which scientists nominated in advance
review the last two-years publications on a given topic. In his review on
inner magnetosphere interaction [], J. Goldstein stated that the basic
d5mamics and global structure of the inner magnetospheric electric field has
been obtained, and important sub-global contributions, due to coupling
between the ring current and ionosphere, have been identified. Longsuspected relationships between the hot plasmas (ring current and radiation
belts) and the colder plasmas (plasmasphere, ionosphere) have been
demonstrated. In his review on ULF waves l2l, D.H. Lee noted that over
140 papers were published on the topic in the preceding 2 years, but he
outlined about 40. On ULF waves in the boundary layers, the paper by
Teodosiev at a1.[3] was cited. Bulgaria was mentioned once more - in his
talk, J. Bougeret [4] spoke about the Regional Planning Meeting for the
Balkan and Black Sea Region, which was held in Sozopol, Bulgaria, 6-8
June 2005, hosted by STIL-BAS. Of particular interest to many space
researchers was the review on CMEs, presented by R. Schwenn [5]. He
pointed that, in recent years, an unprecedented amount of high-quality data
from various space probes has been piled up that exhibit the enormous
variety of CME properties and their effects on the whole heliosphere.
However, major problems could still not be solved, e.g. what are the
mechanisms of CME; how are CMEs related to flares; at the Sun CME has a
4-region structure, but in the interplanetary space CME exhibits only a 2region structure - how and why this evolution takes place; etc. Many
presentations were devoted to storms and substorms. T. Pulkkinen [6]
presented evidence that the energy dissipation in the magnetosphereionosphere system is driven by the z-component of the interplanetary
magnetic field, but is controlled by the solar wind dynamic pressure. Issues
concerning superstorms were controversial. M. W. Liemohn et al., l7l
conclude that geomagnetic storms with different intensities are merely a
continuum of responses to solar wind inputs, all having the same coupling
functions. On the contrary, Kozyra et al., [8] reported thal superstorms,
especially those occurring in the presence of low solar wind density exhibit
unusual features.
At the Assembly, four associated lectures were delivered. Though
they were given early in the moming in a large and representative lecture
room, they were attended by a large audience. D. Loper [9] focused on the
role of the geomagnetic field in the evolution of life on Earth. According to
him, life on Earth became possible because of the existence of the closed
loop: magnetic field, which preserves water - water, which permits plate
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tectonics - plate tectonics, which provides the cooling necessary to sustain a
dynamo in the core, the latter generating the magnetic field. The lecture
delivered by D. Baker was devoted to the Electronic Geophysical Year
(eGY) proposed in commemoration of the International Geophysical Year
1958). eGY provides an opportunity for the international
geoscientific community to focus effort on a 21-st Century e-Science
approach to issues
data stewardship: open access
data, data
preservation, data discovery, data rescue, capacity building, and outreach.
The development of Virtual Observatories and Laboratories is a central
feature of eGY. eGY is an intemationally-recognized resolution by the
scientific community to achieve a step increase in making past, present, and
future geoscientific data readily, rapidly, conveniently, and openly
available. The challenges of eGY concern many space researchers in
Bulgaria and I recommend visiting its web site at http://www.egy.orglab.
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JUBILEES
Prof. Dr. Dipl. Eng. Petar Getsov
Became 55 Years of Age

Prof. Petar Getsov was born on
October 20, 1950, in the Village of
Samovodene, Town of Veliko Turnovo. He is
a renowned expert in the field of Aerospace
Device Construction
Automatic
Regulation and Control Systems, and Study of
Man as Controlling Body
Control
(Ergatic) Systems). The notorious career of
Prof. Getsov dates since 1974. when he
graduated from the G. BenkovskiHigher Military Aviation School, Town of
Dolna Mitropoliya, as Engineer in Aircraft Electrical, Instrumentation, and
Automatic Equipment. In 1978, at Ihe N. E. Zhukovski Higher Military
Engineering Academy, Moscow, Prof. Getsov presented his PhD Thesis
entitlod Study of the Operational Efficiency of an Aircraft Power-Supply
Automatic Regulation System by the Method of Semi-Nature Modelling. In
1983, he was elected Associate Professor atthe G. Benkovsh'HMAS in the
subject of Aircraft Automatic Control and Regulation. In 1985 and 1986, he
became Senior Researcher II rank, in the same subject at the Military
Technical Scientific Research Institute at the Ministry of Defence of the
Republic of Bulgaria, and the Space Research Institute at the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences, accordingly. In 2002, he was elected Senior
Researcher I rank at the latter Institute.
Prof. Getsov has occupied successively the following positions:
Lecturer, Senior Lecturer, and Vice Head of the Chair of Electrical
Engineering and Aviation Equipment at the G. Benkovski HMAS, Head of
the Aviation Equipment Department at the Military Technical Scientific
Research Institute at the Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Bulgaria,
Head of the Aerospace Devices and Telecontrol Department, Head of the
Aerospace Control Systems Department at the Space Research Institute,
BAS, Professor of Aerospace Instrumentation for Ecologic Monitoring aI
the New Bulgarian University, Sofia, Professor of Aviation Navigation and
Control Systems at the Plovdiv Subsidiary of the Technical University of
Sofia. Since 1996, Prof. Getsov is Director of the Space Research Institute,
BAS. For 25 years already, Prof. Getsov has been head of various scientific

and

a
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units; he was scientific leader of 20 graduate students and 10 post-graduate
students. During his long and prolific scientific career, Prof. Getsov has
partrcipated in 57 scientific projects, being a participant in 10 of them and
leader of the other 47. The publication activity of Prof. Getsov features 144
works (papers, reports, textbooks, monographs etc.); he has 71 citations at
home and abroad. He has participatedin 47 scientific contributions and has
50 innovations, author's certificates, implementations etc. Prof. Getsov is
member of the following prestigious scientific formations: since 1995 Chairman of the Scientific Council of the Space Research Institute - BAS,
the Dedicated Scientific Council at the Military Committee in Military
Engineering Sciences of the Higher Attesting Committee, since 2003 member of the International Academy of Technological Sciences, since
2005 - member of the New York Academy of Sciences, member of the
Interinstitutional Committee on Space Matters atthe Council of Ministers of
the Republic of Bulgaria. Prof. Getsov is Chairman of the Bulgarian
Astronautical Society (2003) and of the Bulgarian Astronautical Federation
(2004).

Prof. DSc Dipl. Eng. Garo Mardirossian
Became 60 Years of Age
Prof. Garo Mardirossian was born on October
graduated from the
Lomonossov Exemplary Vocational School of Fine
Mechanics and Optics, Sofia. Then, he completed by
correspondence the Technical University in Sofia to
become Weak Current Electrical Engineer. From
1965 to 1979 he worked at the Geophysical Institute
of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences where he held successively the
offices of technician, expert master of scientific equipment, engineer,
Research Fellow, and Head of the Central Laboratory of Seismology. In
1980, in relation with the implementation of the Bugaria-1300 National
Space Programme, he started working for the Space Research Institute of
the BAS. Since 1990 he has been Senior Researcher in Remote Sensing
Techniques and Equipment for Study of the Earth and Planets, in Ecology

10, 1944, in Sofia. He

and Economy. His core scientific interest is focused on the study of ecologic

catastrophes using ground-based (contact) and aerospace (remote)
techniques and equipment. He is one of the founders of the Master's and
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Post-Graduate Programme in Remote Sensing Aerospace Studies at the New
Bulgarian University.
Prof. Garo Mardirossian is author of more than 80 scientific
publications, about 60 scientific reports, 4 books, dozens of scientificpopular papers, and 24 invention patents. He is Honoured Inventor since
1982. He has presented two PhD Theses in Geophysics (1985 and 2000). He
has participated in the implementation of nearly all significant national and
international space projects with Bulgarian participation. In 1991, G.
Mardirossian was elected Professor rank and nominated active member of
the PWPA (Professors World Peace Academy), New York, on account of
hi s,,s cienti frc, application, inventor' s and scienc e -p op ularization activity, a s
well as his merits for the democratization process". In 1999, his name was
inscribed onto the Golden Book of Bulgarian Inventors and Discoverers,
and in 2000 - on the Encyclopedia of the 2000 Most Prominent Scientists of
the XX Century, issued by the Cambridge Biographical Centre.
In 2002, Prof. Mardirossian won an international competition and was
invited to work for the National Center for Scientific Research (Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique - CNRS), France, on the topic of
Remote Sensing of Earth Atmosphere fi.rnded under NATO's Scientific
Programme. In 2003, he presented his Doctor's Thesis in the field of
technical sciences. Since 2004, he has been Chairman of the General
,dssembly of Scientists, and since 2005 - Senior Researcher, I rank at the
SRI-BAS. Prof. Mardirossian has great merit for the establishment and
consolidation of the journal ,,Aerospace Studies in Bulgaria", issued
periodically, to which he has been Secretary-in-Chief since 1982, and Vice
Chief Editor since 1996.

Prof. DSc Hernani Borisov Spiridonov
Became 70 Years of Age

The scientific biography of Prof.
Spiridonov began long d5o, in 1963, at the
Enterprise for Geophysical Prospecting and
Geologic Mapping at the Committee of Geology,
Sofia, where he held the office of geologistgeomorphologist. There, he participated in the
geologic and geomorphologic mapping and search
of ores and minerals, initially in the capacity of mapping geologist, and later
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of a geological team. The material collected and processed by him
in his PhD Thesis entitled
"Morphotectonics of the Northern Slopes of the East Rila Mountain and Part
of the West Rhodopes Mountain", which he presented successfully in
l975.In the same year, upon winning a competition, he was appointed
Research Fellow, I rank, at the Space Research Institute of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences. He was the first researcher employed at the Remote
Sensing of the Earth from Space Department. From 7975 to 1980 he was
Leader of a Problem Group, and from 1980 to 2005 he was Head of the
Remote Sensing of the Earth from Space Department. In 1995, he presented
his Doctor's Thesis on the topic "Ring Morphostructures in the Sredna Gora
Mountain" after which, in 1996, he was appointed Senior Researcher, I

-

as head

during that period was summarized

rank. In 1997, he was elected Professor.
The abundant scientific and creative biography of Prof. Spiridonov
includes over 200 scientific works, of them: 112 publications, over 60
papers and communications, and over 30 reports, related with international
scientific expeditions and tasks of the Space Research Institute, the greater
part of which are stored at the National Centre for Information Activity,
Sofia. He is author of a gteat number of monogtaphs, 10 of which have been
published in Russia, England, Poland, Czechia, Slovakia, Mongolia, and
Viefiram, and 15 - in Bulgaria. Apart from these, in 1999, he published the
monograph "Ring Morphostructures in the Sredna Gora Mountain", which
was distinguished by a Diploma of the Union of Scientists in Bulgaria. In
the field of science-populaization activity, Prof. Spiridonov has published 3
books: "A Close Look at Vietnam", "Space and Natural Resources", and
"Study of the Earth from Space".
Prof. Spiridonov has participated in a number of international
forums, congresses, conferences, and symposia in Russia, Poland, Czechia,
Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Cuba, Germany, Finland, India, Mongolia,
and Vietnam, to many of which he was invited lecturer. From 1975 to 1997
he was member of the Office of the Work Group on Remote Sensing of the
Earth from Space Using Aerospace Techniques, which in 1991 was one of
the scientific schools under the Intercosmos Intemational Programme. At

the same time, he was National Coordinator to the Methods for

Interpretation of Remote Sensing Data Scientific School (Section No.2),
whereby Bulgaria participated in the international space program. He
participated in the preparation of the scientific programs in the field of
geologic study of the F,artll'; remote sensing in geography, agriculture and
forest economy, ecology, and thematic mapping.
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Prof. Spiridonov was leader of over 50 airplane expeditions
conducted on the territory of Bulgaria and other countries, during which
synchronous and quasi-synchronous measurements were performed at three
levels: satellite, aitplane, and ground level. He was leader of the Bulgarian
scientists who worked at various test sites under the projects Caribe, Tyan
Shan, Gobi Hangai, Biosphere-K, Tropico-3, Spectr, Bulgaria-1300,
Kiolong, Erdem etc.
Prof. Spiridonov was the founder of aerospace research in Bulgaria
and their application in natural sciences. There are over 200 citations of his
publications, more than ? of which abroad. He was many times reviewer of
PhD and Doctor's Theses on Professor Election Procedures. He was Chief
Editor and Co-Editor of numerous monographs, collections, and journals.
He was awarded orders and medals by the Bulgarian and Russian State in
relation with the successful missions of both Bulgarian astronauts. He was
scientific leader of post-graduate students at the SRI-BAS, and the Saint
Ivan Rilski University of Mining and Geology. For ten years already he has
been Chief Editor of the Geomorphologic Map of Bulgaria issued in scale
M l:100 000. Prof. Spiridonov has lectured at various institutes in Russia,
Mongolia, Vietnam, and Cuba, and in the recent years, at the Archbishop K.
Preslavski University of Shoumen and the Saint Ivan Rilski University of
Mining and Geology. He has participated as leader of various projects and
contracts, both international, as well as home ones. During 1994-1995, he
was leader of the interpretation team under the CORINE Land (]over
Intemational Contract at the European Union under the PIIARE
Programme. He was for thirty years leader of the Remote Sensing of the

Earth from Space Department atthe SRI-BAS, three mandates - member of
the General Assembly of the BAS and 10 years - Chairman of the Scientific
Council of the SRI-BAS.
Prof. Spiridonov created the Remote Sensing of the Earth from
Space scientific school at the SRI-BAS, which was at the time a pioneer
school for Bulgaria and the BAS. He has his third mandate as member of the
Scientific Expert Committee in Earth Sciences and member of the
Dedicated Scientific Council of Geography; he has been for three mandates
Chairman of the Scientific Council at the SRI-BAS and member of the
Scientific Council of Geography at the Institute of Geography; he was for
I7 years National Representative of Bulgaria under the Intercosmos
Programme in the Remote Sensing of the Earth Using Aerospace
Techniques scientific school and National Coordinator of the Remote
Sensing Data Interpretation Methods scientif,rc school. During 1975-1999,
he was member of the COSPAR ISC on Space Studies of the Earth's
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Surface, Meteorology and Climate, Subcommission A.3 - Geology and
Productivity of Land Surface and Oceans. He was elected Expert at the
European Committee - Directorate-General XII - Science, Research and
Development No.EE1998AI4345. On 21.02.2003, he was elected member
of the research team of the Intemational Biographical Center Research
Council, Cambridge, England, for his contribution in the field of geology,
neotectonics, and remote sensing.
We wish Prof. DSc Hernani Spiridonov health and longevity. Happy
jubilee, Prof. Spiridonov!

Prof. DSc Dipt. Eng. Nikola Georgiev
Became 70 Years of Age
Prof. Nikola Georgiev displayed professional
interest in the field of geodesy yet in juvenile age.
He graduated from the Hristo Botev Construction

School

in

Sofia, and afterwards majored in

Geodesy, Photogrammetry, and Cartography at the
Higher Institute of Architecture and Construction.
The scientific and pedagogical career of Prof.
Georgiev started at the Higher People's Military Artillery School, Town of
Shoumen, where he lectured in Mathematical Geodesy and Cartography,
Geodetic Astronomy, and Physical Geodesy. During this period he became
post-graduate student of the prominent Bulgarian scientist-geodesist, Acad.
Vl. Hristov, and in 1967 presented his PhD Thesis on the topic "The Direct
and Reverse Geodetic Problem for Great Distances" issued as a monograph
in 1967.
In 1965, N. Georgiev joined the Central Laboratory for Higher Geodesy
(CLHG) at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (BAS) as a Research
Fellow. Here, he focused his scientific activity and interests in the freld of
Space Geodesy, a new and prospective scientific freld at that time. In
recognition for his successful results, during 1975-1977, he was invited to
work for the Council of Astronomy of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
where he developed analytical theory for high-precision determination of
Earth satellite orbits and their use for the purposes of space geodesy. In
1978, he presented his Doctorial Thesis at the A. Sterberg State Institute of
Astronomy of the M. Lomono,ssoy State University of Moscow on the topic
"A Satellite Geodesy Orbital Method for Short Time Intervals" attaining the
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title Doctor of Physico-Mathematical Sciences. Its major results

were
published in the joint Bulgarian-Russian monograph "Using Earth Satellite
optic observations for Geodetic Purposes" which was published in 1979
and later on gained great popularity.
Upon his return to Bulgaria in 1977, N. Georgiev was appointed
Director of the CLHG - BAS. Here, he organized a large team of researchers
and professionals, with whom he developed intensively and successfully
various aspects of the analytical theory for determination of satellite orbits,
with particular emphasis on its application for the purposes of global
geodynamics. Under his supervision, the GLHG continued its scientific
research work in both the traditional fields of higher geodesy as well as in
some new areas. In his capacity of Director of the CLHG, Prof. N. Georgiev
paid particular attention to the young researchers assisting their scientific
and creative development.
This period witnessed the consolidation and elevation to a new
quantitative level of CLHG's intemational relations with the Academies of
Soience of Russia, Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Roumania, Cuba and
other countries. The CLHG established creative contacts with other
geodetic, scientific, academic and production institutions in Bulgaria. The
CLHG provided methodical supervision for the Satellite Photographic
observation Station at the J. Gagarin People's Astronomical observatory
with Planetarium, Town of Stara Zagoru.
The career of Prof. N.Georgiev was marked not only by his prolific
scientific activity, but by his pedagogical activity as well. He lectured at the
Higher Institute of Architecture and construction, the Gen. Blagoy lvanov
Higher People's Military Construction School, and the Higher people's
Military Artillery School.
. 1975 - elected Sen. Res. II rank in Space and Mathemalical Geodesy;
. l98l - elected Sen. Res. I rank in Space and Mathematical Geodesy.
1982 - elected Professor in Geodesy at the Gen. Blagoy lvanov FIPMCS;
. 1990 - nowadays working at the Remote Sensing Department of the
SR.I-BAS.
Prof. Georgiev has over 200 scientific publications in dedicated journals,
collections, international, foreign and Bulgarian editions, of them: published
abroad - 88; in Bulgaria - ll5; individual works - 59; team works - l3g,
being the first author of 105 of the latter. He has written 9 monographs. He
was invited lecturer to 55 home and overseas forums, member of
organizational, scientific, and program committees.
The results of the scientific and organizationar activity of prof. N.
Georgiev resulted in his wide intemational recognition. He is member of
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international and overseas organizations, his name is inscribed on a number
of home and foreign encyclopedias, he was elected member of a number of
foreign Academies of Science on account of his academic achievements, he
is also leader of international projects and programs:
' Coruesponding Member of the International Astronautical Academy
(Internationalis AstronauticaAcademia MCMLX), paris, elected in I 990;
. Academician of the International Ashonautical Academy
(Internationalis Astronautica Academia MCMLX), paris, elected in 1997 ;
' Expert of the European commission, Directorate General XII, Science,
Research & Development, subject EE l998lAl4l8, since July 02, 1999;
' subpro.iect II4.I - " Dynamics Study of the Euro-Asian Lithosphere
(IDEAL)";
' Tooic II-4.1-4. - "complex Geod5mamic Interpretation of the Results";
' Pro.iect IV. IDEAL -"Motion study of the Euro-Asian Lithosphere
Using High-Precision Laser Distance Meters and Radio-Interferometric
Observations";
' Tooic II.
1300-2;

I "optic Laser Light-Reflecting

System", Satelrite Bulgaria-

. Chief Editor of: "Higher

Geodesyr, (issues Nos.5 to l4); ,,Aerospace
Research in Bulgaria", (issues Nos. l3 to 19).
Since 1990, Prof. Georgiev has been working for the SRI - BAS where

on: the methods for coordinate attachment,
rectification, and interpretation of high-resolution space images; space
methods for study of regional and global geodynamics; analysis of remotesensing and ground-based studies of the neotectonics and geodynamics of
the Moesian platform. During this period, he was also chairman of the
General Assembly of Scientists.
During the successive periods of his carrier, prof. DSc N. Georgiev was
National Coordinator and active participant in prestigious international
organizations, such as: INTERCOSMOS, KAPG, COSPAR, MAG, MCff,
Scientific Secretary of the Dedicated Scientific council in Geodesy and
Geophysics; member of the Scientific council in Geophysics at the Higher
Attesting committee (1983-1987 and since 2005 to nowadays); vicechairman of the Dedicated Scientific council in Geodesy at the Higher
Attesting committee (1985-1988 and since 2005 to nowadays). on account
of his versatile activity he was awarded with order of Cyril and Methodius,
I class, the Golden order of Labour, the Badge of an Excellent worker of
he focused his attention

the BAS etc.
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Yordanov, D. V. COMPUTER MODELS OF AIRPLANE AND
HELICOPTER CONTROL SYSTEMS. Publishing House of the
Technical University of Sofia, 2004-2005, 155p.

In 2005, the Publishing House of the Technical University, Sofia,
presented to the attention of the experts in aviation equipment and
technologies the textbook entitled "Computer Models of Airplane and
Helicopter Control Systems" written by Sen. Res. Dr. Dimitar Vasilev
Yordanov from the Space Research Institute of the BAS. In it, the author
presents his ideas as to how the potentialities of the Matlab-Simulink
^1 software product may be used
'l to interpret in a new way some
problem issues related with the
aircraft control contour's
operation. The two parts of the
textbook acquaint the reader
with the methods of solving
A
control system design
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problems, satis$'ing

the

normative
controllabilitv
characteristics' requirements,
and some applications of the
models for study the control
contour's operation in normal

and

emergency situations,
related with control system

failures or

atmospheric
disturbances. The models have
been chosen for specific
regimes where the control systems operation features some peculiarities,
demanding a creative modeling approach to be applied. They do not cover
the whole variety of problems characterizing control systems' operation.
The aim of the author is to provoke the experts' research approach and their
ability to take decisions based on modelling results. The correct solution of
the problems requires of the author to have basic knowledge in the specific
aviation field, computer literacy, and a reasonable amount of fantasy.
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Vassev, V. S. SECOND-HAND SOUL, Collection
I'ublishing House, Sofia, 20051 64 p.

of

poems, ASI

The Editorial Board of the journal "Space Research in Bulgaria" is
very pleased to present to the readers' audience the newly published book of
the well-known and respected employee of the Space Research Institute,
Mr. valeri vassev, whom all of us have admired for many years already for
his genuine and unrivalled poetic gift.

Mr. Vassev was bom on April 28, 1952, in Sofia. He majored as a
historian from the St. Kliment ohridski University of Sofia. For about two
dozens of years already he has been practicing as journalist and publicist in
the mass media. Mr. vassev was Editor in the Nauka and lzkustvo and
I>anorama publishing houses, the Bulgarska Armiya, Novinar, and
ossobeno Mnenie newspapers and many more. He is author of more than
2000 papers, interviews, essays etc. second-Hand soul is his second poetic
collection. The first one, entitled Mutilated Times, was published in 2003.
L)o never open
the pages ofa book,
the door to the unlcnown.
the petal of the rose
the anterior of love...
If you are not prepared to hnow:

Banepu BsceB

time's infinity,
immortality's eternity,
life's wisdom,
your true Self...
F'or only then

you'll

come to lcnow:
who keeps the memory,

what keeps the Earth going round,
where the cycle originates...
And only then you will
discover the truth about:
the stars'beauty,
tlrc burn of passion,
the light's might,
the magic of birth...
So that you might live forever after
thqt is, your true Self ...
no second-hand love...
your soul - an eternal traveller...
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(Verse translated by L. Kraleva)

Res. Fellow L. Kraleva

